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PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION,

Improvements in Machines for Casting and Setting Type.

A communication from the Lanston Monotyee Macuixe Company, a Corporation
aud existing under the Laws of the Siate of Virginia, and having its

al place of business ab Washington, District of Columbia, United States of

rica.

T, Auprep Jourus Bot, of 111, Matton Garden, in the County of London,
ered Patent Agent, do hereby declare the nature of this invention to be as

Eullows :-—

The present inyeution relates to and constitutes an improvement upon the type
king and composing mechanism forming part of what is Imewn as the Tanston

motype system, wherein a previously prepared record strip is employed to control

nd govern the operations of an automatic type casting machine in the production of

tified lines of type, aud the assembling of such justified lines of type in column

form ready for use,
e

In view of the somewhat complex character of the apparatus, embodying these

spprovemenls, und as an aid in understanding the deseription of the several

nisms and their relations ong to another and to the machine asa whole, it is

irable that the general mode of operation of the Lanslon monotype system should

© understood, to which end a brief description of its salient features, asermbodied in

: most highly developed form in which it has been introduced to the public prior
to the present invention, will be attempted.

;

The Lanston system makes use of a record strip prepared by punching, at regular
feryals, holes representing each character and space entering into the composition

of the matter to be set up. Al the end of each series of perforations, representing
mplete linc, there is formed one or more perforations representing Lue amount to

arided to each space type of normal width, in order to cause the series of character

nd spaces to justify, or just fill the line, These perforations occurring at the

line are known as ‘the justification perforations. Auother perforation
justification perforation and ‘is known as the galley perforation, The

the composition is seb up in the same manner, that is to say, characters

in the order in which they occur, are registered by perforations, the

justification, re, the increase in the width of the normal space types, is

red, after which tle galley perforation is made, and so on to any extent.

forated record-strip thus madeis delivered to Lhe type-making and com-

anism in the reverse order of composition so that, in the procession of

fication adjustments for the first line produced im the muchine will

then the characters and spaces in inverse order of composition will

rmed, and, after the last character for the line is completed, the

j

will be returned to zero and the galley mechanism brought
=

=r the completed line to the galley, aller which the justitication
the formation of the churacters for said line will proceed es

A
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The principal elements of the

aS
meechise are the die-

case, aud its ecntering and clampin=
=

the mold_ wath i= adjustable
mold-blade for varying the size of the meldcarmy, fe geotare type-bodies of

different widths; the normalaijustimemeciemtemSethemoltSladefordetermining
its position to correspond wath the marmalwaitieetGheseveralcferecters represented 5

hy the matrices; the absormal erjustifyaesmechamicmfor varying the position of

the mold-blade,as effetted by themermaladjestime deviecs. s» as to increase the

dimensions ofthemoldas to wath whee: certem selected type, such as the space

type, are to be produced; the mectalimjecting mechanism; the galley mechanism,
the latter contaimime devices feeasembline the completed typc into a line, carrying 10

line into pesitiom te betramsterred ip the galley and irausferring the line into the

galley ; and a pmeamstse spstem through which the perforated record-strip exercises

control ower the seremsl devices or mechanisms enumerated.

According te t= plan of system upon which said machine is constructed a complete
rotation of the driyimg shaft is required for the making of a single type. |The 156

dices: ia hick the series of matrices representing the characters are assembler is

giv==4 Smpoaedmotionin two directions, for centering er bringing any selected

mattisinteposition abeve the mold, said motions heing performed with reference to

= commen starting poisi or zcro position, hence a complete reciprocation of the

dic-case im two direciions is required each time a type is produced, the selection of 20
the character being determined by the degree of motion given the die-case measured

iromthe commonzero or starting position to which laiter the die-case is returned

afier ihe formation of each type. This involved a considerable travel of the die-case,
even when a limited number ofmatrices wes employed,andwhee it was sought to

matesialiy increase the numberof matrices in the dic-cace, the imereasei weight and 25

raugeofmotion,ipciden’thereto,serisasyaffectedthespendofthemachine.
Timewasalohetie setting thejesiiGcetiondeviessand im starting the galley

mechanicm. Fortheformertherewas2 startierce evo te which thejusti-
fication deviees hadte bereturned at the complicit of a liee_and with reference to

whichtheadjustment wasperformed foe the mestsecrete Eee Moreover, the 30

setting of thejustifvimedeviecsalecebedseveralotherwisewxeie=rotations of the

driving shaft, and thestartmeof the galley moccheutemalsorequireda blankor
nupreductiye rotation of said shait_

It will readily beperceived that the doeegeimg_amsengother features not here

enumerated,constitutedistimet lmsitaitons apex the speed capacity of the machine, 34

considered asa whole,andit iseneofthespecialamdimupectantaijectsof the present
invention to overcome or at least materially modify thesemestmictiogs.acd to not

aloneimprovethe mechanisms whereby the severaloperationsare performed.but to

materially inerease the capacity of the machine, both as te sumber of available

characters and speed of production.
. a

With this end in view a new die-centering system has been contrived.wherebyihe

zero or starting point for the die-casehasheen eliminated ang the motions redneed to

a minimum, by causing it to move direetly from onepoint:of adjustment to the nexs

withoutfirstreturning to a common slarling point. By this meaus ihe range of

auvtion and consequent number of characters may be inercased without corresponding!
increasing the speed of motion of the die-case, and the shock of arrest incident t=

increased weight of the die-cuse is avoided.

Anew system for effecting both the normal and the abnormal or jnstifyimg adjus.-
ments of the mold-blade has also been devised, in which Lue zcro position is likew!

eliminated, the mechanism simplified, and the adjustment effected almost instar

taneously, the maximum degree being produced by bat two revolutions of the dri

shall; whereas in the Lanston machine several revolutions were consumatl for (b ~

purpose,
Instead of employing a separate perforation in the record-strip, and consumi

one complete revolution of the driving shaft for selling the galley mechanism into 55

action, the galley perforation is dispensed wita and thejustification perforation utilizel

for the purpose,
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re some of the principal fundamental improvements embodied in

ne, and, in addition thereto, there are numerous subordinate
ving to the construction, arrangement and combinations of the several

las will hereinafter more fully appear.
panying drawings representing the preferred, but not the only,

f all the several improvements in an organized machin

perspective view locking toward the front left-hand corner of the

a top elevation or plan view.
a front elevation.
a side ele n (looking towards right-hand side of the machine).
a rear elevation.

side elevation (looking towards left-hand side of machine).
a vertical Lransverse sectionon the line A— A,Figure2.
a yertical longitudina’ section on the line B_B,Figure 2,

vertical section through a portion of the matrix’or die-carrier, its
i

the centering plunger.
a horizontal section on the line C —C,Figure 9.

li is a vertical section on line D—D, Figure 13, showing a portion
ne, including the guide for the centering planger the die-case sup-

ame aud the arrangement of the friction clamps or brakes for the die-

frame on which the die-case carrier, Figure 15, is mounted and reciprocat
gure 17 is a perspective view showinga portion of the die or matrix case.

are 18 is a sectional view of a portion of the die or matrix ease,
19 is a perspectiveview of the mold, detached,

is a sectional view of the mold on line E—E, Figure 21.
1 is a horizontal section through the mold on the line F—F, igure 20.

is a top plan view on an eularged scale of that portion of the machine

= the matrix or die-centering mechanism, the normal adjusting devices for

d-blade,and the abnormal or justifyingdevices.

is a perspective view showing a portion of the mechanism for controlling
on of the die-case, in its carrier, inclndingthe primary controller, thejaws

ary positioning mechanism, the secondary controller and the jaws of the

pee
mechanism, the levers being broken away.

24 is a detailview showing one jaw or member of the secondary positioniug
mechani:

disa planvview of the lever system for actuating the jaws of the primary
ary controlling or positioning mechanisms showing themin two positions

s detailed view showingthe connection between the levers of one

mechanism and its spring. -

29 oe 30"are diagramat

ionsof adjustinent.
w of a a of the translatingd
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Figure 33 isa detail view illustrating the connec bet

devices for the secondary controllers.

Figure 34 is a perspective view of the devices for shifting
into and out of operative position and for operating the lock of he transfer wedge.

Figure 35 isa perspective view showing the locking mechanism for the transfer ;

blocks or wedges.
Figure 36 is a vertical sectional view threugh the locking rod for the transfer

blocks,

Figure 37 is a side elevation, partly in section, showing the justifying-wedge
actuating devices detached, and one of the trip-lever pistons. :

Figure 38 vertical section on line G—G, Figure 44, showing the normal wed.

and its locking bolt.

Figure 39 is a vertical seciion on line H—H, Figure 44, showing the transfer-
blocks and limiting abutment therefor.

Figure 40 is a similar section on line Z—Z, Figure 44, showing the justifying
wedges with their actuating devices.

=

Figure 41 is a perspective view of the two justifying wedge-shifting levers

detached.

Figure 42 is a vertical sectional view on line J—J, Figure 44, showing one of the

locking bars for secondary controller.

Figure 43 is a detail perspective view of one of the secondary gauges or

controllers.

Figure 44 is a longitudinal vertical section through the mold-blade shifting and

adjusting devices taken-on the line K—K, Figure 22.

figure 45 is a perspective view of the upper transfer wedge.
Figure 46 is a similar view of the lower transfer wedge.
Figure 47 is a perspective view of the abutment slide for controlling the position

of the mold-blade.

Figure 48 is a bottom view of said abutment slide.

Figure 49 is a detail in perspective of the self-adjusting bearing.
Figure 50 is a perspective view of the normal-wedge.
Figures 51 and 52 are similar views of the justifying wedges.
Figure 53 is a detail showing the locking bolt for the transfer wedges or blocks.

Figure 54 is a detail of the adjustable abutment for the transfer blocks or wedges.
Figure 53 is a diagramatie view illustrating the operations of the normal wedge

and lower transfer block.
E

Figure 56 is a top plan view, on an enlarged scale, cf a portion of the machine in
the immediate vicinity of the mold, and including a portion of the adjusting and

justifying devices for the mold-blade, the type carrier, and the line-channel and line-
carrier of the galley mechanism.

Figure 57 is a horizontal sectional view on the line L—L, Figure 63, showing the

type-carrier and ejector and the relative arrangement of the normal and justifying
wedges and the transfer blocks.

Figures 58 and 59 are diagramatic views illustrating the action of the justifying
wedges and the upper transfer wedge or block.

Figure 60 shows a slight modification in the form of the normal-wedge and
abutment slide to adapt the machine for use in making type wherein the bodysizes
do not vary in uniform degrees throughout the font.

Figure 60° is a sectional view of the bearing for the modified normal-wedze.
Figure 61 is a diagramatic view illustrating the applicatiou of the modified form

of normal wedge shown in Figure 60.

Figure 61* is a longitudinal section through the abutment slide as modified.

Figure 62 is a section on the line M—M, Figure 57.

Figure 63 isa section on the line N—N, Figure 57.

Figure 64 is a detail view, partly in section, showing the type ejector for the type-
cartier.

Figure 65 is a detail view showingsaidtype ejeclor detached,

ge

een the two locking,
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Pie= 66 is a perspective view of the type-carrier,
Figare66° is a seciion of the type-carrier,
Pigere 67 is a rear elevation of the type-carrier.
Bige= 65 is a transverse vertical section of the type-carrier on line O—O,

= Figee 67.

Pigze 69 is a perspective view of the movable jaw of the type-carrier.
Pigure 70 is a detail of the pressure plate for the ejector-blade.
Figure 71 is 2 perspective view of a portion of the frame in which the type-carrier

med Sector reciprocate.
«Figure 72 is a top plan view of the galley mechanism detached.

Figure 73 is a front elevation of the galley mechanism.

Pigme
74

is a detail view of the line-transferer.

Figure 75 is a detail showing in perspective the type sustaining springs at one

side of the entrance to the line-channel.

©=  Pigsres 76 and 77 are horizontal sectional views through a portion of the galley
meechanism on the line P—P, Figure 86, showing the line-carrier in different
pasitions.

Figure 78 is a vertical section through a portion of the galley, on line Q—Q,
Fiese 77, showing the line-transferer in the act of forcing the line of type from the

38 GSee<hannel into the galley.
Figare 79 is a detail showingoneof the jaws of the primary positioning mechanism

wail shock arrester applied thereto.

Figure 80 is a detail view illustrating the adjustableconnection betweenthe type-
carrier and its actuating lever.

= Figure 81 is a detail view showing the line-carrier in perspective.

ome 82 is a detail showing the type sustaining spring at one side of the entrance

ts the line-channel,

Figare 83 isan end view of the entrance to the line-channel, elomnEthe type
sustainingsprings.

Figure84is a detail view in perspective of the reciprocating support for the line-

earrier.

Figure 85 is a horizontal section of a portion of the galleymechanism on the line

R_R, Fignre 89.

Figure“85°is a section of the compression link.
35 _ Figure 86 is a central vertical section of the galley mechanism on the line S—S,

Figure 72.

Figure 87 isa detail of the slide for returning the type-support in the line-channel.

Figure 88 is a detail in perspective of the line-support in the line-chanzel,

Figure 89 is a vertical section on the line T—T, Figure 86.

28 Figure 90 is a verticai section on the line U—U, Figure 86.

Figure 91 is a vertical section on the line V—V, Figure 86.

Figure 92 is a rear elevation of the pump and melting pot.
Figure 92° is a detail of the pump actuating mechanism.

Figare 93 is a top plan view of the supporting frame for the melting pot.
=> Figure 94 is a top plan view of the melting pot and pump mechanism. 5

Figare 95 is a side elevation, partly in section, showing the pump actuating and

saeiting pot elevatingdevices.

Figure 96is a vertical section through the pump on the line W—W, Figure 94.

Figure 97 is a horizontal section of the pump and melting™pot with their con-

@® sections on the line X—X, Figure 99.

Figure 98 isa peispectiveshowing the pump actuating levers.

Figare 99 is a vertical section through pump and nozzle on the line Y—Y,
Figure 97.

Figare 100 is a vertical section on the line Z-—Z, Figure 91.
SS Figure101is a detail view illustrating in side elevation the driving connections

See the pump, including means for throwing the pump into and out of action

somatically.
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Figure 102 is a detail of the reciprocating member for disconnecting the pump

from its driving mechanism.
,

Figure 103 is a view in perspective of the driving and driven members of the pump-

actuating devices and the detachable connecting link or latch,

Figuré"104 is an end view of the pump-driving mechanism shown in Figure 101. :

Figure 105 is an end elevation of the paper feed mechanism.

Figure 106 is a detail showing the trip-block for connecting and disconnecting the

paper feed driving mechanism.

igure 107 is a vertical transverse section through the paper feed mechanism and

air bar,

Figure 108 is a detail showing the air bar in longitudinal section.

Figure 109 is a longitudinal vertical section through the paper feed mechanism.

Figure 110 is a detail view showing one of the spool-supports in section.

Figure 111 is a diagramatie view showing a section of the perforated record-
strip,

gare112 is a diagramatic view showing the air passages or connections of the

pneumatic system.
Figure 113 is a detail showing the arrangement of the driving cams.

Figure 114 is a perspective view of the link motion for operating the transfer blocks

or wedges.
Figure 115 is a transverse section through the driving shafts, showing the

arrangement of, the lever, the cams illustrated in this figure being those for the type-
ejector.

eee 116 is a detail view showing the manner of adjusting the bevel gear on its

driving shaft.
f

Figures 117 to 122 inclusive illustrate, approximately, the outlines of the various

sets of cams for actuating the devices.
- Corresponding parts in the several figures bear the samenumerals.

For convenience of description the various mechanisms which together constitute

the organized machine represented in the drawings may be considered in groups or

divisions, according to their special functions, as follows: The mold ; the die or matrix-

case; the die-centering mechanism; the normal mold-adjusting mechanism; the

abnormal adjusting or justifying mechanism; the metal injecting mechanism ;
the galley mechanism, including the type-carrier, line-carrier andline-transferer ; the

paper feed ; and the pneumatic system.
:

Generically considered similar elemental features are to be found in the prior
Lanston machine upon which this is an improvement, but from which it differs in

many respects, more especially in the construction, arrangement and mode of

operation of the actuating mechanisms.

The general arrangement of the principal elements is best seen in Figures 1 to 8

inclusive. 5

The mold occupies a fixed position nearly central of the machine, and above it is

arranged the die-case, which latter is mounted to reciprocate horizontally in two

directions so as to bring any one of its dies or matrices centrally above the mold.

Above the die-case, and in line with the mold, is the centering and pressing
plunger by means of which the selected matrix is accurately centered and held

tightly upon the upper end of the mold, The metal injecting devices are located

to the left of the mold, the nozzle being carried beneath the top plate of the frame

in line with the mold. The paper feed is arranged above the left-hand rear corner of

the machine.
The die-centering and the normal adjusting and justifying mechanisms occupy

positions in rear and to the left of the mold. The main driving shaft ismounted upon
the left side of the frame, and in this connection it may be stated that the frame,
which maybe of any desired or approved form, has, in the present instance, been

especially contrived to receive and accommodate the various mechanisms constituting
the organized machine, but inasmuch as its form is notessential it will hereinafter be
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=-Se=ced to merely as the main frame, whether considered as an integral structure or

== comprised of separable elements. ‘

With this preliminary outline of the relative arrangement and location of the

pcincipal clements of the machine, the detail description may be proceededwith.
s Tue Moi.

‘Themoldmay be regarded as the center of the entire system of type-forming
Sesiees, ecupying as it does, a fixed position, about and with reference to which the

ether mechanisms are grouped and adjusted for co-operative action. Acting in con-

jesction with a separable matrix or die-block and a metal-injecting apparatus, the

=e =old gives shape and dimension to the bodies of all the type, character as well as

space, to which end it is furnished with a movable member or wall eapable of adjust-
ment soasto vary the size of the mold-cavity and thus produce type-bodies of

different widths, set-wise.

The construction and arrangement of this part of the apparatus will be best

U5 understood by reference to Figures 7, 19, 20 and 21 and 56.

Althongh fixedly secured in position on the top plate of the frame and made up of

several distinct parts, the mold, as a whole, constitutes a complete structure which

ean readily be attached and detached, not only from the main frame, but also from

the actuating devices controlling its movable elements. It is composed of two
_

‘S Sstionary members or blocks 1, 2, forming the opposite side walls of the mold-

esyity, and a cross-blade 3, movable across the ends of said blocks 1 and 2 avd

forming a removable front wall to the mold-cavity. The rear wall of said cavity is

formed by the mold-blade 4, guided by and having mévement between the proximate
faces of the blocks 1 and 2 and constituting the adjustable wall of the mold, as well

5 = the ejector for discharging the type therefrom and delivering them into the type-
carrier. These parts are mounted and supported in a frame 5, comprising front and

rear vertical walls, a vertical wall extending partly across one end and a bottom

plate or support. Although this frame 5 might be formed in one piece, for con-

senience of manufacture if is composed of several parts firmly united, as clearly
Se indicated in Figures 19, 20 and 21. One special reason for this sectional con-

struction is the desirability of employing hardened and true surfaces for preserving
the parts in proper relative position, more especially those parts which furnish the

walls of the mold-eavity, hence the blocks 1 and 2, instead of extending down to the

bottom plate of the frame, as they well might, are each mounted upon a filling piece,
=> =hich latter is somewhat narrower than the blocks, as seen in Figure 20. "Theblock1

3: Sxed in position, and the opposite block 2 may, in like manner, be fixed; but it is

preferred to permit slight lateral play to block 2 so that it may accommodate itself
to variations in the temperature not only of the parts themselves, but also of the

mold-blade, which latter is movably sustained between the two blocks. A tight joint
=> =bould at ail times be maintained between the mold-blade and the faces of blocks 1

and 2, and unless adequate provision is made to accommodate expansion and con-

scection due to variations in temperature, there will be danger of binding and serious

Seterference with the movements of ihe mold-blade. To provide against this the

seovable or adjustable block 2 is held in contact with the mold-blade by a spring 6

= Figure 21), interposed between said block and the end wall of the frame. A set

=erew at one end and a clamping serew at the side serve to properly locate block 2,

hile a plate or keeper7, fitting accurately in cross-grooves in the upper face of both

Blecks 1 and 2 and secured to the former and to the frame, insure the alignment and

parallelism of the two blocks and furnishes the top guide for the mold-blade. These

Sp Sleek 1 and 2 are each provided with independent passages in close proximity to the

smeeli-Blade for the circulation of water or other cooling agents.

Theadjusting means for limiting the forward motion of the mold-blade operate

Gxeely apon the latter, instead of upon its actuating devices, thus eliminatiag
i

sties in position incident to lost motion and expansion. Said adjusting
$5 meses are mounted upon the mold frame and comprise the adjustable wedge 8 with
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set serew 9, the former passing through an opening in the mold-blade and taking its

bearing on frame 5.

It will readily be understood that in the production of articles such as type whose

variations in size are measured by the 1,000 and 10,000 of an inch, and whose bodies
must be tectangular, clean and free from fins, the matter of temperature and its

incidents, expansion and contraction, is a very material factor, and it is to counteract,

or neutralize this disturbing clement that the mold-blade, as well as its adjusting
devices, are mounted directly upon the mold, and provision made for supplyinga cir-

culation of liquid in the side blocks 1 and 2 where it will contribute its beneficial
action to the mold-blade.

The front block or cross-blade 3 is also preferably made separate {rom its base 10,
to which it is rigidly attached hy screws, some of the latter passing through avertical

plate 11 applied to the outer face of the eross-blade 3 and its base 10. Between
the side-vertical wall of the buse and the cross-blade 3 is arranged an adjustable
wear-plate 12, whichis sustained in position by adjusting screws in the frame, as

seen in Figures 20 and 21,

The base 10 of the cross-blade is formed in two sections slightly wider than the
cross-blade itself and projecting beneath the blocks 1 and 2, Figure 20, and said

sections of the base are separated by an interval forming a transverse groove 13 in

which fits and reciprocates the ejector 14, the latter straddling a cam track 15 fixed to

the base of the mold. The end of groove 13, when in vertical alignment with the

space between blocks 1 and 2, forms the passage through which molten metal is

injected into the mold-cavity, aud the button or jet formed in this passage is dis-

charged therefrom by the ejector 14 when the cross-blade is moved to uncover the
front of the mold-eavity.

e

Directly beneath and in line with the mold-cavity the bottom plate of the mold
frame is cut away for the reception of the nozzle plate 16. As is usual this plate is
furnished on its under side with a conical seat for the reception of the nozzle,
together with a jet opening or orifice ; but it differs from others in having this seat

formed with thin bell shape walls 17, and in having the supporting plate slightly
concaved on the under side. Two objects are accomplished by this arrangement, in

the first place, the chilling of the metal im the nozzle is avoided by diminishing the
mass of the metal with which ib is brought into close contact when the cast is made,
and, in the second place, the warping and splitting of the nozzle plate resulting from
the contact with the hot nozzle is prevented.

The rear portion of the mold-blade is perforated or slotted for connection wilh its

adjusting connection, while the cross-blade is furnished with a hook, fermed by an

inserted block, for detachably connecting it to its actuating devices, all as will
hereafter be explained.

j

Tt will be observed that the mold is a complete structure which can he readily
removed for inspection, repair or sabstitution, and, further, that the mold-blade is
supported and guided wholly by the members of the mold, so that all paris are

subjected equally to variations in temperature, and the “banging up” or
“

sticking
”

of the mold-blade, incident to the use of separate and more remote guides, is thereby
prevented,

Tue Dir-Casz.

Strictly speaking, the die-case includes only the series of dies or matrices and
the frame in which they are immediately supported; but, for convenience, the

supports and guides in which it travels horizontally, for adjustment, and vertically,
for engagement with the mold, will be described nmder this title.

z

The general arrangement will best be understood by reference to Figures 1 to 8,
inclusive, and Figure 22, the details being found in Figures 9 to 18, inclusive.

The die-case 20, is not substantially different from that hereiofore employed,
except as to its attachment to the actuating mechanism, 1 is composed of an open

, Teetangular frame 21, adapted to receive the die or matrix biocks 22, and furnished
with parallel guides 23, on opposite edges. An arm 24, projecting from one end of

on
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a and furnished with an open traverse

Heoaye
or socket serves for connection

ng mechanism.

5 22, are rectangular in cross-section, of uniform dimensions,
an a die cav. ity,and at the Bree ot upper end. with a

S »receptionof the centering plunger. They are mounted on

s or columns exteuding longitudinally of frame 21 said rods

erse perforations in the matrix blocks and seate d, at opposite

e cross-bars of the framo, The seats for rods 25, extend but part, way
-har at one end of the frame 21, and entirelythrough the opposite

the rods beingretained in posinion hy a delachable cap-picce 27, secured

As will be seen in Vigure 18, the holes in the matrix blocks for the

are of slightly grealer diameter than the reds, and said matrix~

= not fittedtightly within the frame 21, bul are permitted a very sligat motion

hich, together willl the loose fitting upon the rads 26permits any or all of

6havelimited vertical and horizontal play within the frame, The

of this movement will later appear.
is supported,through its edge-guides23, in ways 28, formed in opposite

S se carrier 29, ( 2 18). To insure ace’ y of movement

case in its carrier, tae oer ovidded with ribs 30, parallel with the

sides 23, and [ited to a central guiding way 41, on tne die-case carrier.
is

thus made for the accurate movement of the die-case in its carrier in one

and to permit of a similar movement of the dic-case earrier 29, upon its

g frame $2, but in a
x at right angles to the motion of Lhe die-case, said

aenished, on its upperside, with ways 33, and a central way 34, which are

<= upon parallel side gitides 35,and ceuter guide 36, on the lower face of sun.

ne 32, (Higures 10, 11 and 13).

tering of uvy malrix above the mold

arrier, in one direction, and of the «

rection, these motions being produced aud controlled

effected by a movement of the die-

or on its euppovting frame, in the

byt
is made for a vertical motion of the dic-ease, to seat the se

e top of the mold, to which end the supporting frame ,32, is attached to the

of two vertical yuide-rods 87, passing throngh the overhaugiug horizontal

or bridge forming pars of the frame, (igure 9, said rods beingconnected

at their upper ends hy ac 38. The guides 39, for rods $7,are pre-

the form of sleeves pa u (ue frame and adjustably
thereto by nus aud shoulders, as illustrated in Figure 9, the said frame 39

;

upheld against the lower euds of guides 39, by springs 40, each surround-

ne guides89, and Searing against a cap 41, acjastablyattached to ils

141, engaging the upper ends of the guides 39, and forming
arresting thedownward motion of the supportingframe 32, when

ace otthe matrices,are brought to the level of the wpper surfioc)of the

engage the latler, bat withoutpressure thereon. Between the lower ends

39, and the snpporling frame 32, may be 1 bnffer plates to

and prevent noise. A stu or piu 42, on cross-bar 38, passes through a

yoled at one end in a vertically adjustable support or rod 44, aud a

nterposed he(ween seid lever 43, and the crossbar 88, while a nnt or

stud = bree
the escape of lever 48. ‘This. lever 43, constitutes the

i

ion is transmitted Lo the supporting frame 32,
ing action of springs 40, in low the

into contact with the lower face of the
ing

seals fur limiting the downward

ng through openings
1

2,08

é

ame.

carrier 29, and ils supporting frame 32, are formed with open centers

£ the centering plunger 46. This centering planger is formed with

extremity 47, adapted to enter the conical seat 25, formed in the

h matrix-block 22, fox the purpose of accurately centering and firmly
B
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holding the selected matrix in contact with the upper face of the mold, hence it is

necessary that said centering-plunger should be accurately adjusted and guided. The

means adopted for this purpose are best scen in Figures 9, 10 and 11, Within an

opening in the bridge of the frame is located a flanged hub or sleeve 48, against
which hear four adjusting screws 49, for centering said hub, the latier being secured 4

in adjusted position by vertical bolts or serews passing through its flange into the

frame. The opposite ends of this hub 48, are furnished with conical seatsor bearings,
the one to receive the conical head of the guiding sleeve 50, and the other to receive

the conical split sleeve and nut 51, on the opposite end of said sleeve 50, the latter

being split longitudinally (see Fig. 10), so that by means of nut and sleeve 51, it can

be caused to contract, and thereby take up lost motion incident to the wear of the

interior surface of said sleeve or the exterior surface of the centering-plunger 46,

working therein, Vertical motion is trausmitted to the centering-plunger through a

head 52, and spring 53, the latter interposed between a shoulder on the plunger and

the under side of head 62, while the opposite side of said head contacts with an

adjustable nut on the plunger, so that the elevation of the plunger will be effected

through positive conuectious and its depression, when centering and seating the

matrix, through yielding connections.
=

When a comparatively heavy die-case and supporting frame are employed in con-

junction with rapidly operating actuating devices, it becomes desirable to provide 2

means for temporarily retarding the motions of the die-case while passing from one

position of adjustment to another, leaving the parts frec, however, when the final

centering of the selected matrix is being performed by the centering plunger. In

the present instance this is accomplished by two frictional braking devices, one of

which is applied in connection with the actuating devices operating directly upon the

die-case, while the other is applied to the die-case carrier, and is operated or thrown

out of action by the vertical motion of the die-case, hence may properly be referred to

in this connection.

On supporting-frame 32, and in line with each guide 45, is mounted a friction block

or movable section 64, (Fig. 12), ‘These blocks are preferably located opposite the
3

centering plunger (Figs. 11 and 13), and have their iuner edges pivotally attached to

one ofa pair of curved levers 55, (Fig. 14). Fach of said levers 45, is pivoted to the

supporting frame 32, above the point of attachment to its friction block 54, and has its

free eud extended beneath a pin 46, passing through the bridge of the frame. A

spring 57, interposed between a shoulder on pin 56, and the stationary frame, operates
to hold said pin towards the lower extreme of its vertical movement, which latter is

determined by an adjusting nut on the upper end of the pin. When the supporting-
frame 32, is elevated to the position it occupies during the adjustment of the die-case,

levers 55, engaging pins 4G, clevate the latter against the pressure of the springs 57,
and said springs, bearing upon the free ends of the levers, press the latter downward 4

and friction-blocks 54, outward, thereby increasing the frictional resistance to the

movement. of the die-case carrier upon its supporting-frame 32. When the supporting-
frame 32, is depressed, to bring the centcred matrix down onto the mold, and before the

centering-plunger has entered and been seated within the rear end of the selected”

matrix, pins 56, will be arrested, thereby relieving levers 55 from the pressure of

springs 57, thus withdrawing the additional frictional resistance due to the pressure of

blocks 54, so that the cie-case carrier will be free to move laterally under the influence

of the centering-plunger.
The vertical motions communicated to the supportiag frame 32, through its

Jever 43, and to the centering-pluuger 46, through its head 52, are derived from

asingle actuating lever 58,
whose furcated end embraces head 52 between upper and

lower shoulders thereon, while the free end of lever 43 is connected to said lever 48

by a link 59 ata point intermediate the head 62 and the fulcrum of said lever,
(Pigs. 3, 5 and 7).

By meaus of these connections the vertical motions communicated to the die-case

and centering-plunger, although derived from the same prime mover, z¢., lever 58, and

coinciding both as to time and direction, differ as to extent of travel, that is to say,

10
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‘hestering-plunger travels in the same direction, but at a greater speed, than the

Geese. This permits the centering plunger to be entirely withdrawn from the

essicis when in elevated position, and to overtake and enter the matrix during

th=doenwardmotion of the die-case.

=  Thehorizontal adjusiments of the die-case are performed while it is held in elevated

pesition, as indicated in Figs. 7 and 9, with the centering-plunger entirely clear of

«hematrices.As soon as this preliminary centering of the matrix has been com-

yo =1,the load arm of lever 48 is advanced towards the mold, thereby loweriug the

=-<aceuntilthe latter is arrested by its limiting stops,which occurs when the matrix-

‘Gieckjustmakes contact with the mold, but without pressure. In the meantime,the
e=storing-plunger will have overtaken the die-case and entered the centering cavity in

‘eSe preliminary centered matrix, giving the latter its final adjustment, and the plunger
eestinuing to advance after the die-case has been arrested, presses and holds the

eestred matrix firmly in position on top of the mold. During this final centering
‘G5 of the matrix the retarding frictional devices operating upon the dye-case and its

serrier, have been relaxed or withdrawn, leaving the die-case free to respond to the

e=stering action of the plunger, which action may only affect the selected matrix, or

seer extend to the die-case and its carrier, according to the degree of accuracy with

which the die-case centering mechanism operates in effecting the preliminary
centering.

Diz on Marrtx-Cenrertnc Mrcuaxis.

As before explained, the centering of the matrices is effected by movements of the

S=<sse in a horizontal plane, on lines inlersecting at righb angles, the motions in one

‘Srection being communicated directly to the die-case through arm 24, and those in

eke atherdirection, to Lhe die-case carrier 29. It is obvious that these motions may

‘GeSfected either separately or simultancously, or that either may be employed
‘Seip. according to the location of the die-case at the time whenthe adjustment is to be

wece Thus, in the cxample illustrated in the drawings, the types are graded, as to

__-sadzb, iuto fifteen sizes, whose increments are uniform throughout the series, and the

‘g) metrices are arranged in fifteen parallel lines, extending transversely of the die-case,
es& line being composed ‘of a complete series of fifteen matrices representing
Saracters increasing progressively in width from one end of the line to the other.

Tis brings all the matrices representing type of the same body width into align-
spent longitudinally of the die-case, there being as many columns of matrices as there

“ge a= sizes of types, the column containing the widest type being located at one extreme

ofthe series of transverse lines, and those of the smallest at the opposite extreme. If,
Se example, the right hand colmmn is assigned to the type of maximum width, the

sexi sueceeding column to the left will contain characters of the next smaller

sGmensions, and so on throughout the ser:
2

= Eewill be seen, therefore, that the motions of the die-case in one direction will

esr=spond to a change in position from one column to another, which is the same as

shechangefrom one size to another, while the movements of the die-case in the other

Gzection, from line to line, will beequivalent to the selection of a particular letter in

tie column.

=> Ts effect and control these motions of the die-case, according to an organized
sytem, is the purpose of the die-centering mechanism.

Abhough connected for conjoint action, there are, in effects two controlling
sescbanisms, ihe one operating upon the die-case directly, and the other upon the

Ge_ase carrier, but, inasmuch as these two mechanisms are in the main duplicates, a

sption of one will serve in a measure for both.

A= organized in the present machine, each of these mechanisms is made up of five

feseents or groups, to wit: (1) a primary controller or fixed gage; (2) a primary

pesitioning or gaging mechanism ; (3) a secondary controller or shiftable gage; (4)
_

= secondary positioning or gaging mechanism, and (5) translating devices.

= ‘Tbe primary coutroller or fixed gage.—This consists of a series of pins or stops, 65
_

=snged in fixedrelation to each other, at distances apart equal and corresponding
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of actuating mechanism will be found illustrated in Figure 114. The rear end of

actnating rod 15] is pivotally attached to one end of the actuating lever 165 whose

opposite end is pivotally connected to the frame, through a compression link 179

(Figure 7). ‘Tle rear end of actuating rod 140 is in like manner connected to one end

of n lever 166, whose opposite end is connected by a link 167 to lever 165 at a point
intermediate its ends, ‘I'he main driver or actuating lever 168 is in like manner cone

nected by a link or pitmau 169 to lever 166 intermediate its ends, With this arrange-
ment of levers, when power is transmitted to lever 166 either end of the latter may
become the fulerum, Its actuating rod 150 is locked, the end of lever 166 connected
to said rod becomes the pivot end, and motion will be transmiited from the opposite
end of said lever to lever 163 and from the latter to actuating bar 151, If, on the other

hand, actuating rod 15] is locked, the lower end of lever 166 becomes the pivot, and
motion will be transmitted from the upper erd of said lever to actuating rod 130.

Thus, withont changing the connections, the motions of the main driving lever 168

may be utilized for effecting the reciprocation of either transfer-block by the simple
expedient of locking one of the two transfer-blocksagainstlongitudinal motion ; while,
by means of the tripping devices, it can readily be determined which of the two

transfer-blocks shall be lucked and which brought into action. Compression
link 179 is operative at all times during the advancing movements of the transfer-

blocks and affords a yielding connection when the transfer-block is seated against: its

limiting stop or abutment.

Turning now to the means for effecting the adjustments of the justifying-
wedges 141 and 142. These, it will be remembered, operate in conjunction with

normal-wedge 132 and transfer-block 143. As will be seen by reference to

Figures 44, 51 and 52, the vertical dimensions of these wedges is,but about half

that of the normal-wedge and each is furnished on its underside with a series of

centering and holding notches or transverse grooves, corresponding in number to the

columns of matrices in the die-case and to the primary controllers or pins 65 for

gaging the movements of the die-case carrier. Fach wedge is also provided with a

head or projection 137 similar to that on the normal-wedge 132,As in the case ofthe 3

normal wedge the jaws 94, 95, of the secondary positioning or controlling mechanism

are utilized for eflecling the movements of the justifying-wedges, but inasmuch as it

is only required to adjust the justifying-wedges once for each line, whereas the normal-

wedge is brought intoaction for the formation of each type, the justilying-wedges are

maintained normally out of connection with the secondary positioning or gaging
mechanism, and are connected therewith or thrown into action only when their

adjustment is desired, for which purpose controllable actuating devices are emplayed.
The two justilying-wedges 141, 142, at least. those portions to which the projee-
tions 137 are applied, lie normally ina plane below wings 136, hence entirely beyoud
the control of the latter; and iu order to bring them within the influence of said

wings it is only uecessary to elevate them or either of them, so that their projecting
portions 137 shall stand between and within the range of motion of the two wings.or
jaws 136, it being understood, of course, that such elevation is to take place while the

two wings or jaws are separated or opeued-to their fullest extent, as indicated by
full lines in Figure 58. To provide for thus connecting and disconnecting the two

justifying-wedges and their adjusting devices, and for accurately centering and

locating them in adjusted position, the following arrangement has been devised and

adopted :

Pivoted on frame 146 are two levers 170 and 171 (Figures 40, 41) each provided
with two jaws 172 between which one of the justifying-wedges reste, ‘The jaws of 5

lever 170 are shorter than those of 171 and lie in the planeof jnstifying-wedge 141,
while the longerjawsof lever 171 lie in the planeofjustifying-wedge 142, as clearly
appears in Figures 68 and 59. The justifying wedges ride between the jaws of their

respective levers and are elevated and depressed thereby so as to bring their

heads 137into or out of the path of wings 146. Between levers 170 and 171, and

mounted in fixed position upon frame 146 is a centering bar 173 with which the

centering notches on the undersides of the two justifying-wedges co-operate, when said

rg0
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to the distance between the center of one line or row of matrices and the center of
the next adjacent line or row. Referring, for example, to the mechanism immediately

controlling the die-case (Figs. 27 to 30, inclusive), whose movements correspond to a

shifting from one line of matrices to another, each of the pins or stops 65, corresponds
in relative position and arrangement. to one line of characters in the die-case ; while

the stops or pins of the other series (Figs. 55 to 59), that belonging to the die-case

carrier 29, correspond in position and arrangement to the several columns of

- matrices.

In the example illustrated provision is made for dealing with a die-case containing
225 matrices or a square containing 15 lines of 15 characters each, hence there are 13

stops or pins in each series.

The terminal pin or stop marked 65° is fixed, while all of the others in the series

are motable or so arranged that any one may be brought into position for engage-

meut by the co-operating portion or portions of the primary positioning mechanism,

In the preferred form of embodiment, the movable pins 65, of each series are

poeumatically controlled, as hereinafter explained, to which end each pin is provided
with a piston head 66, and retracting spring 67, (Figs. 42 and 63), arranged in a

cylinder formed in a supporting plate 68. For convenience of construction this

supporting plate 68, is detachably secured to the top plate of the frame, and is formed

with the series of cylindrical perforations, constituting the cylinders, the lower end

of each cylinder registering with a supply pipe passing through the hed-plate.
Inasmuch as itis very desirable that the pins should be accurately located, their

upper ends are passed through and guided by a plate 69, overlying the cylinder

plate 68,

The primary function of the seri

for designating and locating the po:
die-case,

The primary positioning or gaging mechauism.—The principal function of this

mechanism is to adjust the position of the secondary controller or shiftable gage,

of pins 65, is to farnish a controllable gauge
ition of each line of matrices contained in the

to correspond with a designated pin or stop 65, of the primary controller or fixed

gage, and the preferred means for accomplishing this will next be described.

Supported to reciprocate upon a fixed guide or bar 70, above and parallel to plate 69,

are arranged a pair of jaws or clamping members 71,71*. One of these jaws 71

is provided with a plate-or flange 72, lying in the paths of the several pins 63, when

elevated or projected into operating position, while the underside of the opposing
jaw (71*) lies in a plane above the extremities of the pins. If, now, any one of the

seties of pins 65, is elevated, or if the movable pins remain down, and the fixed pin
alone stands in the path of jaw 71, and said jaw is moyed until its plate 72, contacts

with the elevated pin, it is obvious that the position at which said jaw is

arrested will coincide with that of the pin against which it bears, and if the

opposite jaw 71%,is brought up into contact with the first named jaw, the line of

division between the two jaws will coincide as to position to that of the selected pin.
A novel system of actuating devices has been devised for giving motion to these

two jaws, whereby, during each revolution of the driving shaft, the two jaws shall

separate or assume positions at opposite extremes of their movements, and, in closing
or moving toward each other from these extreme positions, that one of the jaws
which is to contact with the primary controller or fixed gage, shall be first advanced

and its motion continued until arrested by the designated stop, whereupon the other

or oppositejawwill be set in motion and caused to advance until it contacts with the

previously arrested jaw. The mechanism for effecting these movements comprises
©

two levers 73 and 74, connected together at their inner ends by an adjustable link 75,

and each having its outer end pivoted to one of the jaws 71, 71*. Lever 73 is

pivotally attached to a link 76, whose opposite end is pivotally supported upon a post
secured to the main frame; while lever 74 is similarly connected, by a tink77, toa

post or pin carried by a horizontal bell crank lever 78. It will be observed that this

system of levers is furnished with but one fixed point of support or center of motion,

to wit, the post to which link 76 is connected; that motion is tranemitted from the.

0
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rank 78), Larough its connection 77, with lever 74, the

ward and from the fixed pivot of lever 73, by virtue of

the latter; and that both devers ab the same t
mes

© about the points of allachment to their respective link
5

arnRecast that starting from the position shown in Figure 27,
when the ing lever 78, is moved to the efi, il will,operate

Ctight-hand jaw 71, or that providedwith the edging plate 72,
~

makes contact with and is arresled by one of the elevated pins or

ry eonlzoller or fixed gage. Turing Luis motion lever 73 remains

extreme

eld a spring 79, connected to level , intermediate

i jaw, so40buntthe

p
vot connecting lever 74 to link 75 is for the tine

nm of said lever. s00n, howevelas the outer end of lever 74 is

ouiuct of its jaw with the stop pin, the fulerum is shifted to the

id lever and the inner end becomes the power arm, from which

ad, thronghcouneeting link 75, to the inner end of lever 73,
e latter to turn upon the pivots of its link 76, and, overcoming

ring, moving the opposile jaw 71*, up against the stationary

attached therelo remaining against the stop ab the ont

a

22 and 25, these lev stems are

cn dic-case, each system being connected

ea lever78; >in eee to equalize the spring action on

slikesaid levers and opening Ube jaws upon the

lt the bell crank, spriuy 79 is attached to one end of a lever 80,

snpporbon the frame, while the opposite ond of said lever is

other spring &1, the latter being in turn connected (trough a bell-

by bell crank 78, and link 83) to lever 73, at a point inter-

nk 77, and the connectinglink7,74. Springs 79 and 81 arc underinitial

they aze connected Lhrouga lever 80 for the purpose of equalizing their

tio systems.
hb the two systems of Levers above referred lo arepractically the same, there

3 ment of the connections, and thal is, lever 74,

ig pivotallyconnected to the post on the frame,
lover 7: is pivotally courtecled to bell crank 78, and

= retractor is attached to (he inner arm of lever 73, from which it zesulls

ver 78 in a diveclion to close the jaws, causes the inner end

xrier system to advance, and, acting wpon the inner end

f

> laller and car its fue 71, forward until it encounters the

which the inner end of lever 73 beeomes the foleram point. about

ovements take place in advancing Ube posite jaw 71*.
s

of jaws 71, 71%, open simultaneously, preliminary lo the setting of their

rullers, but each operales independentlywith respectto the lat lee Cat

e point al which one set of jaws is arrested does not in any degree affect

peace
of ie gheeset of jaws.

Tlaving explained how the primary

agingmechanisraisoperatedand governed by the primary controller,
er is the Bocoudans

controller or a1fable gage, whose function it is
¢

i

positioning.or gaging mechanism. Ib consists

ene 84, (Fig. 43), located between jaws 71, 71*, and

alleltherewith,with a locking device for evectingnal

it in position, ‘To this end the block 84, is sepported upon

er inounted to reciprocate in guides parailel with the movements

BJornaliedwith a regular series of centering and holding detents.

nce, of a series of racklike teeih 86. Ove or both o

y

or recessed to form a seat for the reception of.

lleroy shiftable gage 84, said seat being of such dimensions that

d the said shiftable gage will be “heldtherein atter being

onnectedto the jaw 71

bell-crank 78, while
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brought to position by the movement of either one of the jaws constituting a sel.

Preferably but one jaw 71", of each set is recessed, the face of the opposite jaw 71,

forming one wall of the recess, and, if desired, the sliding jaw 71 may be provided
with a pivoted and spring retracted engaging lever 91, (Figs. 22 and 79), whose free

end stands in line with the secondary controller 84, thus forming a yielding contact

for engaging and locating said controller.

The shiftable secondary controller or gage occupies at all times a position inter-

mediate the jaws 71, 71*, and no matter where located at the time the jaws are

separated, it will, by (he closing of the jaws, be brought to a position corresponding
with that of the primary coutroller or fixed gage.

To ensure a very accurate adjustment of the seeondary controller after it has been

brought to position, and to lock it against movement while the primary controlling
mechanism is being reset or opened preliminary to the nest adjustment, a locking
holt. 87, adapted to enter between the converging walls formed by rack teeth 86, is

employed for each of the secondary controllers. Both locking bolts 87 are operated

simultaneously, to center and hold or release the secondary controllers, through the

agency of a bell-crank lever 88 (Fig. 33), to which end each locking bolt is furnished
with a longitudinally adjustable stem 89, carryiug a spring and sliding head 90,

between limiting stops. An arm of lever 88 engaging said sliding head 90 acts

through its compression spring Lo advanee the locking bolt andheidit in engagement
with the notches in the secondary controller, while the retracting movement is

positively effected by engagement with the shoulder on stem 89.

‘The secondary positioning or gaying mechanism.—This acts directly in connection

with the secondary controller or gage 84, after the latter has been set or adjusted.

Although the two mechanisms are substantially the same in construction and opera-
2

tion, il will be more convenient to consider them separately, in order to distingnish
between them in other connections. -

Fach comprises two jaws or oppositely reciprocating blocks adjacent to the jaws 71,

71*, of the primary positioning or gaging mechanisms, Lhose pertaining to the

mechanism acting directly upon the die-case being numbered 92 aud 93, (Figs. 23, 24,
3

27 to 30, inclusive, and 42), and those pertaining to the die-case carrier operating
mechanism being numbered 94 and 95, (Figs. 57, 62, 63). Each set of jaws 92, 98

and 94, 95, has one of the secondary controllers, 84, located between its members in

position to be engaged thereby, the said jaws being supported in guides directly
above the slide or support 84 carrying the movable block or abutment constituting said

3

secondary controller 84,

Each pairof jaws 92, 93 and 94, 95, is controlled and actuated, to open or move

away from, and to close or engage upon its controller 84 by a system of levers

corresponding, generally, with those which actuate the jaws 71, 71%, of the primary

positioning or gaging mechanism, Thus jaw 92 is privotally attached to the outer

end of a lever 96, the latter connected at a point intermediate its ends by alink 97 to

a pivot on bell crank 78; jaw 93 is pivotally attached to the outer end of lever 98,

which latter is connected at a point intermediate its ends, by a link 99,to a fixed

pivot on the frame; and the two levers 96 and 98 are connected at their inner ends

by an adjnstable lik 100. Tn like manner the levers pertaining to jaws 94, 95, are

connected to the opposite arm of bell-crank lever 78, that is to cay, lever 101 is con-

nected at its outer end to jaw 94, and by a link 102, lo a fixed pivot on the frame,

while its inner end is connected by an adjustable link 103 to the correspondingendof

lever 104, carrying opposite jaw 95, said lever 104 being, in turn, connected by a

link 105 to the bell-crank lever 78.

By reference to Figures 22 and 25 it will be seen that the levers of the secondary

positioning or gaging mechanisms are connected up oppositely to the levers of the

primary positioning or gaging mechanism with which they are associated ;' that. is Lo

say, (referring, for example, to the devices pertaining directly to the die-case move-

ment), while the outer lever 78, or that inost remote from the mold, is connected to.

the pivot on the frame, the corresponding lever 96 of the secondary positioning

jaws is connected to the bell-crank lover 78, the opposite levers ‘of the two pairs

a

10
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vespectively to bell-crank lever 78, and to the fixed pivot on the

J oxder of connection is adopted in order that the two sets of jaws may

ice VErstt,

contvollor 84 having been set in position by and during the approach
and jaws 92, 93 and 94, 95, of Lhe secondary controlling mechanism,

sen opened or separated, when tha motion of the driving lever 78 is reversed

6 point within its range of adjustment at which the jaws of the secondary
ag

mechanismshall be broughttogether.
ing devices —The next and lusl element in this serios ineludes the

ag

devices, or those through which the adjustments thus effected are made

n the die-case and the dio-case carrier.

the die-case

these lateral molious. Fi as to the

In the supporting plate and parallel
£ the secon jarycontrolling mechanism is formed,

a slide 106 (Pigs. 81,42 uud $4) provided with

07. This -head vides upon ways 108 (Figs. 23, 38, 39, 56), and is

an upward!y projecting rib 109, aad two forwardly projecting arms or

‘Ayoke-plate 111,Badaa slot, or opeuiug, wider (hau rib 109, fils over

} rests upon arms 110, yoke being firmly secured in position hy
purpose of this ee rate is to furnish a cross-bar or seat, at right

de 106,adapted to receive and fit between the shoulders or engaging
che slot formed in arm 24 of the die-case frame 21, so that the latter will be

across the path of slide 106, but will follow accurately the longitudinal
e; at the same.time the construction is one which permits the

tion and removal of the die-case. Tt is obvions that the yoke-plate 111

might be formed integral,but inasmuch as the greatest amount of wear

the yoke, and it is desirable that it should be made with true surfaces,it
ormed separale from its supportingslide and allached Uherelo in the

ained in order to secure Axety of adjustment.
rod 112,

is

adjustably secured to cross-head 107, as by means of a split
=i pinching serew, said rod extending parallel with slide 106 and through

in jaw 93 of the seconcary positioning mechanism, thus bringing its

jate jaws 92, 93, and iu posilion to be engaged by the latter,

the die-case carrier is given a lateral motion, its horizontal movements
A

x devices are connected directly to said

15), hence a headed rod 113, is adjustably attached to a split socket on

earrier 29. As the point of abtachment of the rod 113 to the die-case

» side of jaws 94, 95, thong parallel therewith, its headed end

ween the proximate faces of a lateral projection 114 on jaw 94 (I"ig. 68),
© projection 115 on jaw 95 (Fig. 62). This arrangement is not sub-

rent from that of the translating devicesfor the die-case, and is only
ommodate the parts to slight changes in position due to the presence of

the machine.

be remarkedthat slide 106 furnishes a convenient point of application
c, hercinbefore mentioned as the complementoffriction blocks 54

Yo this end a friction plunger or blovk 116

arranged to hear upon the npper surface of slide 106, and is

leyer 117, to whose onter end is connected a link 118, (Fig. 40,)
Srougha lug on actuating lever 58, said lug engaging a shoalder

anism lo accommodate

movementsof the die.cas
vhich jaws 92,93,

y for Laerevepiion

ie Rf
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being conne

frame.
This reversed order of connection is adopted in order that the two sets of jaws ma

be moved simnltaneonsly in opposite directions, so that while one setof jaws is closing
upon its stop or controller,the other set will open in order that its stop or controller
may be sel, aud vice vers.

The secondary controller 84 having been set iu position by aud during (he approach
of jaws 71, 71°, and jaws 92, 93 and 94, 96,of the secondarycontrollingmechanism,
having been opencd or scparated,when the motionofthe driving lever 78 is reversed

to open jaws 71, 71%, ib will bring the jaws of the secondary contvolling mechanism

together upon opposite sides of the secondary controller 84, the latter serving to

determine the point within its raage of adjustment at which the jaws of the secondary
controlling mechanism shall be broughttogether.

‘The translating devices—The next and last element in ¢

translating deviess,or those through which the adjustments ¢:

operative upon the die-case and the die-case carrier.

Té will be remembered that in addition to the movement from line to line, or in a

dircetion longitudinally of the dic-case, the latter is susceptible of a transverse motion

communicated through its carrier 29, hence provision must be made in the die-case

‘ommodaie these lateral motions. First, as to the

doneitadinalmovements)es the die-CASC.Eoathesupe Hae pteoS and

atau

dd vespectively to bell-erank lever 78, and to the fixed pivot on the

series inclndes the
hus effected are made

a gnideor way forihereceptionof as side 106
rossehead 107. ‘This cross-Lead rides upon we

ed with an upwardly projectingvib 109, lwo forwardly.Hofectilesarms oF

seats 110, A yoke-plate T11, naving a slot, or opening, wider than rib 109, firs over

the latter and vests pon arms 110, said yoke being firmly secured in positionby
screws, ‘Thepurpose of this coustruetionis to famish a cross-bar or seat,at right
angles Lo slide 106,adapted Lo receive and fit Velween the shoulders or engaging
walls of the slot formed in arm 24 of the die-case frame 21, so that the latter will be

free {0 move across the path of slide 106, but will follow aceurately the longitudinal
motions of said slide ; an the same time the construction is one which permits the

readyapplication and removal of the die-c: It is obvious that the yoke-plate 111

and slide 106 mighw be formedinteg ral, but inasmuch as the greatest amount of wear

ble that it should be made wilh rue surfaces, it

is preferably formed separate from its supporting slide and attached thereta in the

manner explained in order to secure fixety of adjustment.
A headed rod 112, secured lo cross-head 107, as by means of a it

socket and pinching (tod extending parallel with’ slid 108 and through
an opening in jaw 98 of the seconcs positioningmecha ,

thus bringing ‘its
head intermediate jaws 92, 93, aud iu position(o be engaged by the latter.

Inasmuch as the die-case carrier is given a lateral motion,its horizontal movements

being all in one direction, the translating devices are connected directly to said

carvier (Fig. 15), heuce a headed rod 113, is adjustably attached to a spliit socket on

carrier 29, As tue point of atiachmeut of the rod 113 to the die-case

carrier is slightly to ane side of jaws 94, 95, though parallel therewith, its headed end

is reeeived between the proximate faces of a lateral projection 114 on jaw 94 (I'ig, 63),
and a wing or projection 115 on jaw 95 (Fig. 62). This arrangement is nob sub-

stantially diferent from that of the translating devices for the die-case, and is only
made io accommodate the parts to slight changes in position due to the presence of

other elements in the machine.

Jé may here be remarked that slide 106 furnis|

for the friction device, hereinbefore mentioned as the complement of friction blocks 54

operating upon the dic-case carrier. To this ond a friction plunger or block

(Bigs, 28, 28) is arranged to hear upon the upper sarface of slide 106, and is

operatedupon bylever Li,to whose outer end is connected a link 118, (Fig, 40,)
passing upward througa a lag on actuatiag lever 58, said lug engaging a shoulder

es a convenient point of application
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beneath it on the rod, and a spring above it, so that during the downward motion of

the actuating lever, to depress and center the matrix, the pressure of friction block 116

will be released, and when said actuating lever is elevated, while the adjustment
of the matrix is being effected, the friction block will be held, under the elastic

ressure of its spring, in contact with slide 106, thereby exerting a limited degree of

ance to motion.

‘The operations of the die-case centering mechanism are illustrated in the

diagramatic views, Figs. 27 to 30,inclusive. Fig. 27 represents the die-case actuating
devices immediately after a cast has been made. The secondary controller 84 has

been located, and jaws 92, 93, of the secondary positioning or gaging mechanism

have been closed upon it, and, in so doing, have, by engagement with the head of

rod 112, brought the die-case to position. Locking bolt 87 has been withdrawn,and

the parts are in position for the next succeeding adjustment. Jaws 71, 71*, of the

primary positioning mechanism being open, that is, separated, the primary controller

or pin 64 representing the position in the line of the next character to be formed is

projected into the path of jaw. Assume, for example, that the next character or

matrix is the first in the line, or that represented by the first of the series of pins 65.

Said pin is projected into the path of jaw 71, the bell-crank lever 78 is operated to

close the jaws, and at the same time open or separate the jaws of the secondary con-

ling mechanism, The result is as indicated in Figure 28, the translating device is

released and the secondary controller 84 brought to its new position and locked. A

reversal of the motion of lever 78 separates jaws 71, 71*, of the primary positioning
mechanism and closes jaws 92, 93, of the secondary positioning mechanism upon the

secondary controller 84, at the same time shifting the translating devices from the

former position, indicated in Figure 27, to the uew position. of the secondary
controller, as indicated in Figure 29, In like manner the adjustment is. made for

each position, and is determined by the primary controllers. In Figure 30 the

shifting of the secondary controller to a position corresponding with the 8th pin is

represented,
Corresponding movements of adjustment are performed with respect to the centering

mechanisins operating upon the die-case carrier, and it will be apparent that by the

conjoint action of both mechanisms, any matrix in the series may be brought into

position above the mold, by merely selecting one pin corresponding to the line and

another corresponding to the column.

It will be noted that the adjustments of the die-case and of its carrier from one

position to another are performed directly, without nevessity of returning either the

die-case or its carrier to a zero position, whereby excessive motion is avoided and the

traverse of the die-case is reduced to the minimum ; and where the same letter is

repeated no lateral motion of the die-case in either direction is required, it rewaining
in one posilion, although its actuating devices operate as before, but without moving
the die-case.

So far as the mere operation of moving the die-case to correspond with the various

positions indicated by the primary controller or gage is concerned, the translating
devices might be connected to one of the jaws of the primary controlling mechanism

or to the secondary controller 14, provided both jaws 71,71* were adapted to contact

with the primary controller lying between them, as is done in the case of the jaws of

the secondary controlling machinism,where no spring isrequired. But such an arrange-
ment would be inadequate to deal with a defective record-strip, such as would cause

the simultaneous elevation of two or more pins 65 between the jaws, and owing to the

necessarily rapid motions of the jaws, the shocks and strains upon the primary con- 5

troller incident to inertia would tend to disturb the delicate adjustments requisite for

the proper centering of the matrices. It is with a view to effecting an improvernent
in these features that one jaw only of the primary controlling mechanism is arranged
to engage the primary controller or gage and the spring applied so thal in the event

two or more stop-pins 65 are projected into the path of the jaw, the latter will engage
the first one, the oppositejaw moving over the pins and contacting with the arrested

jaw.

- Or

wooy
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peaking, this mechanism might be said to inelude only those
whi operate to determine the position of the mold-blade when in

ition, hut inasmneh as they are directly associated with the mechanism
ce is connected and by which it is moved, both for ejecting

mo the moid and [or returuing ib to casting position, if has been

be the connections for moving the mold-blade under this

arly lo Figur , 38, 39, 40, 44, and 56, i€ will be seen that

ed to the front end of a slide 120 by a detachable cr

ng throcgh arms of the slide and the perforation im the rear of Lhe

This slide 120 has a vertical openiug in rear of Lue puinl of attachment

-blade for rhe accommodation of a stoporabatment for limiting the ward
d

s connected toa rod 122

jes two

the latter, a

passing
23 and 124,

ring13 aud the shoulderon the outer end of tue red is

eaded ov flanged sleeve 126.»

on the outer end of the rod, and a wider sleeve 12

and 126,
124 surrounding sleeve’ 125 engages a collar 127 vidiug loosely on saic

hold i: again: dofsleeve 125".
cing sleeve 125%, waieh latter is fattened on opposite faces (Iigure 23), is

ated end of a lever 128, the latter being somewhat narrower than the iulerval

ars 127 and the flangedhead of sleeve 126, aud. said lever omnected hy
9 its

actuating lever 178 (Figure 2eC ete ori tetrslbo ceplained<a, corres oie aatnesnorinal

je adjusting mechanism. It
is

sufficient, for presen purposes, to stabe that

tute the means for communicating reeiprocaringmovements to the mold«

ide 120, and gui iprocate in ways parallel therewith, ix auolher

Figures 44,47 and 48), furnished wilh a slop or abutment 130 stand»

yin the openingin slide 120 and oeenpyinga positionimmediately in rear of

For convenienee of adjustment the engaging face of this stop or

sn adjustable, as by the application of asel sezew 181 al this point,
c latter standing in line with the rear end of the mold-blade, as seen in

by the setLing or adjusting of this stop or abutment 130 during the

ecting movement of the mold-blade, that the width of the mold is

the next type, said stop operating to intercepi the rearward motion

de at vhe proper point, and these operations are performed through

of what
is

herein termed the normal- -wedge132 (igure 50) and the

33 (Fignre 46) as will preseutly appear.
furnished on the under side with a shoulder or“abuiment between

sed surface ou the frame are arranged the normal-wedge 132 and its

30, the two latter extending in a plane substautially al rightangles ta

of motion of saidslide (see Figure 44).

wedge 132and ils transter-block 133 together constitute a pair of

‘or bothof whichmay be varied,ay to its angular dimensions,

t
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In order, however, to minimize the number of parts or elements to be changed

in order to adapt the machine to different kinds or systems, as in changing from
brevier to pica or from the American to the English system, the transfer-block is
constituted the constant and the normal-wedge the variable factor.

The longitudinal reciprocations of the transfer-block are uniform in extent, and its 5

principalfunctionis to set the abutment slide 129 after the normal-wedge has been

adjusted, hence its angle is or may be constant for all kinds of type; and in’ order
that its action may be uniformly and properly gaged, the fixed abutment (preferably
formed by a detachable plate 134) has its face inclined to correspond with the

engaging face of the transfer-block, while the proximate faces of the normal-wedge 10
and the transfer-block are also given the same angle of inclination.

If the machine is constructed to deal with but one kind of type, the angle of the

normal-wedge will be caleniated so that each of its fifteen degrees of motion will

produce a one-unit variation in the position of the abutment-slide, and in such case

either or both faces of the wedge might be inclined to the direction of its motion; 15
but when, as in the example illustrated, the machine is adapted to form different
kinds of type, the face of the normal-wedge next the abutment-slide 129 is tapered,
in order that any one of a series of normal-wedges with different degrees of taper
suited to the different kinds of type, may be inserted between the abutment-slide and
the transfer-block, and be made to work in harmony with the latter by reason of the 20
uniform angle of the surface contacting with said transfer-block,

The face of the hormal-wedge next the abutmentslide thus becomes the variable
element, and by increasing or diminishing its angle the ratio of variation between
different sized type of the same series can readily be calculated and provided for.

To accommodate normal-wedges of various angles and dimensions, the abutment- 25
slide 129 carries a self-adjusting contact in the form of a block 135 (Figure 49), whose
rear surface is curved to fit within a seat in slide 129, and it is held from displacement
by a pin on said slide riding in a groove in one end of the block.

it will readily be seen that by changing the position of either the normal-

wedge or its transfer-block, the slide 129 carrying abutment 130 can be adjusted 30
or set so as to intercept the mold-blade at any desired point in the line of its backward
travel.

Both means of adjustment are utilized in the present machine, the one manual
and the other automatic.

‘The manual adjustment is applied to the transfer-block, and includes the devices 35
for regulating the position of the transfer-block when at one extreme of its movement,
its operating position.

The automatic adjustments are effected through the normal wedge alone, the
transfer-block being utilized for the purpose of moving the abutment to position
after the normal-wedge has been set, and to shift the action of the normal-wedge 40
into connection with the abnormal or justifying mechanism, as will presently
appear.

oto accomplish this, it is required that the transfer-block 133 should when retracted

or inactive occupy the position indicated by dotted lines in Figure 55, thus leavingthe normal-wedge free for adjustment, so that after the latter operation has been 45

performed, the transfer-block may be drawn to the position indicated by full lines in

Figure 55, thereby effecting the proper adjustment of the abutment-slide. The
mechanism for bringing the transfer-block into action al the proper times will
be explained in connection with the justifying mechanism. At present the deserip-tion will be directed to the means for adjusting or setting the normal-wedge. 50

‘The angle of the normal-wedge is adjusted to the particular system adopted. ‘Thus
if the type bodies are arranged in 15 groups or divisions, with a uniform rate of
increase, the taper should be such that 15 equal degrees of movement will cover the
entire range of variation in body-width, from the widest lo the narrowest. Sneh
being the case, it is only necessary, in order to effect an adjustment of the mold 55
corresponding to the width of type represented by the several columns of matrices
in the die-case, to shift the normal-wedge so that its position shall coincide with that
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of the eoluganetin whichthesselected character to be formed is found, To effect this

U ith the motions of the other
,

of the secondary positioning or gaging mecliauism,
se carrier are utilized, to which end each of said

jaws ix provided
ontel extension or wing 136 and the normal-wedge 132 is furnished with

aape
vr projection 137 filing the “Tnlecvalherween said wings when jaws 94, 96 are

in closed position.
it will be borne in mind that these jaws 94,95 are brought together upon the

secondary coutroller 84 in locatingauy column of matriees over the mold, and that
10 the column is determined by the selected primary controller 65, hence the same

evices which operate to positionthe dic-case
palsies

are utilized to effect a

corresponding movement or adjustment of Lhe normal-wedge, thereby adjusting the
width of mold eavity to the selected colnmn of matrices,

Inasmuch as accuracy of adjustment is necessary, the uormal-wedge is further
15 provided with a series of equally spaced and accurately located transverse grooves 138

for the reception of a locking and centering pin 139 (I'igure 38), the latler passing
through a split adjusting sleeve140 and being couuecied at its upper end to the
lever 58 by which the dic-case is depressedinto yeontac:with the mold. Leva

positively against a shoulder on the upper end of the loeling-pin, to raise the latter
20 out of engagement with the normal-wedge, and it operates yielilingly, throng) a

spring, to depress and hold said pin in engagement with the normal-wedge after the
latter has been adjusted and while a cast is being made. While the normal-wedge
is being thus held, the setting devices or wings 136 open or separale preparatory to

the next succeedingadjustment, which lalter is effecled by simply moving the wedge
25 from the revions point of adjustment to the next, ead of carrying ib back to

zero between

We have tt

to the normal variatious in the b

sented by marrices in the die

30 correspond to any of the

that for space types the matrix-block is not provided with a die-eavity, But the
more important, or at leas important, element in the machine is the

provision for abnorma! adjustments, whereby justified lines of type are produced.

pment in Machines for Casting and Seltir

adjustments of (he mold-blade which eorrespond
widths of the type and to the 14 eolamns repre+

ase, and the same

understood.

Tur Justina Mucnanism.

usoH ‘This embraces, in addition to the normal-wedge 132, the two justify!“wedges141

and 142 (Figures 51 and 52) and a transfer-block or wedge143 ‘operat2 in conjune-
tion with the slide carrying the mold-blade stop or abutment, 130, Although asingle
justifying-wedge mightnudez certain conditions be employed, two are preferred as

affording a greaterrange and fiver adjustment. Te range of mutiou of the two

40 justifyingwedly: 141 aud 142 is Lue same as thal of (he normal- wedge, aud

latter, is’ di into
15

equal periods or degrees, In the example git
wedge 141 has a taper giving an adjustment equal to -0003 of an jue for each

degree of longitudinal motion, while the other wedge 142 has a taper giving an

adjustment of *0076 of an inch for each degree of motion
45 “Phe transfer-blo located directly above tranafer-block 183, and occupies a

position between the justifying-wedges and the normai-wedge.
To effect justification it is required that the transfer-bloeleor wedge 133 should be

held out of action, the transfer-hlock or wedge 148 be brought into detion, and either

one or bothjustifying-wedge 141, 142, be“adjustedto position in order that the

variation in the positionof the mold-blaceabutment, due to the action of the

justifying-wedges,may he superadded to the adjustmenteffected by the normal-

wedge when a space type
is

to he produced.

Firstas o (be means for determining whieh ect of adjusting devices shail be

operatively connected with ubuiment-slide 129, the normal-wedge alone, or the
normal and jnstifying-wedges. The selection is made through the medium of

a0
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transfer-blocks 133 and 143, the former serving to connect the normal-wedge alone,
and the latter the normal and justifying-wedges, The actuating mechanism for these

parts is such that one or the other, but not both, of the transfer-blocks shall be

operative during each revolution of the driving shaft, thus rendering active the

aystem of adjustingdevices to which it pertains by interposing the wider portion of
the facitaehialbetween the controlling adjusting element or elements and the
movable mold-blade abutment.

What may be regarded as the starting positions of the two transfer-blocks are those
which they assume after the cast has been made and preliminary to the next adjust-
ment, at which time both transfer-blocks have their wider portions projected beyond 10
or to one side of slide 129, their smaller or narrower portions lying beneath said slide,
thereby relieving the latter from the pressure of the wedges and permitting it to be
retracted by a spring 144 (Figure 23), as indicated in Figure 57, It is while this
condition exists that the adjusting wedges are set, in the event a change of adjust-
ment is to be made, but if not, they retain their positions, although for the time 15
rendered inactive. :

The withdrawal of the transfer-blocks from operating position is accompanied by a

movement of abutment slide 129 under the influence of spring 144, thus maintaining
contact between the sliding surfaces, and preventing the admission of dirt or the
formation ofa film ofoil which might interfere with the accurate adjustment of the 20
mold-blade,

It is important that the two transfer-bloeks, 133 and 144, should be susceptible of
accnrate adjustment, more especially in their forward or active positions, and that they
should be loosely or flexibly connected to their actuatingdevices, both to enable ré

removal and replacement, and to render their action as independent as pos
that of their connected actuacting devices.

First as to adjustment. When in operating position transfer-blocks 133 and 143
are brought into engagement with a fixed abutment or limiting gage for accurately
determining their position relative to abutment-slide 129 and the adjusting wedges,
Such a limiting abutment, with capacity for accurate adjustment, is present in 30

wedge 145 (Figures 38 and 54) whose vertical face stands at right angles to and
across the line of movement of the inner ends of the two transfer-blocks. This wedge
is mounted in a detachable frame 146, and is adjustable vertically by means of
rod 147 and nuts 148. To provide independent adjustment for the two transfer-blocks,
one of them, in the present instance the upper one 143, is furnished with an adjusting 35
member, such as serew 149, for contacting with wedge 145. Thus slight variations
in the positions of the two transfer-blocks with relation to the fixed limiting stop or

abutment can be effected,
The transfer-blocks are reciprocated horizontally through the medium of two

rods 150, 151, lying one above the other and each provided with a hooked extremity for 40

engagement with a corresponding kook on the inner end of its transfer-block, The
connection is one adapted to permit a limited degree of lateral motion ofthe transfer-
block with relation to its connected actuating bar, such as is occasioned by the

adjustment of the normal and justifying wedges. The two rods 150, 151, pass
Uzough an opening formed in the lower end of a transverse or vertical locking- 45
rod 152 (Figures 35, 36 and 39) and each of said first named rods is furnished with a

notch 153 so related to the movements of the transfer-blocks that when at the
extreme of their outward movements, that is, with their wider ends most remote
from the abutment 145, the notehes 153 will stand in line with locking-rod 152, in

position to be entered and held by the latter. Actuating rod 150 carrying transfer- 50
block 133 has its notch 143 in its lower face, while the corresponding notch in the

actuating rod 151 of transfer-block 143 is in the upper face thereof, so that when

-locking-rod 152 is depressed it will enter the notch in actuating rod 151, thus
holding the latter and its transfer-wedge 143 against longitudinal motion, while
permitting the lower actnating vod 151 and its transfer-block to move freely through 53
the opening in locking-rod 152; but when said rod 142 is elevated the conditions
will be reversed, actuating rod 150 being held, and 151 permitted to reciprocate,

on
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The interval between the two locking shonlders of rod 182 is slightly less than the

aggregate thickness of rods 150, 151, so that the release of one. rod will not take

place until after the other has been engaged, The movements of locking-rod 152,
whereby oue or the other of the two actnating rods 150, 151, is locked in position,
take place when the transfer-blocks are both at the outer extremes oftheir move-

ments and both notches 153 are in line with locking-rod 142, and the motions of the
latter are derived {rom lever 58 through a controllable system of actuating mechanism
which will next be described.

The prime factors of this mechanism are a main driver or reciprocating member,
10 such as the lever 58, and controllable connections intermediate said main driver and

the locking devices or rod 152, whereby the latter can, at proper intervals, be thrown
into engagement with either of the rods 150, 151, thereby arresting either transfer-
hlock 138, 148, so as to hold it out of action, leaving the other free to act. A

competent mechanism for this purpose is illustrated in Figures 34 to 37, 39 and 40.

16 The locking-rod 152, guided and supported in frame 146, has its upper end attached
to a block or erogs-head 154, the latter riding vertically upon a guide pin secured to

the frame. This cross-head 154 extends laterally over a lever 155, also pivoted to the
frame 146, the said lever and eross-head being united by a yielding connection

competent to hold the locking-rod at either extreme of its movement under elastic

20 pressure, Such a connection is formed by guide rod 157 passing loosely through
eross-head 154, and having its lower headed end seated in lever 1 Rod 157 is

provided immediately above its hcad with a loose washer 158 engaging lever 155,
and between saidwasher and a loose sleeve is interposed spring 156 through which
the vertical motion of lever 155 is transmitted to the locking rod. Between a fixed

25 portion of flame 146 and washer 158 is interposed another spring 159, which operates
to depress guide rod 157 and lever 155, and thus hold the locking-rod 152 toward
the lower position or in engagement with the actuating rod 151 ofthe justifying
transfer-block 143, which is its usual or normal position, as when character types and
uormal spaces are being produced. The outer or free end of lever 155 ca

30 pivoted trip 160 (Figure 34) whose upper end passes through one of a series of
slots 161 formed in a lateral horizontal arm or projectionof lever 58 (Figures 22 and 40),
‘The upper surface of this arm or projection is stepped (see Figure 40), and the upper
end of the pivoted trip 160 is farnished with an adjustable collar or nut,which latter,
when moved to a position alhove the higher step or section of lever 58, will be

35 ellgagedby the latter as it rises, thereby elevating lever 144 and raising the locking-
rod 152 into engagement: with the actuating rod 150, and out of engagement with

actuating rod 151. This action takes place only when the pivoted trip is moved so

as to bring its shoulder above the higher portion of lever 58, and until sueh motion
iakes place, and as long as the pivoted trip remains above the lower step or at the

40 opposite end of the slot, no motion will be communicated to locking-rod 152 by the
elevation of lever 58, which action, it will be remembered, takes place after the cast
has been made and prelimivary to the readjustment of the die-case for centering the
next sueceeding matrix. A spring 162 operates to hold the pivoted trip 160 normally
retracted or out of engagement with the clevating portion of lever 58. Immediately

45 in rear of pivoted trip 160 is mounted a trip-lever 163, one arm of which bears ayainst
the pivoted trip 160, while the other arm engages a plunger 164 working in a

eylinder formed in frame 146. When this plunger
is

elevated it operates through
trip-lever 163,to tilt the pivoted trip 160 aud throw its upper end inte engagement
with the elevating portion of lever 58, hence said plunger serves as a controllable

50 means for effecting the transfer of the locking-rod 152 from one actuating rod 150, 151
to the other. The descent of lever 58 restores the parts to normal position with

locking-rod 152 in engagement with actuating rod 143.

Assuming the normal-wedge alone, or the normal-wedge and justilying-wedges
iogether, have been properly adjusted, it is obvious that by thus locking out one of

he transfer-blocks and releasing ihe other, the one so released can, by appropriate
actuating mechanism, be advanced and thns cansed to set the stop or abutment for
the mold-blade in adjusting the dimensions of the mold, A simple and efficient form

or
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of actuating mechanism will be found illustrated in Figure 114. The rear end of

actuating rod 14] is pivotally attached to one end of the actuating lever 165 whose

oppesite end is pivotally connected to the frame, through a compression link 179

(Figure 7). Tlfe rear end of actuating rod 140 is in like manner connected to one end

ofa lever 166, whose opposite end is connected by a link 167 to lever 165 at a point
intermediate its ends. The main driver or actuating lever 168 is in like manner cone

nected by a link or pitmau 169 to lever 166 intermediate its ends, With this arrange-
ment of levers, when power is transmitted to lever 166 either end of the latter may
become the fulerum, Its actuating rod 150 is locked, the end of levcr 165 connected

to said rod becomes the pivot end, and motion will be transmitted from the opposite
end of said lever to lever 165 and from the latter toactuating bar 151, If, on the other

hand, actuating rod 15] is locked, the lower end of lever 166 becomes the pivot, and

motion will be transmitted from the upper erd of said lever to actuating rod 150.

Thus, withont changing the connections, the motions of the main driving lever 168

may be utilized for effecting the reciprocation of either transfer-block by the simple
expedieut of locking one of ‘the two tranafer-blocke against longitudinal motion; while,
by means of the tripping devices, it can readily he determined which of the two

transfer-blocks shall be locked and which brought into action. Compression
liuk 179 is operative at all Limes during the advancing movements of cle tra

locks and affords a yielding connection when the transfer-block is seated against its
2

limiting stop or abutment.

Turning now to the means for effecting the adjustments of the justifying-
wedges 141 and 142. These,it will be remembered, operate in conjunctionwith

normal-wedge 132 and transfer-block 14 As will be seen by reference to

Figures 44, 51 and the vertical dimensions of these wedgesis but about half

that of the normal-wedge and each is furnished on its underside with a series of

centering and holding notches or transverse grooves, corresponding in number to the

columns of matrices in the dic-ease and to the primarycontrollers or pins 65 for

gaging the movements of the die-case carrier. Each wedge is also provided with a

head or projection 137 similar to that on the normal-wedge 132. As in the case of the

normal wedge the jaws 94, 95, of the secondary positioning or controlling mechanism

are utilized for effecting the movements of the justifying-wedges, bnt inasmuch as it

is only reqnired to adjust the justifying-wedges once for each line, whereas the normal-

wedge is brought intoaction for the formation of each type, the justifying-wedges are

maintained normally out of connection with the secondary posilioning or gaging
mechanism, and are connected therewith or thrown into action only when their

adjustment is desired, for which purpose controllable actuating devices are employed.
‘The two justifying-wedges 141, 142, at least those porlions to which the projec-
tions 137 are applied, lie normally ina plane below wings 136, hence entirely beyoud
the control of the latter; and in order to bring them within the influence of said

wings it is only necessary to elevate them or either of them, so thal their projecting
portions 137 shall stand between and within the range of motion of the two wings.or
jaws 136, it being understood, of course, that such elevation is to take place while the

two wings or jaws arc separated or opened: to their fullest extent, as indicated by
full lines in Figure 58. To provide for thus connecting and disconnecting the lwo

justifying-wedgesand their adjustingdevices, and for accuratelycenteringand

locatingthem in adjusted position, the followingarrangement has been devised and

adopted :
Pivoted on frame 146 are two levers 170 and 171 (Figures 40, 41) each provided

with two jaws 172 between which one of the justifying-wedges reste. The jaws of
5

lever 170 are shorter than those of 171 and lie in the planeofjuslifying-wedge 141,
while the longer jaws of lever 171 lie in the plane of jnstifying-wedge 142, as clearly
appears in Figures 48 and 59. he justifying wedges ride between the jaws of their

respective levers and are elevated and depressed thereby so as to bring their

heads 137into or out of the path of wings 156. Between levers 170 and 171, and 45

mounted in fixed position upon frame 146 is a centering bar 173 with which the

centering notches on the undersides of the two justifying wedges co-operate, when said

30
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wedges are moved to adjusted position, for accurately centering and holdiug said

wedges. The lower jaws 172 of levers 170, 171, are wideued or extended somewhat

in the direction of the length of their respective wedges in order to furnish bearing
surfaces over which the wedges may travel during adjustment, and the upper jaws
project towards each other so as to stand above centering bar 173, whereby the

proper centering and locking of the justifying-wedges, afterpreliminary adjustment,
is insured.

The controllable mechanism for effecting the adjustment ofthe justifying-wedges is

similar to that employed for operating the pivoted-trip 160. Each lever 170, 171, is

provided with aretracting spring 174 which operates to hold the lever in such position
that the jawswilldepress and hold its justifying-wedge down out of the path of its

adjusting devices, and each lever is also provided with a pivoted trip 174, whose upper
end is shouldered or provided with an adjusting nut and projects through-a slot in

lever 58 in position to be eagaged by the higher stepped surface, when in one position
5

of adjustment or at ove ead of the slot, and to be unaffected by said lever 48 when at

the other end of the slot. A spring 176 connected to the pivoted trip 175 serves to

hold the latter at one extremity of the slot in lever 58, that is away from the

higher stepped surface. A trip lever 163 and plunger 164 similar to those employed
for actuating the trip of the locking-pin 152 is conuected to each piveted trip 175 to

throw the latter into engagement with the elevating portion of lever 38, When it is

desired to bring either of the justifying-wedges 141, 142, within the influcnee of

wings 136, it is only unecessary to actuate the plunger 164 controlling the trip
belonging to that one of the levers 170, 171, which carries the selected justifying-
wedge, whereupon the pivoted trip 175 will be thrown into operative engagement
with lever 58 so that, as the latter rises, it will tilt lever 170 or 171, aud thejustifying-
wedge lying between the jaws of the lever so tilted will be raised ont of engagement
with centering bar 173, and its head or ug 137 be brought into position between

wings 136, and, as the latter are brought together upon the secondary controller, the

justifying wedge will be shifted to the desired extent; after which, aud as lever 58

descends, the pivoted trip 175 will be disengaged from said lever and the readjusted
justifying-wedge again deposited and held upon the centering bar 173.

The trip-levers controlling tac actuating devices for the two justifying-weiges are

each provided with a wing or projection 177 (Figures 22 and 56) in rear of and over-

lapping a portion of the trip-lever for locking-rod 152, so that whenever one of the

jnstifying-weidge trip-levers is operated, to throw its pivoted trip into engagement
with lifting lever 58, it willalso carry the pivoted Wip 160 of locking-rod 152 into

engagement with said lever 58, and thus cause said locking-rod to be elevated into

engagement with the actuating rod of the lower transfer-block 133. ‘The purpose of

this arrangement is to hold the justifyiug wedges together in close contact while

being set to position, so that ue opportunity will be afforded for a film or layer of oil
to furm on their engaging surfaces, as would be the case if they were separated. By
causing trausfer-block 143 to be brought into action when the justifying wedges are

being adjusted, the latter are set against the pressure of spring 144 and are brought
accurately to position where they remain during the formation of the line, being
brought into action only when a space type is to be made, involving the use of the

transfer-block 143.
From the foregoing detailed descriptions of the normal mold adjusting and

justifying mechanisms it will be apparent how the mold-blade may be set or adjusted
to produce any desired width of type body within the range of, tle normal and

0 justifying devices. The character types and normal spaces being separated into
15 groups or series having a uniform ratio of increase, and each group or series of

the same width being represeuled by oae position of adjustment of the normal-

wedge, it is only necessary that the Jatter should be set to that one of its 15 positions
of adjustment which corresponds with the selected group or series, in order to form a

mold-eavity of the proper dimensions. The same is true of the justifying-wedges, with

the exception that each of said wedges represents a different ratio of increase, justifying-
wedge 141 producing a'ratio of increase for each of its 15 positions of adjustment,
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equal to ‘0005 of an inch, while justifying-wedge 142 effects a ratio of increase, for

each position of adjustment, equal io 0075 of an inch.

The American sytem employs fifteen body sizes with a uniform increase of one

unil, but the English system has but thirteen body sizes, twelve of whieh represent
uniform increments of one unil each, while the thirteenth represents a two unit

increase.

To adap! the present machine to the English or analogous ayslems presenting other

than regular variations in body-sizes, it is only necessary to slightly modify the form

of the normal-wedge to correspond with the particular system.
Such a modification is illustrated in Figures 60, 60°, 61, 61%,

Here iustead of a uniform taper the normal wedge 122" is stepped to represent
the thirteen different. sizes of type matrices arranged in the fifteen columns of the

die-case. Although the ratio of inerease is one unit lor the first thirteen sizes,

beginning with the smallest, the number of different type helonging to each sezies,
that is, type of the same width, is uot uniform, there being a larger proportion in

in onc series than in any of the others. In the example illustrated the size of the

type in units is marked upon the normal-wedge at each of ily 15 positions of adjust-
qnent, the size being expressed in units, ‘he smallest type of this series, corre-

sponding to the rst column in the die-case, is 5 units ia width, the next 6 units and

so ou up to the sixth column. As there happen to be snore than fifteen type in this 2

division, three columns, the sixth, seventh and eighth are assigned io the 10 unit

type. The ninth column contains the 11 unit Lype, and so on up to the fourteenth

column, containing 16 unit type, the sizes inereasing regularly by ove unit. At this

point a two uuil inerease takes place, from 16 to 18 units, and the latter repcesenled
by the last column in the di se, The figures here given are by way of illustration

only, as different fonts and faces require different normal-wedges ; and the same is

true as applied to the American system,
To accommodate the larger group of 10 unit type and distribute them between lhe

sixth,seventhand eight columns, ihe face of the wedge is stepped at the corresponding
positions of adjustment, so that at each of said positions its action upon tke mold- 4

blade will be the same, or equal to ten units, It is also stepped at the last or fifteenth

position, to effect: an 18 unit adjustment, or two units in excess of the next adjacent
lon. ‘Ebus the normal-wellge, instead of having a regular taper, whereby its

uniform movements from one position of adjustment to another will represenb uniform

inexements in body-sizes throughout Lue entire series of 15 adjustments, isinterrnpred
or broken up into several series, each representing either the seme or uniformly
varying, or differently varying adjustments, as cireumstances shall require.

‘The stepped normal-wedye, like the uniformly tapered wedge, occupies a position
inlermediate the fer-blocks and abulment-slide 129, with its stepped face next

the latter, and to facilitate its adjustment and prevent the shoulders at the ends of

the steps or seclions from catching upon the bearing face of the abutment-slide the

following arrangement has been devised aud adopted.
To the shoulder on the underside of abutment-slide 129is fitted w plale or block 400

whose outer face or that next the stepped surface of the normal-wedge is furnished

sith a transverse rib or bearmg 401 for engagement with said normal-wedge.
Supporled within a slot in this block 400 is a flanged platc 402, the flanged cdge

zesting in a grouve formed in the abutment-slide and engaged by springs which

operate to hold said plate 402 and block 400 outward or off its seat, The outer edge
or end of this plate 402 projects beyond the face of rib 401 and into a longitudinal
groove or way 403 in the face of the normal-wedge.

During the operation of udjusling (he normal-wedge the latter is held away from

and out of engagement with the bearing block 400 hy the action of the springs on

the rear side of plate 402, said wedge ridingupon the outer edge of the plate and

beiug held thereby from coulacl w ih rib 401.

The lougitudinal adjustment having thus been effected and the normal-wedge

brought to, the desired position, when the transfer-block is advanced or brought into

aclion it will compress the springs and-foree plate 402 back until the surface of the

wa
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wedge becomes sealed against the rib 401, and through the latter operates the abut-

inent-slide to fix the position of the mold-blade.

Upon the withdrawal of the transfer-block the springs will again project: plate 402
and remove the normal-wedge from rib or bearing 401 so that it can again be

adjusted longitudinally without interference.
:

This modification is well adapted for use in connection with the American system
by merely substituting the uniformly tapered wedge for the stepped or variable wedge.

Tt may be well, at this point, to remark that when setting the justifying-wedges
for the line, throngh the medium of the primary controllers or pins 65, no casts are,

made, the metal injecting mechanism being thrown out of action, This is effected,
through the medium of pivoted trips 175, as will be explained in conneetion with the

metal injecting mechanism. Moreover, to produce the finer adjustments of the mold-

blade by means of the two justifying-wedges, two complete rotations of the main

driving shaft are usually required, one for setting each justifying-wedge, but, if the

positions of adjustment of the two wedges coincide both may be set at the same time

during a single rotation of the driving shaft.

Havingexplained how the mold-blade positioning stop or abutment130 is set for

each type body, it only remains to be seen how the mo'd-blade actuating devices are

operated to discharge the type and readjust the mold for the next succeedingcast.

Let it be assumed that when the parts are as represented in Figure 44, the “mold,
blade lever 128 is moving outward or in a direction to cause the approach of the
mold-blade towards its adjustingabutment. In doing this it acts through spring 124,
the latter yielding after the mold-blade takes bearing against its abutment, thus
holdingthe mold-blade firmly in adjusted position. The next movement of the lever,
is toward the mold-blade sullicientlyto take pressure off spring 124, but without

makingcontact with the head of sleeve 126. This leaves the mold- bladeabutment

free for readjustment, and affords opportunity for the withdrawal of the transfer-block
and the shiftingof the normal-wedge. Alter a brief dwell, the lever is advanced,
again, and, operating through sleeve 126 and spring 128, drives the mold-blade

forward,to eject the type from the mold. The movement of the lever is now

reviersedand it retracts until contact is made with collar 127, thereby withdrawing
mold-blade until its outer face is slightly within the mold-eavity, so as to remove it

from the track of the cross-blade. The lever again advances slightly to free the

mold-blade and permit the. transfer block to be brought forward into operating
5

position, after which, by a continued rearward movement, the mold-blade is again
drawn firmly in contact with the readjusted abutment and the mold is in condition

for the formation of the next succeeding type.

Tae Merat Insecttne MECHANISM.

Under this title is included not only the melting pot, the pump for foreingie
metal from the metal pot, aud the nozzlethrough which the molten metal is injected
into the mold, but also the mechanisms operating to seat the nozzle or bring it in

propercommunicationwith the nozzle-plate of the mold, to operate the pump

plunger, to throw the pump plunger into and out of action, and to permit the

removal of the metal injecting mechanism from operatingposition into one where its
5

parts can be more readily approached for inspection, adjnstment and repair.
This part of the machine will best be understood by reference to Figures 2 to5

inclusive, 7, 8 and 92 to 104 inclusive.

The melting pot and its connections are all mounted upon an independent
frame 180 which is pivotally supported at one side upon a vertical threaded shaft 181

0

mounted in bearings in the main frame. Shaft 181 forms a pivotal support for

frame 180 about which the latter can be swung horizontally, but as such movement
would be interferred with if the melting pot and its attachments remained in the

positions they occupy in operation, the said pivotal shaft is threaded into frame 18)
and provided“with a handle whereby it can be rotated to elevate or depressthe frame.
A lock is provided for holding the frame in working position, such, for examp'e, as

D
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that formed by an angular tongue or projection 182 (Figure 97) located on the main

frame, in position to enter and engage a corresponding seat 183 on frame 180, when

in elevated or working position. “The lowering of frame 180 by means of screw 181

withdrays the seat from locking tongue 182 and permits the frame to be swung

horizontally. 5

The melting pot 184 instead of being mounted directly upon frame 180 is pivotally
attached to a series of arms 185 forming part of a set of parallel motion links. These

arms are secured to parallel shafts 186 mounted in bearings on frame 180 and

connected by a link 187, so that both shafts 186 and arms 185 will move in unison

and thus preserve the horizontal plane of the meliing pot during its vertical motions 10

toward aud from the moid. ‘The object of this is not alone to properly seat the

nozzle but also to prevent tilting the melting pot, thus avoiding agitation or fowage
of the fluid metal, more particularly in the passage leading to the nozzle.

The melting pot is formed or provided with a passage or conduit 188 leading to

the nozzle 189, the whole enclosed within a casing 190 between which and the 15

melting pot is a chamber for the reception of a non-conducting material such as

asbestos. It is desirable that the mold and connected parts should be protected from

the influence of the heat generated in maintaining the type metal in molten condition,
hence, aside from the question of economy of fuel, it is important to so arrange the

heating apparatus that it will maintain the type metal in molten condition, both in 20

the pot and ih the passage leading to the nozzle, by a minimum expenditure of

energy in the form of heat. To this end a combustion chamber 192 (Figures 96, 99)
is formed under the bottom of the metal containing chamber 193, beneath which is

arranged the burner 194, preferably of the bunson type.
The products of combustion are conducted from the combustion chamber 25

horizontally beneath the supply passage 188 and vertically to a point near the nozzle,
thence over a vertical deflecting plate through a chamber above supply passage 188

and out through a side passage into the escape pipe, a jet-pipe 196 located in said

escape-pipe facilitating the withdrawal of the products of combustion.

The cover of the melting pot is formed in sections, and the space above the 30

melting pot is in open communication with a pipe surrounding escape-pipe 191,
through which the fnmes arising from the molten metal escape.

The metal chamber 193 is provided with a seat for the attachment of the pamp

cylinder 198, the latter communicating directly with an opening formed in the seat

at the end of the passage 188 through which the metal is foreed into the nozzle. A 35

solid piston 199 is arranged in cylinder 198, and an induction port, formed in the

body of the cylinder but to one side of the piston and controlled by an inwardly
opening valve 200, admits the molten metal into the cylinder below the piston.

When in working position the melting pot is so arranged that its nozzle 189 will

stand directly beneath and substantially in line with the bell mouth 17 of nozzle- 40

plate 16, as represented in Figure 7. When the mold has been adjusted and the

mairix seated preparatory to making a cast, the nozzle must be elevated into close

and accurate contact with the nozzle-plate. This movement is effected through the

agency of an arm 201, secured to a rock shaft 202, and bearing aroller 203 in contact

with the melting pot immediately in line with, but below, the nozzle (Figure 99). 43

This rock sliaft 202 is supported in bearings on frame 180 and is furnished with an

arm 204 whose outer or free end is attached to a vertical rod 205 (Figure 95) the

upper end of the latter passing through a bearing on frame 180 and engaging one

end ofa lever 206. A spring 207, interposed between frame 120 and an adjustable
collar on rod 205, operates, normally, to turn rock shaft 202 in a direction to cause 50

the elevation and seating of the nozzle; but, except when a cast is to be made, the

spring is not permitted to elevate the nozzle, butis held in restraint and under

compression by a bar 208 acting on lever 206. This bar 208 forms a part of the

pump actuating mechanism about to be described.

The upper end of pump cylinder 198 is furnished with seats for the reception of

the bifurcated end of lever 209 (Figure 98) whose opposite end stands in line with

the axis of threaded shaft 181 and is pivotally attached to a swivel 210 carried by a
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DbrackeL on sleeve 211, The piston 199 is connecied by a link 214 to the ouler end

of lever £15 extending substantially parallel with lever 209 and attached to the

latter at or about the middle of ils length, by a link 216. The inner or power end of

lever 215 is attached to a swivel 217 carried by cross-head 208 in line with sinaft 181.

The object in thus bringing the sepports for the inner ends of levers 209 and 215 in

axjal alignment wilh shai, 181 is Lo accommodate the actuating devices to the

swinging motion of toe melting pet abour said shalt.

Sleeve 211 to which lever 209 is connected extends vertically through bearings in

the frame, and the bar or eross-head 208 to which lever 215 is connected is secured

to the upper eud of a shaft 212 passing longitudinally through sleeve 211. A

shouldered pin 213 secured to the frame and extendiug vertically through brackets
on sleeve 211 and cross-head 208, serves to limit the vertical movement. of sleeve 211

and to prevent rotation of cross-head 208, while a spring 218 surrounding the lower

portion of sleeve 211 and interposed between a shoulder thereon and the frame,
operates in a direction to clevate said sleeve. Tae lower end of shaft 212 is engaged
by one arm of

a

bell-crank lever 219 whose other arm is connected through a com-

pression link or elastic connection 220 with controllable actuating deviecs governing
the operation of the pump and the elevation of the nazzle.

Bearing in mied thal the elevation of the melting pot and the seatingof the nozale

is effected by the action of spring 207, aud Lhat the latter is held in check or under

restraint hy cross-lead 208, the object in connecting the pump actuating devices ta

the cylinder as well as the piston wiil be aaderstood.

The Lhrow of Lie piston, when operated to drive tae metal into the mold, is

direction opposite to that of the spring holding the nozzle in coulact with the nozz

lute, henee would tend to unscat the nozzle. This is avoided by attaching one of

the pair of levers 209, 215, to the cylinder and the other to the piston, and connecting
tha levers together as hy link 216, in such manuer that the pressure exerted iu

fecting the stroke of the pump wiil be distributed equally between the piston and

derandke exertedin oppos ons; that is to say, the power exerted at

slou down, wil: be opposed by au equal force

ex te iethe el endOflever209 ten¢ ng to raise the cylinder. By (his means

the pump action is neutralized insofar as it might otherwise tend to disturb the

position of the melting pot or withdraw Lhe nozzle from its seat, and it ean be

rendered both quick and powerful, desirable conditions iu machines for casting type.
Tu accommodateUse pump operating devices to che different positions oconpied

by the melting pot as the nozzle is ullernatcly clevated to castingposition and with-

drawntherefrom,the power ends of the levers 209 and 215 are moved vertically
in unison with the melting pot, and are separated ouly when the nozcle has been

seated in the nozzle-plate and is held theretohy the full power of its elevating
spring.meis accomplished by attaching the inner or power end of lever 215 to the

-head 208 which coutrols Lhe movements of the nozzle, and the inner or power
1 of lever 209 to sleeve 211. ation is communicated to eross-head 208 through

2, and inasmuch as sieeve 211 is held by its spring 218 in conlact with said

;
it follows that the elevation of eross-head 208 and lever 213 will he

accompaniedhy a corresponding movement of sleeve 211 and lever 209, thereby
maintaining the parallelism of said levers 215 and 209.

This relation is preserved until the nozzle is seated and cross-head 208 rises above

lever 206, at which time sleeve 211 contacts with pin 213 and is arrested, while

-head 208 continuing to rise effects the stroke of (he piston.
controllable actuating devices for the pump serve as a means for connecting

and disconnecting the metalinjectingmechanisin with the driving shaft, and they or

an equivalent thereof,are required in “order that the action of the injectingmechanism

may be suspended, at intervals, as, for example, while setting the justifying-wedges,
or when,for any purpose, it becomes necessary or desirable to operate the machine

without making casts.

In the present form of embodiment the pump actdating lever 221, which derives
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formed in the front vertical wall of the recess in the frame for the reception of said

carrier, as indicated in Figure 3.

In the end of the type-carrier nearest the cross-blade is located the type-holder,
which latter includes the slotted head 250, provided with a type opening or channel

extending (ransversely through the end of saidcarrier, and a clamping member 251

(Figure 69) movable across the channel in head 250 and co-operating with one wall

thereof in receiving and clamping the type as it is ejected from the mold. The

clamping member 251 is supported in guides within the type-carrier, and is held

normally forward or toward the opposing clamping surface by a spring 2: A Ing
or projection 253 on the clamping member 25] rides in an inclined groove 254 in the 10

frame, the angle of inclination corresponding with that of rib 249 on the type-
carrier. Suid groove 254 terminates at such point in the movement of the

type-carrier towards the mold that it will, by its engagement with Ing 253 arrest

the movement of clamping member 254 just before the channel in head 250 is

brought opposite the mold-cavity, thereby opening the passage for the admission of 15
the type.

Uponthe return motion of the type-carrier, after the type has been inserted

between the clamping member 251 and the opposite fave of the openiug or channel

in the carrier, the clamp 261 will remain stationary until engaged by the type, when

it too will be moved, therehy clamping and holding the type securely in position 20
while being transported from the mold to the type-channel.

As this action would leave the type unsupported at the time of its deliveryby the

mold-blade, the carrier is furnished with a type support 255. This consisis of a

spring tongue whose outer or free end rests and is guided in the clamping number 251,
while the opposite or rear end is secured to a slide 251° supported in ways and 25
movable longitudinally of the carrier, Slide 251* is furnished with two shoulders
between which is received a block 256 carrying a headed pin, the latter extending
through the shoulder on slide 251* and provided with a spring 257 interposed
between the head of the pin and the slide. This spring tends at all times to hold
block 256 against the shoulder on slide 251* through which the pin passes. A 30

lever 258 (Figures 57 and 67) mounted on the type-carrier aud provided with a roller
on its outer end, has its inner eud in engagement with block 256.

The outer end of lever 258 extends between two fixed abutments on the frame

(Figure 56) so located and arranged that.as the type-carrier approaches the mold the

lever will engage one of said abutments and be turned in a direction to advance 35
the type support 255 so thai its eud will be projected across the channel in the type-
earrier, While it occupies this position the type is delivered to the type-carricr, the

mold-blade foreing the flexible type-supporting blade 255 back until the type is

fully entered between the clamping surfaces.

While the type is thus held between support 255 and the mold-blade, the type 40
carrier is retracted or moved towards the line-channel, and as the type passes beyond
the mold-blade it

is

firmly grasped aud held by clamping member 251,the movement

of the type-carrier withdrawing the Ing 253 from its engagement with the end wall
of the slot and permitting spring 252 to advance clamping member 251 towards the

opposite clamping surface and thus grip the type lying between. As the type-carrier 45

nears the end of its movements towards the line-channel, lever 258 contacts with the

opposite abutment and is turned in a direction to withdraw the type-support 255+out

of the way so that the type may be pushed out of the type-carrier into the line-

channel.
The line assembling mechanism.—This includes the devices for removing the 50

type from the type-carrier and holding them in position until all the types which
are to compose a line have been assembled,

When at the outer extreme of its movement, that farthest from the mold, the

type-carrier stands with its slot or channel opposite the entrance to the line-
channel and in line with the ejector blade 259 (shawn detached in Figure 64), 55
which latter reciprocates through the type-carrier and delivers the type held therein
to the line-channel. The rear end of this blade is attached to one arm of a

ox
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without requiring exact register to meet line channel.

The present machine beingdesigned to deal with different sizes of lype, the

delivery of the type from the type-carrier to Use line-clianuel by means of an ejector-
blade working through Lhe type-carrier is a marter of some difficulty,owing to tae

fact that provision must be made for supporting the type at all times, and for dealing
with small as well as ee type bodies,

The support for the type is furuished by the spring actuated clamp of the

carrier, which ig competent to deal with all sizes of type. But the ejector-blade 259

between the clamping surfaces must be ag narrow as thewhose end is required to pa:
narrowest kind of type with whichit has to deal, heuce it becomes necessary to make

to insure entrance

special provision for ensuring its proper entrance between the clamping surfaces, and

this, too, without requiring exact register between the chaunel in the type-carriet and
the line-chauuel. To this end a spring pressed gnide 260 (Figs. 57 and 70) is

arranged to press and hold the ejector-blade in contact wita the face ofi

way nearest the mold, so that it will always enter on the side of the Ly
formed by the movable clamping jaw or member 251.

The ejector-blade is flanged along its npper and lower edgea, said fanged portions
ridingin grooves formed in opposite walls of the type-ehannel, extending beyond the

engaging face or end of the blade, where they are noiched te admit the type and are

beveled on their outer surlaces so that by their engagement with bevels on the ty
carrier they will act as guides for directingthe ejector-blade into the type vel

formed between the clamping surfaces. In the evenl uo type is contained in the
type-carrier, these bevels will serve to open the type channel hy forcing back the
movable clamping surface 241, so that the blade ean pass i

What is herein designated as the line-channel comprises a horizontul table or

supporting plate 261, and two vertical sustaining walls such as are formed in part by

Dior: 262

ane
263. The block 262-(Fig. 82) forming part of the wall nearest the

Liough not necessarily provided with a Spring 264 oxleuding

igen y

ofpa bloek eae Heea outer end curved bu y and over-

5 . 16, 77, 82 and ne opposite
75 and 83)is Byeder“with two yielding ces, tac one

ounceby a spring265 austen’in etal) by &

Boleeaeand having its outer or

hacuel, while the
other one 267,ix bilureated at, one e i awieeenin an a des of spring 265

a of the line-channel,the inner end being guided by a pin 268 playingina

6, as clearly seeu in Figures 76, 76 and 77. Upon
ge in ithetype-

earrier are cut away horizontally and that the faceor engaging end ofthe clamping
member 251 is likewise slotted. his is doue to permit che outer ends or faces of

springs 264, 264, to enter within the type passage in the type-carrier, as the latteris

retracted to deliver the type therein. Springs 264 and 263 at the entrance to the

slivercd, said jaws
opeuiug or yielding readily to the entrance of the type belbweeu Lnem,bu offering

stanee to their withdrawal, therehy insuring the retention of the tyne when

advanced by the ejector blade 259.

As type accumulate in the line-channel they ac

ure of spring 267, the forward end of the

guiding
channel

Be eeiCe Uolepnreinh willie eten thal the walle ont uslanion pass

forced back andesustained by the
iter overlapping spring 265 ¢9 that

r position, for as the line is pushed towards

and beyond the rear end of spring 267 it is cugaged by the line supporliny-blade 269

(Fig. 88) which latter, as it forms a connecting link between the line-assembling and

e-carrying devices,will be explained baconnection with the latte

immediately in rear of the block 2 s arranged the galley 270, the entrance to

which is closed by a verlically movable rade271, whose outer surface is in line with

and forms a continuation of that wall of the line-ehannel of waica block 262 forms a

pr
}

the type are at all times retained in proy
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portion. Pivoted ini bearings on the frame (it may here be remarked that the galley
mechanism is mounted upon a frame detachably secured to the main frame), beneath

and parallel with blade 271, is a lever 272 (Fig. 74) the upper portion of which is

provided with a grooved bar 273 lying opposite and parallel with blade 271. When

in normal position the face of this bar 273 is in line with the inner ends of spring 267,
so that it may be said that bar 273, and blade 271 constitute, in effect, parts of the

line-channel, the bottom of which is formed by a plate 261 extending horizontally
beneath both of these members, as indicated in Figure 86. ‘The line-supporting
blade 269 is guided to reciprocate upon the face of bar 273, to which end it is

provided with a dovetail fitting the groove in said bar, and is furnished with one or 10

nore springs 274, bearing against the wall of the groove aud serving to create

frictional resistance to the movement of the blade. The end of the line-supporting
blade 269 nearest the type is notched, as shown, for a purpose to be explained. It
will suffice, for the present, to state that the line-supporting blade is engaged by the

type as they emerge from between spring 267 and the opposite wall, and is pushed 16

back as type accumulate and by the action of the line-carrier in shifting the line to a

position in front of the galley, which is the operation performed after all the type
composing a line have been delivered into the line-channel.

The line carrier—This includes, in addition to the line-channel and the line-

supporting blade, a pair of arms 275, (Fig. 81) provided at their outer ends with type 20

engaging shoulders or hooks, which latter are advanced beyond the last type of the

completed line, then drawn outward to bring the completed line opposite the entrance

to the galley, and, after the line has been transferred to the galley, the arms of the
line carrier are withdrawn from the line-channel in which the next line is being set

up, and carried to a position beyond that to which the type is advanced by the 20

ejector blade 259, preparatory to engaging the next line when completed.
The means for effecting these movements of the line-carrier or arms 275, and for

returning the line-snpporting blade 269, after the transfer of the line to the galley,
will now ke deseribed.

In the frame of the galley mechanism, beneath and parallel with bar 273, of 30

lever 272, are formed two parallel guides or ways 276 and 277 (Figs. 89,90). In the
lower of these two guides is mounted a slide 278 (Fig. 84) provided with a vertical
socket or bearing 279 into which is fastened the axis or fulerum-pin 280 of
head 281 carrying the line-carrier blades 275. ‘This head is also provided with a

lateral projection or arm 282 extending between shoulders 285 and having
its

end 35

resting in a seat formed in a slide 283, the latter riding in the upper guide 2’ A
friction spring 284 (shown in dotted lines Fig. 85) operates to retard the movements

of slide 278, so that when slide 283 is moved in either direction, it will first act on

arm 282 and move the latter into engagement with one of the shoulders 285, thus

oscillating head 281 to bring arms 275 of the line-carrier into or out of the plane of 40
the line-channel, and then, by the continuation of the movement of said

slide 283, motion will be communicated to slide 278, the arms of the line-carrier

remaining in the position to which they were brought by the initial movement of
arm 282. Thus, during the outward stroke of slide 283, the hooked ends of
arms 278 will be advanced across the line-channel so as lo engage the last type of the 45
completed line, and the line will be drawn forward to a position in front of the galley,
when, by a reversal of the direction of its movement, slide 283 will cause the with-.
drawal of arms 275, and the return of said arms, together with their supporting-slide 278,
to first position, ready to engage the next succeeding line when completed. These
motions of slide 283 are transmitted from the actuating lever 286 (Figs. 72 50
and 73) through aslide 287 riding in guides or ways 276 and provided with a pin 288, the
latter working in a slot in slide 283 (igs. 85, 89 and 90) so as to alternately engage
opposite ends thereof, when at the extremes of the movements ofslide 287. A screw 289

or equivalent adjustable device operates to engage slide 283, at the limit of its
outward movement, and thus ensure the arrest of the line-carrier with the inner faces 5
of its hooks in line with the wall of the galley, in order that the end of the line shall

be accurately adjusted to position, Slide 287 is connected to its actuating

oe
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lever 286 through a double acting compression link 290,the latter including, in the

present instance, a rod 291 pivotally atlached to the outer end of the lever and

extending through a sleeve 292 pivotally attached tu slide 287.

Tod 291 is shouldered aud between said shoulder and a sleeve on the end of the rod

are urranged two loose collars with an inlerposed spring 293, The collars engage

opposite euds of the sleeve 292 so that the spring is rendered active when the rod is

reciprocated in either direction.

The ontward and inward motions of lever 286 are slightly in excess of the

permissible movement of slide 283, co that the latter will be held firmly in position

against a fixed abulmenl at cach extreme of its movement. ‘Ibis slide 287 is also

furnished with a post or verlical projection 294 (Fig. 91) carrying a pivoted.
latch 295, whose inner or free end, held duwn by the epring 296, rests between

shoulders on a slide 297 (Figs. 87 and 89) the Taller riding in the groove or way

formed in the face of bar 273 in live wilh line-supporting blade 269. Slide 297 en-

3

gaging line supporting blade 269, as the line-carrior moves inward, serves to relvact

said line-supporting blade after the completed line has been delivered to the galley.
The line transferring devices —Thecolumn forming mechunism includes the devices

by which successive lines of type brought forward by the line-carrier are transferred

or delivered from the line-channel into the gall
As hereinhefore explained the entrance to the galley

is

closed by blade 271, This

blade, which forms a portion of the right or front wall of the line-channel, fils loosely
the shouldered wpper ond of a rod 298 passing vertically through a bearing in the

galley frame and supporled upon its actuating lever 299. The blade is held from

horizontal movement by a steady pin 300, and is elevared, to adult the line of type
to the galley, alter which it descends hehind the line and sustains the latter until the

uext succeeding line is brought forward.

The completed line is pushed or adyauced into the galley by Lhe movement of tho

cransfer 237. 1b will be remembered that this bar is carried hy a lever 272

and forms a portion of the left-hand or outer wall of the line-chan Said lever

is held normally retracted hy a spring 301 (Fig. 86) and is advanced toward the

galley hy pressure transmitted from its actualing lever 302 throngh a compression
link 303. Tever 502 engages an adjust. abutment 304 for positioning
bar 273, and the spring in compression link 303 is brought into action during
the forward movement of lever 302, said spring yielding in Lhe event the forward

motion of lever 272, when operated to deliver the live to the galley, is arrested.
The mechanism.—The last of the elemental parts of the galley mechanism is

the tripping device, Tts primary funelion.is thet of stopping the machine in the

eyent an uujustified line is presented to the galle
Mounted in guides on (he galley frame is au adjustableblock 305 carrying an

arm 306 overlying plate 261, and forming the front wall of tho galley entrance,

The adjustment referred to is one by which the width of the galley entrance is

varied to correspond with the length of the lines cast, whatever this may be, Arm 306

is provided with guides for the reception of a tripping block 307, the latter having
its surface flush with the wall of the galley entrance, anil its end nearest the line~

channel projecting beyond arm SUG and of proper shape and dimenusious Lo fit within

the notch farmed im the end of line-supporting blade 269, If the line delivered hy
the Hue-varrier and advanced by the linc-transferrer, is of standard length, it will just:

pass hetween tripping-block 867 and the opposite wall of the galley entrance; but

if the line is either too long or too short, tripping-block 307 will be engaged, either

hy the type, if the line is (oo long, or by the line-supporting blade 209, if the line is

<60 short, and will be forced hack by the bar 273 when the latter is advanecd to push
the line into the galley.

‘Alever 308, pivoted upon block 305, is connected at one end to this tripping-
Jock 307 and its opposite end rests in contact with awide vertical lever 369,

ted in bearings oa the frame, and provided with a retracting spring 310 (see

73). The other arm of lever 309 co-operates with the shouldered arm 312

B
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of the belt-shifting lever 313 (Fig. 85) and operates, when in engagement with said

shoulder, to hold the belt-shifting lever in operating position, that is with the belt on

the fast pulley. When, however, tripping block 307 is forced back it will operate

through lever 308 to disengage lever 309 from the shoulderon arm 312, thus per-

mitting the belt shifting lever to be thrown so as to shift the belt onto the loose pulley
and stop the machine.

The conuections between the belt-shifting lever 313 and the belt shifter 314,

can best be seen in Figures 2, 6, 72 and 73. One arm of said lever engages a

rod whose opposite end is in contact with an arm on rod 315 extending from

front to rear of the machine, said rod 315 being provided with a spring 316, the

latter operating in a direction to throw the belt from the fast to the loose pulley except
when restrained by the engagement of lever 309 with the belt-shifting lever 312.

Galley driving mechanism.—The motions of the galley mechanism, although
derived primarily from the main driving shaft, are communicated through a supple-
mental shaft 317 mounted in bearings on the galley frame and rotated through the

medium of a worm wheel 318, This shaft carries a cam wheel 319 provided with three

operating surfaces or cams, one, a peripheral cam 820, for engaging actuating
lever 302 of the line transferrer or pusher; a second, face cam 321, engaging

actuating lever 299 for blade 971; and a third, a grooved or face cam 322,

engaging actuating lever 286 of the line-carrier. The cam wheel 319 is loose on

its shaft and is connected therewith, for operation, by means of a ratchet wheel 323

keyed to the shaft, and a spring acluated pawl 324, carried by cam wheel 319,
thus forming a clutch or detachable connection between the shaft and cam wheel.

The pawl 324 is provided with an angular shoulder or arm 325 and a beveled

pin 326, and is held, normally, from engagement with ratchet wheel 323 by an inter-

cepting and arresting lever 327, the latter pivotally supported on a vertical post on the

galley frame and having its opposite end standing iu line with shaft 232 of the pump

actuating mechanism, so that when said shaft 232 is moved longitudinally by shifting
Jevers 170,171, to throw the pump out of action, the same movement will throw

lever 327 out of cngagement with pawl 324 and thus start the galley mechanism in

motion. The angular shoulder 326 of pawl 324 is received and held between a fixed

shoulder $28 on lever 327 anda vertical movable shoulder formed by a latch 329

pivotally connceted to said lever 327. The instant pawl 324 is released, by the with-

drawal of lever $27, it flics into engagement: with its ratchet wheel and, in so doing,
its angular shoulder 325 passes beyond the engaging face of fixed shoulder 328 on

lever 329, so that it cannot be re-engaged thereby should lever 327 be released before

the pawl is carried beyond its path. The withdrawal of lever 327 is followed by its

return to normal position, under the action of spring 330, which position is one lying
in the path of movement of the angular shoulder 325, so that when the cam 319

carrying said pawl shall have made a complete revolution, thepawl will be engaged by
the fixed shoulder 328 on lever 327, thereby withdrawing the pawl from its ratchet

wheel and arresting the motion of cam wheel 319. In doing this the bevelled

pin 326 on pawl 324 by its engagement with latch 329 will lift the latter and pass

beyond it, whereupon said latch will resume its position behind shoulder 325 and

retain the latter in position.
It may here be mentioned that the galley-actuating devices are protected by a

detachable cover plate 311 seen only in Fig. 1, it being omitted in the other views in

order to disclose the mechanism beneath.

From the foregoing deseription it will appear that the controllable members of the

galley mechanism, or those through which its movements are inaugurated, are

actuated, to set Lhe mechanism in motion, by the same devices that are employed for

setting the justifying mechanism for the next succeeding line, thus dispensing with

one useless rotation of the driving shaft, and obviating the necessity for a separate

galley perforation in the record strip.

Tue Paper Feep.

The office of the paper feeding mechanism is to advance the record strip, inter-
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mittiugly, at regular intervals, so as to bring the perforations opposite the air ports
of the pneumatic system for controlling the various operations of the machine. In
its general features it resembles that heretofore employed for the same purposs and
differs therefrom mainly with respect to the actuating devices. The details of this
mechanism are best: seen in Figures 105 to 110 inclusive.

The devices comprising this part of the machine are mounted upon a frame,
separable from, but secured to, the main frame, and inelude supports for the winding
and supply sp2ols 335, 336; a rounded or semi-cylindrical cross-bar 337; pin
wheels 338, one at each end of the cross-bar; a shaft 339 carrying suid pin-wheels ;

a pulley 340 on shaft 339; a pulley on the winding spool; and an elastic belt 341

through which motion is transmitted from pulley 340 to the winding spool,
The cross-bar 337 is provided with a longitudinal series of ports, and above the

latter operates the air-bar 342 containing an air-chamber, said air-bar being supported
upon arms 345 pivoted loosely on shaft 344. ‘This shaft is furnished with two arms 346,
each of which is connected to one end of the air-bar by a-rod 350, pivoted upon
the air-bar and passing through a lug on arm 346. A nut or shoulder on the roi
above the lug forms a positive connection for raising the air-bw, while a spring 351

interposed between said lug and the air-bar furnishes a yielding connection for

depressing and seating the latter. The air-bar is normally upheld or elevated by a

spring 345 engaging one of the arms 316, while the other arm carries an adjustable
contact for engaging the inlet valve 347, to open the latter when the air-bar is

depressed and seated upon the record-strip.
The operation of these parts, briefly stated, is as follows: The air bir being elevated

and inlet valve closed, shaft 339 is turned sufficiently to advance the record strip
from one line of perforations to the next, in doing which the pin wheels

engage perforations in opposite edges of the record strip, and, at the same time,
turns the winding spool by means of the belt and pulleys, thus drawing the record

strip from the supply spool and winding it up on the winding spool. When a feed
motion has been thus produced the air-bar is bronght down into close contact with
the surface of the record strip, and at the same time, or immediately thereafter, the

inlet valve is opened and air, under pressure, admitted within the air-bar, from
whence it escapes through such of the ports in the cross-bar as are uncovered by
perforations in the record strip, and passes to the various actuating or controllable

members of the machine.
4

The movements of the paper-feed and air-bir, are derived from the main actuating
lever 349, and are transmitted through conneeting rod 352 to lever 353 pivoted on the

side of the paper feed frame and provided with two connections, the one extending to

the air-bar actuating devices and the other to the paper-feed actuating devices. The
connection between lever 353 and the air-bar actuating devices is through a link 354

provided with a slotted head open on one side, for the entrance and engagement of

pin 348 on arm 346, a spring 365 serving to hold the link in engaging position, at

the same time permitting it to be withdrawn when desired.
4

Upon one end of shaft 339 is secured a ratchet wheel 356, and surrounding the

latter and concentric therewith is an annulus 357 provided with a lug 358 located
5

between adjustable limiting stops 359. This annulus is permitted a limited move-

ment around the ratchet wheel 356 (the extent of such movement being governed by
the position of the stops 359) and upon it is pivoted a three-armed pawl 360, one

branch being furnished with an angular engaging portion adapted to enter between
the teeth of the ratchet wheel, the second branch, on the opposite side of the pivot,
riding in a curved recess or slot in the outer end of a locking pawl 361, the latter

pivotally supported on the frame, while the third or intermediate branch is connected
to lever 353 through a compression link 362, the latter yielding on the downward
stroke of lever 353. When the load end of lever 353 is elevated it will operate first

upon pawl 360, tilting the latter in a direction to withdraw its engaging point from
5 the ratchet wheel, at the same time throwing the locking pawl 361 into engagement

therewith through the medium of the arm riding in the slot in said locking-pawl,
thus locking shaft 339 against rotation, after which the motion is transmitted to the
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annulus or support 357, and the pawl is retracted until arrested by the engagement
of lug 358 with stop 359. Upon the reversal of the movement of lever 353 locking
pawl 361 will be withdrawn from the ratchet wheel, and simultaneously therewith the

engaging end of pawl860,will be bronght into engagement with said wheel 356,
after which the motion will be communicated to the supporting annulus, and shatt 339

will be turned until the movement is arrested by the contact of lug 358 with

the opposite stop 339. A reversal of the movements will eduse the re-engagement,
of locking pawl 361 and the disengagement of paw] 360, as before explained.

A cam lever 363 pivoted upon the frame above locking pawl 361, in position to

engage the latter, may, when desired, be employed to hold the locking pawl in 10

engagement with the ratchet w'cel 356 and thas prevent the movemeat of the pin
wheel shaft $39, connection 362 yielding in such ease during the throw of lever 353.

As it is sometimes desirable to start up the machine with the paper-feed
mechanism inactive, or to arrest the action of the latter while the machine is in

motion, an uncoupling device has been interposed between actuating-lever 349 15

and lever 353, as indicated in Figure 106. The lower end of connecting rod 352

is provided with a bifurcated head 364, the arms of which are slotted for the

teception of pin 365 carried by actuating lever 349, Pivoted upon this pin 365,
between the arms of head 364, is a block 366 adapted, when swung into position,
to oceupy the space between pin 365 and head 364, so that said head and its 20

connecting rod will. move in unison with actuating lever 349. A spring actuated

latch 367 serves to hold block 366 in position. ‘To disengage actuating lever 349

from connecting rod 352 it is only necessary to press block 366 down or swing
it out from between the arms of head 364, as indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 106,
thus permitting pin 365 to ride freely in the slots formed in the arms of head 364, 25

Fach spool is mounted upon a removable pin supported in bearings in the frame,
so that it can be withdrawn for the removal and insertion of the spools, the pin for

the winding spool passing through the pulley and carrying a feather or equivalent
device for locking the pulley and spool so that they will be rotated together.

# The supply spool is usually furnished with permanent flanges or heads, but the 30
ing

spool is provided with one bead only (in order that the strip, after use, may

slipped off without unwinding it), the other head being mounted in

bearings in the frame as shown in Fig, 110.

Tue Driving MECHANISM.

Thus far in describing the various mechanisms the several movable parts have 35

been, in most instances, traced hack only-to their actuating levers, it being presumed
that suitable and properly timed and connected driving mechanism for giving to the

several actuating levers their proper motions, was supplied. The special and

preferred arrangement, and the approximate forms of the cams are illustrated in

Figures 32, and 113 to 122 inclusive. 40

‘Although grooved or other known forms of cams might be employed for giving
motion to the several actuating levers the preferred arrangement is one in which a

pair of cams acting in opposition are employed for each actuating lever, one of said

cams effecting the motions in one direction, and the other in the opposite direction,

and both acting upon aroller carried by the lever between the opposing surfaces of 45

the cams. By this means the wearing surfaces are preserved, as the motion of the

roller, instead of being alternately in opposite directions, is continuously in the same

direction, although varying in speed. The two sets of cams are mounted upon

parallel shafts 370, 371, supported in bearings on the side of the main frame and

connected through a train of gears 372, to operate in the same direction and at 50

the same rate of speed (Figs. 1 to 6 inclusive). The fast-and loose pulleys 373

are mounted upon one of these shafts 370 and the intermediate gear in the train

of gears 372 caries a worm 374 (Fig. 6) in engagement with worm wheel 318

of the galley driving mechanism. As matter of convenience and adaptation the

several actuating levers are arranged in two series each provided with its own shaft 55
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or fulerum (Hig. 6). By reference to Figures ] and 113 it will be seen that
the lower or power ends of the actuating levers extend down between driving
shafts 370, 371, in line with their respective pairs of cams, and beginning at the

left, these are the pair of cams 377 (Fig, 115) operating upon the actuating
lever 333 for ejector blade 259; cams 378 (Fig. 32) and actuating lever 178 for

advancing and retracting the mold-blade 4; cams 379 (Fig. 122) aud actuating
lever 349 of the paper feed; cams 380 (Fig. 121) for actuating lever 78 of die-

centering mechanism, connected through main actuating lever 390 aud compression
link 391 (Figs. 2, 6 and 22); cams 381 (lig. 120) and actuating lever 58 for

Gie-centering plunger; cams 352 (Fig. 119) and actuating lever 168 for transfer

wedges; cams 383 (Fig. 118) and actuating lever 221 for pump mechanism ;
and cams 384 (Fig. 117) and actuating lever 246 for type carrier. The relative

positions of adjustment of these several cams upou the two driving shafts are

indicated by the grooves for receiving the keys.
The bell-crank 88 (Fig. 33) operating the locking bolts 86 of the secondary

controller for the die-case centering mechanism, is caused to operate in unison with

the actuating lever 68 of the centering plunger, to unlock said controllers as the

centering plunger enters its seat in the matrix block, by having the power arm of its

actuating lever 392 connected to the power arm of lever 68, the load end of said

lever being connected to bell-crank 88 through rod 393.

Toe PNevMatic SYSTEM.

‘rom the foregoing description of the several mechanisms, separately considered,
it ust be plain that all that is required to complete the machine and render its

several paris co-operative and responsive to the will of the operative who prepares the
5

record strip, isa competent system of communication between the perforated record-

strip and the several controllable members of the die-case centering mechanism,

the justifying-wedges and the transfer-blocks,

This function is performed by what is herein termed the pneumatic system or

series of air-Lubes or passages 385 through which communication is established

between the parts in the cross-bar and the pistons 66 of the primary controllers 65

and those of plungers 164 operating upon the trip levers of the justifying-wedges
and the locking rod for the transfer-blocks,

By reference to the diagram (Fig. 112) it will be seen that each port in the cross-

bar 337 isin open communication with one of the several cylinders referred to, so

that any one or more of the pistons can be operated by forming a perforation in the

record-strip in line with the desired pin or plunger. There being but 14 movable

stop pins in cach series of primary controllers the omission of a perforation in the

record-strip corresponding to one of them effects the interposition of the fifteenth

stop or fixed pin 65*, which is (he equivalent of a movable pin directly controlled

by a perforation in the record-strip, so that it may rightly be said Laat the record-

strip directly controls the die-ease centering mechanism as to each of its series

of adjustments in transverse planes—liues and columns—through the pneumatic
system.

Sumaary of Operation,

Having described in detail the several constituent elements of the organized
machine, a brief summary of its operation will suifice.

At the commencement of each line the justifying-wedges are to be set to produce

space type that willjustifyor fill out the line, assuming the character type are of

normal dimensions according to the particular system of measurement adopted. It

is the office of the operative who prepares the record-strip to determine uot only
what characters and spaces shall be produced and their order, but also to ascertain

and impress the ratio of increase to be given each normal space type, in the

performanceof whichhe is aided by a special machine, adaptedto formthe required
type-perforations in the record strip and indicate the Justification ratio for the spaces,
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Each justifying-wedge represents fifteen degrees of adjustment on a regular scale

whose increments are uniform and proportional to the taper of the wedge, hence to

produce a mold-cavity of the desired width for the space type, it is only necessary
that the justifying-wedge should be set at that one of its positions of adjustment
whose value, plus that of the normal wedge, represents the required position of the

mold-blade,
The setting of each justifying-wedge involves two operations, first, for position,

aud, second, for connection with the positioning mechanism, Position is determined

throngh the medium of the primary controllers or stop-pins 65 of the die-case carrier

system, consequently a perforation is made in the record-strip to designate which of

the fourteen positions of adjustment represented by the movable stop-pins 65, the

wedge is to eceupy; or the perforation for position is omitted, in which case the

maximum adjustment, produced by fixed stop-pin 65* will be attained.

Another perforation is required to designate the particular wedge and to place it in

connection with the actuating devices for adjustment, and this done by forming a

perforation in line with the port leading to one or the other of the pistons controlling
the justifying-wedge trip-lever. Thus either or both justifying-wedges are set to

position and locked, and, incidentally, the galley mechanism is started in action to

take care of the preceding line.

But, although adjusted for the line, the justifying wedges are inoperative to affect 2

the position of the mold-blade and the size of the type, until through the action of the

transfer-blocks, the control of the mold-blade is shifted from the normal-wedge alone,
to the normal plus the justifying wedges.

To effect this two things are required, first, that the normal-wedge should be

properly adjusted to harmonize with the justifying-wedge or wedges in determining 2

the position of adjustment of the mold-blade; and, second, that the normal-wedge
transfer-block should be thrown out of action and the justifying-wedge transfer-block
thrown into action,

‘Iwo or at the most three perforations in the record-strip are sufficient to accomplish
these results. If, as is preferred, the space matrix-blocks, are located in the last line

in the die-case, the adjustment of the normal-wedge will be produced by a perforation
communicating with the port leading to the primary controller or stop-pin representing
the column whose width-value corresponds with the desired position of adjustment of

the normal-wedge. Should the space matrix blocks be located in any other than the
last line, another perforation corresponding to line adjustment would be required.

Having thus provided for setting the normal-wedge, another perforation serves to

bring the justifying-wedges into action, and that is one opposite the port leading to

the trip-lever which controls the lockiug-bolt of the transfer-blocks, whereby the

normal-wedge transfer-block is locked out of action,and the justifying-wedge transfer-
block brought into operation so as to act in conjunction with the normal and

justifying-wedges in setting the mold-blade for a space type.
One or two perforations, according to the position of the matrix in the die-case,

suffice for locating each character-matrix, and adjusting the normal-wedge to correspond
therewith, through the medium of the two series of primary controllers pertaining to

the line and column movements of the die-case.
The rendjustment of the die-case, the normal and justifying wedges and the mold-

blade are each affected by a movement direct from the position of prior adjustment
to the position of next subsequent adjustment, thus the normal or zero position is
eliminated and the motions incident to the return to a zero point before advancing to

the next succeeding position are entirely avoided.
‘The adjustments effected by the normal and justifying wedges while accurate,

delicate and positive, are not dependent upon rigid or inflexible connections, the wedges,
themselves being loosely and flexibly connected to their positioning devices so as to
avoid binding and distortion, and the interference due to variations in temperature,

So, too, the connection between the mold-blade and its actuating and adjusting
devices, is of a character well adapted to prevent interference by variations in

temperature ‘
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The setting of the justifying-wedges for the line taking place as it does after one

line is completed, and before another is begun, affords an opportunity for the starting
ofthe galley mechanism to take care of the completed line, and by utilizing the
devices which bring the justifying-wedges into position for readjustment, to

automatically start the galley mechanism, not only is there a saving of time effected,
but the necessity of a special galley perforation is avoided.

Dated this 25th day of April 1899. :

BOULT & WADE,
Agents for the Applicant,

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

Improvements in Machines for Casting and Setting Type.
A communication from the Lanston MonotyrrE Macuine Company, a Corporation

created, and existing under the Laws of the State of Virginia, and having its

principal place of busines at Washington, District of Columbia, United States of
America.

I, Aurrep Julius Bout, of 111, Hatton Garden, in the County of London,
Chartered Patent Agent, do hereby declare the nature of this invention and in what
manner the same is to be performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in

and by the following statement :—

The present invention relates to and constitutes an improvement upon the type
making and composing mechanism forming part of what is known as the Lanston

monotype system, wherein a previously prepared record strip is employed to control

and govern the operations of an automatic type casting machine in the production of

justified lines of type, and the assembling of such justified lines of type in column
5

form ready for use,

Tn view of the somewhatcomplexcharacter of the apparatus, embodying these

improvements, and as an aid in understanding the description of the several
mechanisms and their relations one to another and to the machine asa whole, it is

Gesirable that the general mode of operation of the Lanston monotype system should
be understood, to which end a brief description of its salient features, as embodied in-

the most highly developed form in which it has been introduced to the public prior
to the present invention, will be attempted,

The Lanston system makes use of a record strip prepared by punching, at regular
intervals, holes representing each character and space entering into the composition
of the matter to be set wp. At the end of each series of perforations, representing
a complete line, there is formed one or more perforations representing the amount to

be added to each space type of normal width, in order to cause the series of character

type and spaces to justify, or just fill the line. These perforations occurring at the

end of the line are known as the justification perforations. Another perforation
succeeds the justification perforation and is known as the galley perforation. The

next tine in the composition is set up in the same manner, that is to say, characters

and spaces, in the order in which they occur, are registered by perforations, the

amount of justification, “¢., the increase in the width of the normal space types, is

then registered, after which the galley perforation is made, and so on to any extent,

The perforated record-strip thus made is delivered’ to the type-making and com-

posing mechanism in the reverse order of composition so that, in the procession of

events, the justification adjustments for the first line produced“in the machine will
first be effected, then the characters and spaces.in inverse order of composition will

be successively formed, and, after the last character for the line is completed, the

justification devices will be returned to zero and the galley mechanism brought
into action to transfer the completed line to the galley, after which the justification
for the next line and the formation of the characters for said line will proceed az

before.

=
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‘The principal elements of the type-making and composing machine are the die-

case, and. its centering and clamping mechanisms; the mold, with its adjustable
mold-blade for varying the size of the mold-cavity, to produce type-bodies of

different widths; the normal adjusting mechanism for the mold-blade, for determining
its position to correspond with the normal widths of the several characters represented 5

by the matrices; the abnormal or justifying mechanism for varying the position of

the mold-blade, as effected by the normal adjusting devices, so as to increase the

dimensions of the mold as to width when certain selected type, such as the space

type, are to be produced; the metal-injecting mechanism ; the galley mechanism,
the latter containing devices for assembling the completed type into a line, carrying 10

said line into position to be transferred to the galley and transferring the line into the

galley ; and a pneumatic system through which the perforated record-strip exercises

coutrol over the several devices or mechanisms enumerated.

According to the plan or system upon which said machine is constructed a complete
rotation of the driving shaft is required for the making of a single type. The 15

die-case in which the series of matrices representing the characters are assembled is

given a compound motion in two directions, for centering or bringing any selected

matrix into position above the mold, said motions being performed with reference to

a common starting point or zero position, hence a complete reciprocation of the

die-case in two directions is required each time a type is produced, the selection of 20

the character being determined by the degree of motion given the die-case measured

from the common zero or starting position to which latter the die-case is. returned
after the formation of each type. his involved a considerable travel of the die-case,
even when a limited number of matrices was employed, and when it was sought to

materially increase the number of matrices in the die-case, the increased weight and

range of motion, incident thereto, seriously affected the speed of the machine.

Time was also lost in setting the justification devices and in starting the galley
mechanism, For the former there was a starting or zero position to which thejusti-
fication devices had to be returned at the completion of a line, and with reference to

which the adjustment was performed for the neab succeeding line. Moreover, the 30

setting of the justifying devices absorbed several otherwise useless rotations of the

driving shaft, and the starting of the galley mechanism also requireda blank or

unproductive rotation of said shaft.
it will readily be perceived that the foregoing, amongother minor features not here

enumerated,constitutedistinct limitations upon the speed capacity of the machine,
considered asa whole, and it is one of the special and important objects of the present
invention to overcome or at least materially modify these restrictions, and to not

aloneimprovethe mechanisms whereby the several operations are performed, but to

materially increase the capacity of the machine, both as to number of available

characters and speed of production. 40

With this end in view a new die-centering system has been contrived, whereby the

zero or starting point for the die-case has been eliminated and the motions reduced to

a minimum, by causing it to move directly from one point of adjustment to the next

withoutfirstreturning to a common starting point. By this means the range of

motion and consequent number of characters may beincreased without correspondingly 45

increasing the speed of motion of the die-case, and the shock of arrest incident to

increased weight of the die-case is avoided.
Anew system for effecting both the normal and the abnormal or justifying adjust-

ments of the mold-blade has also been devised, in which the zero position is likewise

eliminated, the mechanism simplified, and the adjustment effected almost instan- 50

taucously, the inaximum degree being produced by but two revolutions of the driving
shaft; whereas in the Lanston machine several revolutions were cousumed for this

purpose,
Instead of employing a separate perforation in the record-strip, and consuming

one complete revolution of the driving shaft for setting the galley mechanism into 55

action, the galley perforation is dispensed with and the justification perforation utilized

forthe purpose,
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The foregoing are some of the principal fundamental improvements embodied in

the present machine, and, in addition thereto, there are numerous subordinate

features pertaining to the construction, arrangement and combinations of the several

mechanisms, all as will hereinafter more fully appear.
In the following description reference is made to the following drawings ‘repre-

senting the preferred, but not the only, embodiment of all the several improvements
in an organized machine.) filed with the Provisional Specification,—

Figure 1 is a perspective view looking toward the front left-hand eorner of the

machine.

Figure 2 is a top elevation or plan view.

Figure 3 is a front elevation.

Figure 4 is a side elevation (looking towards right-hand side of the machine).
Figure 5 is a rear elevation.

Figure 6 isa side elevation (looking towards left-hand side of machine).
Figure 7 is a vertical transverse section on the line A—A, Figure 2.

Figure 8 is a yerlical longitudinal section on the line B—B, Fignre 2.

Figure 9 is a vertical section through a portion of the matrix or die-earrier, its

supports and the centering plunger.
Figure 10 is a horizontal section on the line CC, Figure 9.

Figure 11 is a vertical section on line D—D, Figure 13, showing a portion
of the machine, including the guide for the centering plunger the die-case sup-

porting frame and the arrangement of the friction clamps or brakes for the die-case

earrier.

Figure 12 is a detached view of one of the friction blocks for dic-case carrier.

Figure 13 is a bottom view of the die-case supporting frame and centering
plunger.

Figure 14 is a detail view illustrating one of the levers for the friction blocks,
Figure 12.

Figure 14 is a perspective view of the die-case carrier, inverted.

Figure 16 is a perspective view of a portion of the underside of the die-case sup-

porting frame on whieh the die-case carrier, Figure 16, is mounted and reciprocates.
Figure 17 is a perspective view showing a portion of the die or matrix case.

Figure 18 is a sectional view of a portion of the die or matrix case.

Figure 19 is a perspective view of the mold, detached.

Figure 20 is a sectional view of the mold on line E—E, Figure 21.

Figure 21 is a horizontal section through the mold on the line FF, Figure 20.

Figure 22 is a top plan view on an enlarged scale of that portion of the machine

containing the matrix or die-centering mechanism, the normal adjusting devices for

the mold-blade, and the abnormal or justifying devices.

Figure 23 is a perspective view showing a portion of the mechanism for controlling
the position of the die-case, in its carrier, including the primary controller, the jaws
of the primary positioning mechanism, the secondary controller and the jaws of the

secondary positioning mechanism, the levers being broken away.

Figure 24 is a detail view showing one jaw or member of the secondary positioning
or gauging mechanism.

Figure 26 is a plan view of the lever system for actuating the jaws of the primary
and secondary controlling or positioning mechanisms showing them in two positions
of adjustment.

Figure 26 is a detailed view showing the connection between tHe levers of one

primary positioning mechanism and its spring.

Figures 27, 28, 29 and 30 are diagramatie views showing one set of centering
and positioning levers for controlling the position of the die-case in one direction,
and representing different positions of adjustment.

igure 31 is a perspective view of a portion of the translating device through
which motion is communicated to the die-case for centering the matrices.

Figure 82 is a side elevation of the set of cams for controlling the mold-blade

actuating lever,
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Figure 33 is a detail view illustrating the connection between the two locking
devices for the secondary controllers.

Figure 34 is a perspective view of the devices for shifting the justifying wedges
into and out of operative position and for operating the lock of the transfer wedge.

Figure 35 is a perspective view showing the locking mechanism for the transfer

blocks or wedges. z

Figure 36 is a vertical seetional view through the locking rod for the transfer

blocks,

Figure 37 is a side elevation, partly in section, showing the justifying-wedge
actuating devices detached, and one of the trip-lever pistons.

Figure 38 is a vertical section on line G—G, Figure 44, showing the normal wedge
and its locking bolt.

Figure 39 is a vertical section on line H—H, Figure 44, showing the transfer-
blocks and limiting abutment therefor.

Figure 40 is a similar section on line Z—Z, Figure 44, showing the justifying
wedges with their actuating devices.

Figure 41 is a perspective view of the two justifying wedge-shifting levers

detached.

Figure 42 is a vertical sectional view on line J—J, Figure 44, showing one of the

locking bars for secondary controller.

Figure 43 is a detail perspective view of one of the secondary ganges or

controllers. :

Figure 44 is a longitudinal vertical section through the mold-blade shifting and

adjusting devices taken on the line K—K, Figure 22.

Figure 45 is a perspective view of the upper transfer wedge.
Figure 46 is a similar view of the lower transfer wedge.
Figure 47 is a perspective view of the abutment slide for controlling the position

of the mold-blade.

Figure 48 is a bottom view of said abutment slide.

Figure 49 is a detail in perspective of the self-adjusting bearing.
Figure 50 is a perspéctive view of the normal-wedge,
Figures 51 and 52 are similar views of the justifying wedges.
Figure 53 is a detail showing the locking bolt for the transfer wedges or blocks.

Figure 54 is a detail of the adjustable abutment for the transfer blocks or wedges,
Figure 55 is a diagramatie view illustrating the operations of the normal wedge

and lower transfer block.

Figure 56 is a top plan view, on an enlarged scale, of a portion of the machine in

the immediate vicinity of the mold, and including a portion of the adjusting and

justifying devices for the mold-blade, the type carrier, and the line-channel and line-
carrier of the galley mechanism.

Figure 57 is a horizontal sectional view on the line L—L, Figure 63, showing the

type-carrier and ejector and the relative arrangement of the normal and justifying
wedges and the transfer blocks.

Figures 58 and 59 are diagramatic views illustrating the action of the justifying
wedges and the upper transfer wedge or block.

Figure 60 shows a slight modification in the form of the normal-wedge and

abutmentslide to adapt the machine for use in making type wherein the body sizes
do not vary in uniform degrees throughout the font.

Figure 60* is a sectional view of the bearing for the modified normal-wedge.
Figure 61 is a diagramatic view illustrating the application of the modified form

of normal wedge shown in Figure 60.

Figure 61* is a longitudinal section through the abutment slide as modified,

Figure 62 is a section on the line M—M, Figure 57.

Figure 63 isa section on the line N—N, Fignre 57.

Figure 64 is a detail view, partly in section, showing the type ejector for the type-
carrier.

Figure 65 is a detail view showing said type ejector detached.
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Figure 66 is a perspective wpe-carrier,
Figure 66° is a section of the type-carrier.
Figure 67 is a rear elevation of the type-carrier.
Figure 63 is a transverse vertical section of the type-carrier on line O—O,

Fignre 67.

Figure 69 is a perspective view of the movable jaw of the type-catricr.
Figure 70 is a detail of the pressure plate for the ejector-hlade.
Figure 71 is s perspective viow of a portion of the frame in which the type-carrier

and ejector reciprocate.
Figure 72 is a top plan view of the galley mechanism detached.

Figure 73 is a front elevation of the galley mechanism,

Figure 74 is a detail view of the line-transte

Figure 75 is a detail showing in perspective the Lype sustaining springs al one

side of the entrance 10 Uhe line-channel.

Figures 76 and 77 are horizontal sectional views through a portion of the galley
mechanism on the line P—P, Figure 86, showing the line-carrier in different

positions.
Figure 78 is a vertical section through a portion of the galley, on line Q —Q,

Tigure 77, showing the line-transferer in the act of forcing the line of type from the

line-channel into the galley.
Figure 79 is a detail showingoncof the jaws of the primary positioning mechanism

with shock arrester applied thereto.

Figure 80 is a detail view illustrating the adjustable connection belween Lhe type-
carrier and its actuating lever.

Figure 81
is

a delail view showing the line-carrier in perspective.
Figure 82 is a detail showing thetype sustaining spring at one side of the entrance

to the line-channel,

Figure 83 isan end view of the entrance to the line-channel, showing the type
sustaining springs.

Figure 84 is a detail view in perepective of the reciprocating
carr’

Figure 85 is ahorizontal section of a portion of the galley mechanism on the line

R—R, Figure 89.
:

Kigure 85" is a seetion of the compression link,

Figure 86 is a ceulral verlical scetioa of the galley mechanism on the line 8 —S,
Figure 72.

igure 87 isa detail of the slide for retarning the type-support in the liné-chauuel.

Figure 88 is a detail in perspective of the line-support in the line-channel.

Figure 89 is a vertical section on the line T—T, Figure 86.

Figure 90 is a vertical section on the line L—U, Figure 86.

Figure 91 is a vertical section on the line V—V, Fignre 86.

Figure 92 is a rear elevalion of the pump and melting pot.

Figure 92* is a detail of the pnmp actuating mechanisto,

Figure 93 is a top plan view of the supporting frame for the melting pot.
Figure 94 is a top plan view of the melting pot and pamp mechanism.

Figure 95 is a side elevabion, parlly in section, showing tae pump actuating and

iunelting pot elevating devices.

Figure 94 is a vertical scetion through the pump on the line W—W, Kigure 94.

Figare 97 isa horizontal section of the pump and melting potwith their con-

neetions on the line X—X, Fignre 99.

Figure 98 is a perspective showing the pump actuating levers.

Fignre 99 is a vertical section through pump and nozzle on the line Y—Y,
Figure 97.

Figure 100 is a vertical section on the line 7—A, Fignre 94.

Figure 101 is a detail viow illustrating in side elevation the driving connections

for the pump, including means for throwing the pump into and out of action

automatically.

pporl for the line-
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Figure 102 ix a detail of the reciprocating member for disconnecting the pump

from its driving mechanism.

Figure 103 is a view in perspective of the driving and driven members of the pump-

actuating devices and the detachable conuecting link or lateh.

Figure 104 is an end view of the pump-driving mechanism shown in Figure 101. ‘

Figure 105 is an end elevatiou of the paper feed mechanism,

Figure 106 is a detail showing the trip-block for connecting and disconnecting the

‘paper feed driving mechanism.

Figure 107 is a vertical transverse section through the paper feed mechanism and

air bar.

Figure 108 is a detail showing the air bar in lougitudinal section. 4

Figure 109 is a longitudinal vertical section throngh the paper feed mechanism.

Figure 110 is a detail view showing one of the spool-supports in section.

Figure 111 is a diagramatie view showing a section of the perforated record-

strip,
Figure 112 is a diagramatic view showing the air passages or connections of the

pneumatic system,
Figure 113 is a detail showing the arrangement of the driving cams.

Figure 114 is a perspective view of the link motion for operatingthetransfer blocks

or wedges.
Figure 115 is a ‘transverse section through the driving shafts, showing the

arrangement of the Tever, the cams illustrated in this figure being those for the type-
ejector.

10

Figure 116 is a detail view showing the manner of adjusting the bevel gear on its
_

driving shaft.

Figures 117 to 122 inclusive illustrate, approximately, the outlines of the various

sets of cams for actuating the devices.

Corresponding parts in the several figures bear the same numerals.

For convenience of description the various mechanisms which together constitute

ihe organized machine represented in the drawings may be considered in groups or

isions, according to their special functions, as follows: The mold; the die or matrix-

ease; the die-centeriug mechanism; the normal mold-adjusting mechanism ; the

abnormal adjusting or justifying mechanism; the metal-injecting mechanism ;

the galley mechanism, including the type-carrier, line-carrier and line-transferer ; the

paper feed ; and the pneumatic system.
Generically considered similar elemental features are to be found in the prior

Lanston machine upon which this is an improvement, but from which it differs in

many respecls, more especially in the construction, arrangement and mode of

operation of the actuating mechanisms.

The general arrangement of the principal elements is best seen in Vigures 1 to 8

inclusive.
The mold occupies a fixed position nearly central of the machine, and above it is

arranged the die-case, which latter is mounted to reciprocate horizontally in two

directions so as to bring any one of its dies or matrices centrally above the mold.

Above the die-case, and in line with the mold, is the centering and pressing
plunger by means of which the selected matrix is accurately centered and held

tightly upon the upper end of the mold. The metal injecting devices are located

to the left of the mold, the nozzle being carried beneath the top plate of the frame

in line with the mold. The paper feed is arranged above the left-hand rear corner of

the machine.

The die-centering and the normal adjusting aud justifying mechanisms occupy

positions in rear and to the left of the mold. The maindrivingshaft is mounted upon
the left side of the frame, and in this connection it may be stated that the frame,
which may be of any desired or approved form, has, in the present instance, been

especially contrived to receive and accommodate the various mechanisms constijuling
the organized machine, but inasmuch as its form is not essential it will hereinafter be
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referred to merely as the main frame, whether considered as an integral structure or

as comprised of separable elements.

With this preliminary outline of the relative arrangemeut and location of the

principal elements of the machine, the detail deseription may be proceeded with.

A Tue Mop.

The mold maybe regarded as the center of the entire system of type-forming
devices, occupying as it does, a fixed position, about and with reference to which the

other mechanisms are grouped and adjusted for co-operative action. Acting in con-

junction with a separable matrix or die-block and a metal-injecting apparatus, the

10 mold gives shape and dimension to the bodies of all the type, character as well as

space, to which end it is furnished with a movable member or wall capable of adjust-
ment soas to vary the size of the mold-cavity and thus produce type-bodies of

different widths, set-wise.

The construction and arrangement of this part of the apparatus will be best

15 understood by reference to Figures 7, 19, 20 and 2i and 46.

Although fixedly secnred in position on the top plate of the frame and made up of

several distinct parts, the mold, as a whole, constitutes a complete structure which
i

can readily be attached and detached, not only from the main frame, but also from

the actuating devices controlling its movable elements. Tt is composed of two

20 stationary members or blocks 1, 2, forming the opposite side walls of the mold-

cavity, and a cross-blade 3, movable across the ends of said blocks 1 and 2 avd

forming a removable front wall to the mold-eavity. ‘The rear wall of said cavity is

formed by the mold-blade 4, guided by and having movement between the proximate
faces of the blocks 1 and 2 and constituting the adjustable wall of the mold, as well

25 as the ejector for discharging the type therefrom and delivering them into the type-
carrier. These parts are mounted and supported in a frame 5, comprising front and

rear vertical walls, a vertical wall extending partly across one end and a bottom

plate or support. Although this frame 5 might be formed im one piece, for con-

venience of manufacture it is composed of several parts firmly united, as clearly
30 indicated in Figures 19, 20 and 21. One special ceason for this sectional con-

struction is the desirability of employing hardened and true surfaces for preserving
the parts in proper relative position, more especially those’ parts which furnish the

walls of the mold-cavity, hence the blocks 1 and 2, instead. of extending down. to the

bottom plate of the frame, as they well might, are each mounted upon a filling piece,
which latter is somewhat narrower than the blocks, as seen in Figure 20. The block 1

js fixed in position, aud the opposite block 2 may, in like manner, be fixed ; but it is

preferred to permit slight lateral play to block 2 so that it may accommodate itself

to variations in the temperature not only of the parts themselves, but also of the

mold-blade, which latter is movably sustained between the two blocks. A tight joint
40 should at all times be maintained between the mold-blade and the faces of blocks 1

and 2, and unless adequate provision is made to accommodate expansion and con-

traction due to variations in temperature, there will be danger of binding and serious

interference with the movements of the mold-blade. To provide against this the

movable or adjustable block 2 is held in contact with the mold-blade by a spring 6

(Figure 21), interposed between said block and the end wall of the frame. A set

screw at one end and a clamping screw at the side serve to properly locate block 2,

while a plate or keeper7,fitting accurately in cross-grooves in the upper face of both

blocks | and 2 and secured to the former and to the frame, insures the alignment and

parallelism of the two blocks and furnishes the top guide for the mold-blade. These

50 blocks 1 and 2 are each provided with independent passages in close proximity to the

mold-blade for the circulation of water or other cooling agents.
_

The adjusting means for limiting the forward motion of the mold-blade operate

directly upon the latter, instead of upon its actuating devices, thus eliminating
irregularities in position incident to lost motion aud expansion. Said adjusting

55 means are mounted upon the mold frame and comprise the adjustable wedge 8 with

o
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set screw 9, the former passing through an opening in the mold-blade and taking its

bearing on frame 5.

It will readily be understood that in the production of articles such as type whose

variations in size are measured by the 1,000th and 10,000th of an inch, and whose bodies
must be rectangular, clean and free from fins, the matter of temperature and its

incidents, expansion and contraction, is a very material factor, and it is to counteract

or neutralize this disturbing element that the mold-blade, as well as its adjusting
devices, are mounted directly upon the mold, and provision made for supplying a cir-
culation of liquid in the side blocks 1 gnd 2 where it will contribute its beneficial
action to the mold-blade.

The front block or cross-blade 3 is also preferably made separate from its base 10,
to which it is rigidly attached by screws, some of the latter passing througha vertical

plate 11 applied to the outer face of the cross-blade 3 and its base 10. Between
the side vertical wall of the base and the cross-blade 3 is arranged an adjustable
wear-plate 12, which is sustained in position by adjusting screws in the frame, as

seen in Figures 20 and 21.

The base 10of the cross-blade is formed in two sections slightly wider than the
eross-blade itself and projecting beneath the blocks 1 and 2, Figure 20, and said
sections of the base,are separated by an interval forminga transverse groove 13 in
which fits and reciprocates the ejector 14, the latter straddlinga cam track 15 fixed to
the base of the mold. The end of groove 13, when in vertical alignment with the

space between blocks 1 and 2, forms the passage through which molten metal is

injected inte the mold-cavity, and the button or jet formed in this passage is dis-

charged therefrom by the ejector 14 when the cross-blade is moved to uncover the
front of the mold-cavity,

Directly beneath and in line with the mold-cavity the bottom plate of the mold
frame is cut away for the reception of the nozzle plate 16. As is usual this plate is
furnished on its under side with a conical seat for the reception of the nozzle,
together with a jet opening or orifice ; but it differs from others in having this seat

formed with thin bell shape walls 17, and in having the supporting plate slightly
concaved on the under side. ‘Two objects are accomplished by this arrangement, in
the first place, the chilling of the metal in the nozzle is avoided by diminishing the
mass of the metal with which it is brought into close contact when the cast is made,
and, in ihe second place, the warping and splitting of the nozzle plate resulting from
the cor-tact with the hot nozzle is prevented.

The rear portion of the mold-blade is perforated or slotted for connection with its

adjusting connection, while the cross-blade is furnished with a hook, furmed by an

inserted block, for detachably connecting it to its actuating devices, all as will
hereafter be explained.

It will be observed that the mold is a complete structure which can be readil
removed for inspection, repair or substitution, and, further, that the mold-blade is

supported and guided wholly by the members of the mold, so that all parts are

subjected equally to variations in temperature, andthe “hanging up” or
“

sticking
”

of the mold-blade, incident to the use of separate and more remote guides, is thereby
prevented.

THe Dir-case,

Strictly speaking, the die-case includes only the series of dies or matrices and
the frame in which they are immediately supported; but, for convenience, the
supports and guides in which it travels horizontally, for adjustment, and vertically,
for engagement with the mold, will be described under this title.

FE

The general arrangement will best be understood by reference to Figures i to 8.
inclusive, and Figure 22, the details being found in Figures 9 to 18, inclusive,

The die-case 20, is not substantially different from that heretofore employed.except as to its attachment to the actuating mechanism. It is composed of an openrectangular frame 21, adapted to receive the die or matrix blocks 22, and furnished22,

with parallel guides 23, on opposite edges. An arm 24; projecting from one e.d of
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the frame and furnished with an open traverse groove or socket serves for connection

with the die-centering mechanism.
The die or matrix-blocks 22, are rectangular in cross-section, of uniform dimensions,

and provided at one end with a die cavity, and at the opposite or upper end witha

conical seat 25, for the reception of the centering plunger. They are mounted on

or columns extending longitudinally of frame 21 said rods

passing through transverse perforations in the matrix blocks and seated, at opposite
ends, in the cross-bars of the frame. The seats for rods 25, extend but part way

through the cross-bar at one end of the frame 21, and entirely through the opposite
eross-bar, the rods being retained in position by a detachable cap-piece 27, secured

to the frame. As will be seen in Figure 18, the holes in the matrix blocks for the

reception of rods 26, are of slightly greater diameter than the rods, and said matrix-

blocks are not fitted tightly within the frame 21, but are permitted a very slight motion

therein, which, together with the loose fitting upon the rods 26 permits any or all ot

the matrices to have limited vertical and horizontal play within the frame. The

purpose of this movement will later,appear.
Frame 21 is supported, through its edge-guides 23, in ways 28, formed in opposite

lower edges of the die-case carrier 29, (Figure 15). To insure accuracy of movement.

of the die-case in its carrier, the former is provided with ribs 30, parallel with the

edge-guides 23, and fitted to a central guiding way 31, on the die-case carrier.

Provision is thus made for the accurate movement of the die-case in its carrier in one

direction, and to permit of a similar movement of the die-case carrier 29, upon its

supporting frame 32, but in a plane at right angles to the motion of the die-case, said
carrier is furnished, on its upper side, with ways 33, and a central way 34, which are

received upon parallel side guides 35, and center guide 36, on the lower face of sup-

porting frame 32, (Figures 10, 1] and 13).
‘The centering of any matrix above the mold is effected by a movement of the die-

case in its carrier, in one direction, and of the carrier on its supporting frame, in the
other direction, these motions being produced and controlled by the die-centering
mechanism.

Provision is made for a vertical motion of the die-case, to seat the selected matrix

upon the top of the mold, to which end the supporting frame 32, is attached to the

lower ends of two vertical guide-rods 37, passing through the overhanging horizontal

portion or bridge forming part of the frame, (Figure 9), said rods being connected

together at their upper ends by a cross-bar 38. The gnides 39, for rots 37, are pre-

ferably in the form of sleeves passing through openings in the frame and adjustably
secured thereto by nuts and shoulders, as illustrated in Figure 9, the said frame 32,
is normally upheld against the lower ends of guides 39, by springs 40, each surround-

ing one ofthe guides 39, and bearing against a cap 41, adjustably attached to its

guide rod 37, said cap 41, engaging the upper ends of the guides 39, and forming
limiting stops for arresting the downward motion of the supporting frame 32, when

the lower faces of the matrices, are brought to the level of the upper surface of the

mold, and engage the latter, but without pressure thereon. Between the lower ends

of the guides 39, and the supporting frame 32, may be interposed buffer plates to

arrest shock and prevent noise. A stud or pin 42, on cross-bar 38, passes through a

lever 43, pivoted at one end in a vertically adjustable support or rod 44, and a

spring 45, is interposed between said lever 43, and the cross-bar 38, while a nut or

head on the stud 42, prevents the escape of lever 43. This lever 43, constitutes the

medium through thich vertical motion is transmitted to the supporting frame 32,

through spring 45, and against the upholding action of springs 40, in lowering the

idle die-case, so as to bring the matrix just into contact with the lower face of the

mold,the upper ends of the guides 39, forming seats for limiting the downward

motion of said frame.
‘The die-case carrier 29, and its supporting frame 32, ave formed with open centers

for the passage of the centering plunger 46. This centering plunger is formed with

a conical or tapered extremity 47, adapted to enter the conical seat 25, formed in the

upper end of each matrix-block 22, for the purpose of accurately cetitering and firmly
a
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holding the selected matrix in contac! with {he upper face of the mold, hence it is

sary that said centering-plunger should be accurately adjusted and guided. The

dopted for this purpose are best seen in Figares 9, 10 and 11. Within an

opening in the bridge of the frame is located a flanged hub or sleeve 48, against,
which bear four adjusting serews 49, for centering said hub, the latter being secured

in adjusted position by vertical bolts or screws passing through its flauge into the

frame. The opposite ends of this hub 48, are furnished with conical seats or bearings,
the one to receive the conical head of the gniding sleeve 50, and the other to receive

the conical split sleeve and nut 51, on the opposite end of said sleeve 50, the lutter

being split longitudinally (see Fig. 10), so that by means of nut and sleeve 41, it cau

be ea to contract, and thereby take up lost motion incident to the wear of the

int urface of said sleeve or the exterior surface of the ccntering-plunger 46,

working therein. Vertical motion is transmitted to the centering-plunger (hrough a

head 42, and spring 53, the latter interposed between a shoulder on the plunger and

the under side of head 52, while the opposite side of said head contacts with an

adjustable nut on the plunger, so that the elevation of the plunger will be effected

through positive connections and ils depression, when centering and seating the

matrig, through yielding connections,

When a comparatively heavy die-case and snpporting frame are employed in con-

juvction with rapidly operating actuating devices, it becomes desirable to provide 9

means for temporarily retarding the motions of the dic-case while passing from one

position of adjustment to another, leaving the parts free, however, when the final

centering of the sclected matrix is being performed by the centering plunger. In

the present instance this is accomplished by two rictional braking devices, one of

which is applied in connection with the actuatingdevices operating directly upon the

die-case, while the other is applied to the die-case carrier, and is operated or thrown

out of action by the vertical motion of the die-case, hence may properly be referred to

in this conection.

On snpporting-frame 32, and in Jine with each guide 33, is mounted a friction block

or movable section 44, (fig. 12). These blocks are preferably located opposite the

centering plunger (Figs. 1] and 13), and have their inner edges pivotally attached to

one ofa pair of curved levers 55, (Fig. 14). Fach of said levers 55, is pivoted to the

supporting frame 82, above the point of attachment to its friction block 54, and has its

free end extended beneath a pin 56,-passing through the bridge of the frame, A

spring 47, interposed between a shonlder on pin 46, and Lhe stationary frame, operates
to hold said pin towards the lower extreme of its vertical movement, which latter is

determined by an adjusting nut on the upper end of the pin. When the supporting-
frame 82, is elevated to the position it occupies during the adjustment of the die-case,
levers 55, engaging pins56,elevatethe latter against the pressure of the springs 57,
and said springs, bearing upon the free ends of the levers, press the latter downward

and friction-blocks 54, oulward, thereby increasing the frictional resistance to the

movement of the die-case carrier upon its supporting-frame 32. When the supporting-
frame 32, is depressed, to bring the centered matrix down onto the mold, and before the

lected

ure of
centering-plunger has entered and been seated within the rear end of the s

matrix, ji Sf, will he arrested, thereby relieving levers 55 from the pi

springs 57, thus withdrawing the additional frictional resistance due to the pressure of

blocks 54, so that the die-case carrier will be free to move laterally under the influence

of the centering-plunger.
The vertical motions communicated to the snpporting frame 32, through . its

lever 48, and to the centering-pluuger 46, through its head 52, are derived from

ingle actuating lever 58, whose furcated end embraces head 52 between upper and
lower shoulders thereon, while the free end of lever 43 is connected to said lever 58

by a link 59 at a point between the head 52 and the fulcrum of said lever,
(Figs. 3, 5 and 7).

By means of these connections the vertical motions communicated to the die-c
and centering-plunger, although derived from the same prime mover, ie. lever 58, an

coinciding both as to time and direction, differ as to extent of: travel, that is to s Wy
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the centering-plunger travels in the same direction, but at a greater speed, than the

die-case. This permits the centering plunger to be entirely withdrawn from the
matrix when in elevated position, and to overtake and enter the matrix during
the downward motion of the dic-case.

The horizoutal adjustments of the die-case are performed while it is held in elevated

position, as indicated in Figs. 7 and 9, with the centering-plunger entirely clear of
the matrices. As soon as this preliminary centering of the matrix bas been com-

pleted, the load arm of lever 58 is advanced towards the mold, thereby lowering the
die-case until the latter is arrested by its limiting stops, which oceurs when the matrix-

blockjust makes contact with the mold, but without pressure. In the meantime, the
centering-plunger will have overtaken the die-ease and entered the centering cavily in
the preliminury centered matrix, giving the latter its final adjustment, and the plunger
conlinuing to advance after the die-case has been arrested, presses and holds the

centred matrix firmly in position on top of the mold. During this final centering
of the matrix the retarding friclional devices operating upon the dyc-case and its

carrier, have been relaxed or withdrawn, leaving the die-case free to respond to the

centering action of the plunger, which action may only affect the selected matrix, or

may extend to the die-case and its carrier, according to the degree of accuracy with
whieh the die-case centering mechanism operates in effecting the preliminary
centering.

Die or Matrix-centerinG Mrcuantsm.

As before explained,the centering of the matrices is effected by movements of the
dic-case in a horizontal plane, on lines intersecting at right angles, the motions in one

direction being communicated directly to the die-case through arm 24, and those in
5

the other direction, to the die-case carrier 29. It is obvious that these motions may
be effected either separately or simultaneously, or that either may be employed
singly, according to the location of the die-case at the time whenthe adjustment is to be
made. Thus, in the example illnstrated in the drawings, the types are graded, as to

width, into fifteen sizes, whose increments are uniform throughout the series, and the

matrices are arranged in fifteen parallel lines, extending transversely of the dic-case,
e line heing composed of a complete series of fifteen . matrices representing
characters increasing progressively in width from one end of the line to the other.

This brings all the matrices representing type of the same body width into align-
meut longitudinally of the die-case, there being as many columns of matrices as Lhere

are sizes of types, the column containing the widest type beinglocated at one extreme

of the series of traverse lines, and those of the smallest at the opposite extreme. If,
for example, the right hand column is assigned to the type of maximum width, the

next sneceeding columu to the left will contain characters of the next smaller

dimensions, and so on throughout the series.

Il will be seen, therefore, that the motions of the die-case in one direction will

correspond to a change in position from one column to another, which is the same as

the change from one size to another, while the movements of the die-case iu the other

direction, from line to line, will be equivalent to the selection of a particular letter in

the column.

To effect and contrel these motions of the dic-case, according to an organized
system, is the purpose of the die-centering mechanism.

Although connected for conjeint action, there are, in effect, tsvo controlling
mechanisms, the one operating upon the die-case directly, and the other upoa the

die-ease carrier, but, inasmuch as these two mechanisms are in the mdin duplicates, a

description of one will scrve in a measure for both.

As organized in the present machine, each of these mechanisms is made up of five

elements or groups, to wit: (1) a primary controller or fixed gage; (2) a primary
positioning or gaging mechanism ; (3) a secondary controller or shiltable gage, (4)
a secondary positioning or gagingmechanism, and (5) translating devices.

The primary controller or fixed gage.—This consists of a series of pins or stops, 65

arranged in fixed relation to each other, at distances apart equal and corresponding
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té the distance between the center of one line or row of matrices and the center of

the next adjacent line orrow. Referring, for example, te the mechanism immediately
controlling the die-case (Figs. 27 to 30, inclusive), whose movements correspond to a

shifting from one line of matrices to another, each of the pins or stops 68,corresponds
in relative position and arrangement to one line of characters in the die-case ; while

the stops or pins of the other series (igs. 55 to 59), that belonging to the die-case

carrier 29, correspond in position and arrangement to the several columns of

matrices.
-

In the-example illustrated provision is made for dealing with a die-case containing
225 matrices or a square containing 15 lines of 15 characters each, heuce there are 15

stops or pins in each series.

The terminal pin or stop marked 65% is fixed, while all of the others in the series

are movable or so arranged that any one may be brought into position for engage-
ment by the co-operating portion or portions of the primary positioning mechanism.
Jn ‘the preferred form of embodiment, the movable pins 65, of each series are

poeumatieally controlled, as hereinafter explained, to which end each pin is provided
with a piston head 66, and retracting spring 67, (Figs. 42 and 63), arranged in a

cylinder formed in a supportiug plate 68. For convenience of construction this

supporting plate 68, is detachably secured to the top plate of the frame, and is formed

with the series of cylindrical perforations, constituting the cylinders, the lower end

of each cylinder registering with a supply pipe passing through the bed-plate.
Inasmuch as it is very desirable that the pins should -be accurately located, their

upper ends are passed through and guided by a plate 69, overlying the cylinder
plate 68.

The primary functicn of the series of pius 65, is to furnish a controllable gange
for designating and locating the position of each line of matrices contained in the

die-case.
.

The primary positioning or gaging mechanism.—The principal funetion of this

mechanisin is to adjust the position of the secondary controller or shiftable gage,
to correspond with a designated pin or stop 65, of the primary controller or fixed

gage, and the preferred means for accomplishing this will next be described.

Supported to reciprocate upon a fixed guide or bar 70, above and parallel to plate 69,
are arranged a pair of jaws or clamping members 71, 71*, One. of these jaws 71
is provided with a plate or flange’72,lying in the paths of the several pins 65, when
elevated or projected into operating position, while the underside of the opposing
jaw (71*) lics in a plane above the extremities of the pins. If, now, any one of the
series of pins 63, is elevated, or if the movable pins remain down, and the fixed pin
alone stands in the pathof jaw 71, and said jaw is moved until its plate 72, contacts

with the elevated pin, it is obvious that the position at which said jaw. is

arrested will coincide with that of the pin against which it bears, and if the

opposite jaw 71", is brought up into contact with the first named jaw, the line of

division between the two jaws will coincide as to position to that of the selected pin.
A novel system of actuating devices has been devised for giving motion to these

two jaws, whereby, during euch revolution of the driving shaft, the two jaws shall

separate or assume positions at opposite extremes of their movements, aud, in closing
or moving toward each other from these extreme positions, that oue of the jaws
which is to contact with the primary controller or fixed gage, shall be first advanced
and its motion continued until arrested by the designated stop, whereupon the other
or opposite jaw will be set in motion and cansed to advance until it eontacts with the

previously arrested jaw. The mechanism for effecting these movements comprises
two levers 73 and 74, connected together at their inner ends by an adjustable link 75,
and each having its outer end pivoted to one of the jaws 71, 71%. Lever 73 is

pivotally attached to a link 76, whose opposite end is pivotally supported upon a post
secured to the main frame ; while lever 74 is similarly confected, hy a link 77, to a

post or pin carried by a horizontal bell crank lever 78. Tt will be observed that this

system of levers is furnished with but one fixed point of sepport or center of motion,
to wit, the post to which link 76 is connected ; that motion is transmitted from the
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prime-mover, or driver, (bell-crank 78), throngh its connection 77, with lever 74, the

latter being bodily movable toward and from the fixed pivot of lever 73, by virtue of

its connection with the latter: and thal both levers 73, 74, are, ab the same time,
capable of oscillating about the points of attachment to their respectivelinks 76, 77,

It results from this arrangement that starting from the position shown in I'igure 27,
with the jaws open, when the acluating levcr 78, is moved Lo the left, it will operate
first to advance the right-hand jaw 71, or thal provided wilh the edging plate 72,

y

one of the elevated pins o:

stops 65,of the primary controller or tixed gage. During this motion lever 73 remai 8

stationary, the jaw attached thereto remaining against the stop ab the outer extreme

of its movement, where it is held hy a spring 79, connected to lever 73, intermediate

link 76 and said jaw, so that the pivot connecting lever 74 to link 75 is for the tim

being the fulerum of said lever. As soon, however, as toc outer end of lever 74 is

arrested by the contact of its jaw with the stop piu, the fulcrum is shifted to the

outer end of the said lever and the inter end becomes the power arm, from which

motion ie transmitred, through conneeting lmk 75, to the inner end of lever 73,
thus causing the latter to énrn upon the pivots of its link 76, and, overcoming
the tension of tho spring, moving the opposite jaw 71*, up against the stationary
jaw.

will be seen most: clearly in Figures 2, 22 and 25, th

duplicated for effecting the two motions of Lhe die-case, each system being connected

to one arm of Lue bell erank lever 78; and, in order to eqalize the spring action oa

the corresponding levers 73, lor retracting said levers and opening the jaws upon the

reverse movement of the bellcrank, spriug 79 is attached to one end of a lever 80,

pivoted upou a fixed support on the frame, while the opposite end of said lever i

attached to another sprisg $1, the latter being in turn connected (through a bell-

erank Jever 82 carried by bell crank 78, and link 83) to lever 78, at a point be.

tween its link 77, and the connecting link 75, Springs 79 and $l are under initia

tension, and they are connected throngh lever 80 for the purpose of equalizing their

action upou the two systems,
Although the two systems of levers above referred'to are practically the same, there

isa slightdifferencein the arrangement of the counectious, aud that is, lever 74,
which is connected Lo the jaw 71 is pivotally connected to the post on the frame,

instead of ta bell-crank 78, while lever 72 is pivotally connected to bell crank 78, and

the spring retractor is attached to the inuer arm of lever mn wh ib results

that the movement of lever 78 in a direcriou to close Le jaws, causes the inne end

of lever 73 of Lhe
i

npon the inner end

se lever systems are

ystem to advance, and, actins
of lever 74, swings the laticr and carries its jaw 71, forward until it encounters the

stop-pin, after which the inner end of lever 73 becomes the falawm point about

whieh ils 1ovements take place in advancing the opposite jaw Ti*. ;

3

oth sets of jaws 71, 71", open simultaneously, preliminary to the setting of their

primary controllers, but each. opefales independently with respect to the latter ; that

is to sy, the point at which one set of jaws
is

arrested does nol bi any degree affect

the position or movement of (he other set of jaws.
‘The secondary controller or shiitable gage.—LHaving explained how the primary

pusitioving or gaging mechanism is operated and governtd by the primary controller,
fle next in order is tae secondary controller or siufiable gaye, whose function it is to

control the position of (he sceondary positioning or gaging mechanism. Tt consists

of a movable block or Ode 84, (Fig. 43), located between.jaws 71, 71", and

monnted {o reciprocate parallel therewitn,with a locking device’ for ellvcling final

adjustment, and holding it in position.” ‘To this end the block 84, is supported upon

a slide 85, the latter mounted io reciprocate in guides parallel with the movements

of jaws 71, 71" and furnished with a regular series of centering and holding detents

composed, in the present instance, of a series of racklike teeth 86. Que or Loth of

the jaws 71, 71*, of each set is cub away or recessed to form a. seat for the reception of

¥y controller or shiftable gage 84, said seat heing of sneh dimensions thatthis seconda

when the jaws are closed the 1 shiflable gage will be held therein after being
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brought to position hy the movement. of either one of the jaws constituting a set.

Preferably but one jaw 71*, of each set is recessed, the face of the opposite jaw 71,
forming one wall of the recess, and, if desired, the sliding juw 71 muy be provided
with a pivoted and spring retracted engaging lever 91, (Figs. 22 and 79), whose free
end stands in line with the secondary controller 84, thus forming a yiclding contact
for engaging and locating said controller.

The shiflable secoudary controller or gage oeen at all times a jo
tween the jaws 71, 71%, and no matter where located at the time the jaws are

separated, it will, by the closing of tho jaws, be brought to a position corresponding
with that of the primary controller or fixed gage.

To ensure 4 very accurate aljustment of the secondary controller after it has been

brought to position, and to lock it against movement while the primary controlling
meekanism is-being reset or opened preliminary to the next adjustment, a locking
holt 87, adapted to euler between the converging walls formed by rack teeth 86, is

employed for each of the secondary controllers, Both locking bolts 87 are operated
simultaneously, to center and hold or release (he secoudary controllers, through the

egency ofa beil-crauk lever 88 (Fig. 83), to which end each lockidg bolt is furnished
with a longitudinally adjustable stam 89, carrying a spring and sliding head 90,
between limiting stops. An arm of lever 88 engaging said sliding head 90 acts

through its compression spring to advance the locking bolt and hold il in engagement
with the notcbes in'the secoudary controller, while the retracting movement is

positively effected by. engagement with the shoulder on stem 89.

The secondary pasitioning or gaging mechanism,—his acts directly in conection
with the secondary controller or gage 84, after the latter has been set or adjusted.
Althongh the two mechanisms are snbstantially the same in construction and opera--2

tion,it will he more convenient to consider them scparatcly, in order to distingmish
between them in other eouneetions.

Each comprises two jaws or oppositely reciprocating blocks adjacent to the jaws 71,
71%, of the primary positioning or gaging mechanisms, those pertaining to the
mechanism actingdirectlyupon the die-case being numbered 92 and 93, (Figs. 28, 24,
27 to 30, inclusive, and 42),and those pertaining lo the die-case carrier operating »

mechanism being numbered 94 and 94, (Figs, 57, 62, 63). Each set of jaws 92, 93
and 94, 95, has one of the secondary controllers, 84, located between iis members in

ion to be engaged thereby, the said jaws being supported in guides directlyP
above the slide or support 85 carrying the movable block orabutment constituting said. 3

secondary controller 84,

Each pair of jaws 92, 98 and 94, 95, is controlled and actuated, to open or move

away from, and to close or engage upon its controller 84 by a system of levers

corresponding, generally, with those which actuate the jaws 71, 71%, of the primary
positioning or gaging mechanism, Thus jaw 92 is pivotally attached to the outer

end of a lever 96, the latter connected at a point between its ends bya link 97 to
a pivot on bell crank 783 jaw 93 is pivotally attached to the outer end of lever 98,
which latter is connected at a point between its ends, by u link 99, lo a tixed

pivot on the frame; and the two lcvers 96 and 98 are couuected at their inner ends

by au adjustable link 100, In like manner the levers pertaining to jaws 94, 95, are

connected to the apposite arm of bell-crank lever 78, that is to say, lever 101 is con-

nected at its outer end ta jaw 914,avd by a link 102, to a fixed pivul om the frame,
while its imner end is connected Sy an adjustable link 103 to Lue corresponding endof
lever 104, carrying: opposite jaw 95, said lever 104 being, in turn, connected by a

link 105 to the bell-crank lever 78.

By reference to Figures 22 and 25 it will be seen that the levers of the secondary -

positioning or gaging mechanisms ure connected up oppositely to the levers of the

primary positioning or gaging mechanism with whieh they aré associated; that is ta

say, (referring, for example, to the devices pertaining directly to the die-case move-

ment}, while the outer lever 73, or that most remote from the mold, is connected to

the pivol on the frame, Ube corresponding lever 96 of the secondary positioning
jaws is connected to the bell-crank leser 78, (he opposite levers of the two pairs

aa,
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being connected respectively to bell-erank lever 78, and to the fixed pivot on the

frame,
This teversed order of connection is adopted in order that the two sets of jaws may

he moved simultaneously in opposite directions, so that while one set of jaws is closing
upon its stop or controller, the other set will open in order that its stop or controller

nay be set, and vice versa.

The secondary controller 84 having been sct in position by and during the approvch
of jaws 71, 71*, and jaws 92,93 and 94, 95, of the secondary controlling mechanism,
having been opened or separated, when the motion of the driving lever 78 is reverse |

10 to open jaws 71, 71%, it will bring the jaws of the secondary controlling mechanism

gz totogether upon opposite sides of the secondary controller 84, the latter serv:

determine the point within its range of adjustment at whieh the jaws of the secon

controlling mechanism shall be broughttogether.
The translatingdevices—The next and last clement in this series includes the

15 translating devices, or those through which the adjustments thus effected are made

operative upon the die-case and the die-case carrier.

It will be remembered that in addition to the movement from line to line, or in a

direction longitudinally of the die-case, the latter is susceptible of a transverse motion

communicated throngh its carrier 29, hence provision musi be made in the die-case

20 shifting mechanism to accommodate these lateral motions. First, as to the

longitudinalmovements of the die-case. In the supporting plate 68, and parallel with

the pins therein and with jaws 92,93,ofthe secondarycontrolliug mechanism, is forme,
a guide or way for the reception of aslide 106 (Figs. 31, 42 and 44) said slide being pro-
vided with a cross-head 107. This crosshead rides upon ways 108 (Figs.23, 38, 39,56),
and is furnished with an upwardly projecting rib 109, and two forwardly projecting arms

or seats 110, A yoke-plate 111, having aslot, or opening, wider than rib 109, fits over

the latter and rests upon arms 110, said yoke being firmly secured in position by
serews. The purpose of this construction is to furnish a cross-bar or seat, ab

angles ta slide 106, adapted to receive and fit between the shoulders or engag
380 walls of the slot formedin arm 24 of the die-case frame 21, so that the latter will he

free to move across the path of slide 106, but will follow accuratelythe longitudinal
notions of said slide; ab the same time the construction is one which permits the

ready application and removal of the die-case, It is obvious that the yoke-plate 111

and slide 106 might be formed integral, but inasmuch as the greatest amount of w

35 oceurs upon the yoke, and it is desirable that it should be made wilh true surfaces, it

is preferably formed separate from its supporting slide and attached thereto in the
manner explained in order to secure fixity of adjustment.

A headed rod 112, is adjustably secured to eross-head 107, a3 by means of a split
socket and pinching screw, said rod extending parallel with slide 106 and throug

40 an opening in jaw 93 of the secondary positioning mechanism, thus bringing its

head between the jaws 92, 93, and in position to be engaged by the latter.

Inasmuch as the die-case carrier is given a lateral motion, its horizontal movements

being all in one direction,the translating devices are connected directly to said

carrier (Fig. 15), hence a headed rod 113, is adjustably attached to a split socket on

45 the die-case carrier 29. As the point of aitachment of the rod 113 to the die-case

carrier is slightly to one side of jaws 94, 95, though parallel therewith, its headed

is received between the proximate faces of a lateral projection 114 on jaw 94 (Fig. 63),
aud a wing or projection 115 on jaw 90 (Kig. 62). ‘This arrangement is not sub-

stantially different from that of the translating devices for the die-case, and is only
50 made to accommodate the parts to slight changes in position due té the presence of

other elements in the machine.

It may here be remarked that slide 106 furnishes a convenient point of applic
for the friction device, hereinbeforementioned as the complement of friction bloc

operating upon the dic-case carrier. To this end a friction plunger or block 116

55 (Figs. 22, 23,) is arranged to bear upon the upper surlace of slide 106, aud is
~

operated upon by lever 117, to whose outer end is connected a link 118, (Fig. 40,)
passing upward through a lug on actuating lever 58, said lug engaging a shoulder

te o
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beneath it on the rod, and a spring above it, so Lhat during the downward motion of
the actuating lever, to depress and center the matrix, the pressure of friction block 116
will.be release, and when said actuating lever is elevated, while the adjustment
of the matrix is being effected, the friction block will be held, under the elastic

pressure of its spring, in conlact with slide 106, thereby exerting a limited degree of
Tesistance to motion.

The operations of the die-casc cenlering mechanism are illustrated in the

diagramatie views, Figs, 27 to 30, inclusive. Fig, 27 represents the die-case actuating
devices immediately after a cast has been made. ‘The secondary-controller 84 bas
heen located, and jaws 92, 93, of the secondary positioning or gaging mechanism
have been closed upon it, and, in so doing, have, by engagement with the head of
rod 112, brought the die-case to position. Locking belt 87 has been withdrawn, and
the parts are in position for the next succecding adjustment. Jaws 71, 71*, of the
primary positioning mechanism being open, that is, separated, the primary controller
or pin Gd representing the position’in the line of the next character to be formed is

projected into the path of jaw, Assume, for example, that ihe next character or

matrix is the first in the line, or that represeuted by the first of the series of pins 65.
Said pin is projected into the pathof jaw 71, the bell-crank lever 78 is operated to
close the jaws, and at the same time open or separate the jaws of the secondary con-

trolling mechanism. The result is as indicated in Figure 28, the translating device is
2

released and the secondary controller 84 brought to its new position and locked. A
reversal of the motion of lever 78 separates jaws 71, 71*, of the primary positioning
mechanism and closes jaws 92, 93, of the secondary positioning mechanism upon the
secondary controller 84, at the same time shifting the translating devices from the
former position, indicated in Figure 27, to the new position of the secondary
controller, as indicated in Figure 29, In like manner the adjustment is made for
each position, and is determined by the primary controlle: In Figure 30 the

shifting of the secondary controller to a position corresponding with the 8th pin is

represented.
Corresponding movements of adjustment are performed with respectto the centering

mechanisms operating upon the die-case carrier, and it will be apparent that by the

conjoint action of both mechanisms, any matrix in the series may be brought into”

position above the mold, by merely sclecting one pin corresponding to the line and
another corresponding to the column.

Tt will be noted that the adjustments of the die-case and of its carrer from one

position to another are performed directly, without necessity of returning either the
die-case or its carrier to a zero position, whereby excessive motion is avoided and the
traverse of the die-case is reduced to the minimum; and where the same letter is

repeated no lateral motion of the die-case in either direction is required, it remaining
in one position, although its acluating devices operate as before, but without moving
the die-case.

So far as the mere operation of moviug the die-case to correspond with the various

positions indicated by the primary controller or gage is concerned, the translaling
devices might. be connected to one of the jaws of the primary controlling mechanism
or to the secondary controller 14, provided poth jaws 71, 71* were adapted to contact

with the primary controller lying between them, as is done in the case of the jaws of
the secondary controlling mechanism where no spring is required. But such an arrange-
ment wonld be inadequate to deal with a defective record-strip, such as would cause

the simultaneous elevation of two or more pins 65 between the jaws, and owing to the

necessarily rapid motions of the jaws, the shocks and strains upon the primary con-

troller incident to inertia would tend to disturb the delicate adjustments requisite for
the proper centering of the matrices. It is with a view to effecting an improvement
in these features that oue jaw only of the primary controlling mechanism is arranged
to engage the primary controller or gage and the spring applied so that in the event.
two or more stop-pins 65 are projected into the path of the jaw, the latter will engage
the first one, the oppusite jaw moving over the pins and contacting with the arrested

jaw,
"

or

10
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Moreover, by employing the two controlling mechanisms more time is‘allowed

for effecting tac necessary movements of the die-case, and the shocks incident to
the, arrest of the die-case are borne by the secondary instead of by the primary
gage,

6 Norma Motp Apsustiné Mecuanism.

Accurately speaking, this mechanism might be said to include only’ those
devices which operate to determine the position of the mold-blade when in
casting position, but inasmuch as they are directly associated with the mechanism
to which the mold-blade is connected and by which it is moved, hoth for ejecting10 the type from the moid and for returning it to casting position, it has been
thonght proper to describe the connections for moving the mold-blade under this
head. =

4

*

Referring particularly to Figures 23, 38, 39, 40, 44, and 56, it will be seen that
the mold-blade 4 is attached to the froat end of a slide 120 by a detachable cross-

15 pin 121, passing through arms of (he slide and the perforation in the rear of the
mold-b’ade. This slide 120 has a vertical opening in rear of the point of attachment
of the mold-blade for the accommodation of a stoporubulment for limiting the rearward
movement of tue saidmold-blade, and the rear eud of said slide is connected toa red 122
(Figure 44) passing through the frame below slide 106, This rod 122 carries two

20 springs 123 and 124, the former eugaging a shoulder on the rad, and the latter, a
nut. or collar on the outer or free end of tae rod.

‘The interval between spring 123 and the shoulder on the onter end of the rod is
occupied by three sleeves, to wil, a headed or flanged sleeve 126 next spring 123, a

sleeve 125 on the ouler end of the rod, and a wider sleave [25* between
25 sleeves 125 and 126. =

Spring 124 smrounding slecve 125 eugages a collar 197 riding loosely ‘on eaid
sleeve, to hold it against the enduf sleeve 125".

Embracing sieeve 125”, which latter is fattencd on opposite faees (Figure 23), is
the fureatedend of a lever 128, the latter being somewhat narrower than the iuterval

30 between collar 127 and the flanged head of sleeve 126, and said lever is counested by
alink to its actuating lever 178 (Fizure 2).

The operations of these parrs will be explained in connection with the ‘normal
mold-blude adjusting mechanism. Lt is sufficient, for present parposes, to slate that

they constitute: the means for communicating reciprocating movements to the mold-
35 blade.

-Bencath slide 120, and gnided to reciprocate in ways parallel therewith, is another
slide 129 (Figures 44,47 acd 18), which is furaished with a stop or abutment 130 stand-
ing vertically in the opening in slide 120 and ocenpyingapositionimmedialely in rear of
the mold-blade 4, For convenience of adjustment tae engaging face of this stop or

40 abutment is rendered adjnstadle, as by the application of a set. screw 131 at this point,
one’end of the latter standing in line wil the rear end of the mold-blade, ay seen in

Figure 44, Lt is by the setting or adjusting of tais stop or abulment 130 during the
forward or ejecting movement of the mold-blade, that the width of the mold is
determined for the next type, suid stop operating fo intereept the rearward motion

45 of the’ mold-blade at the proper point, and these operations are performed Uncough
the medium of what is herein termed the normal-wedye 132 (Figure 50) and the
dower transfer block 183 (Figura 46) as will presently appear.

Slide 129 is farnished on the under side with a shoulder or abutment between
which anda fixed surface on Lle frame are arranged the normal-wedge 132 and its

60 transfer-block 130, the two latter extending in a plane substantially at right angles to
the direction of motion of said side (sce Figure 44).

The normal-wedge 132 und ily trausfer-block 133 together constitute a pair of
-reversed wedges, either or both of which may be varied, as to its angular dimensions,
in fixing the size of and the ratio of variation between the types of the particular series

55 being made.
Z

jifeees
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In order, however, to minimize the number of parts or elements to be changed
in order to adapt the machine to different kinds or systems, as in changing from

brevier to pica or from ihe American to th lish, m, the transfer-block is

le factor.

The longitudinal reciprocations of the transfer-block are uniform in extent,and its 4

principal function is to set the abutment slide 129 after the normal-wedge has been

adjusted, hence its angle is or may be constanb for all kinds of type; and in order

that its action may be uniformly aud properly gaged, the fixed abuimeut (preferably
formed by a detachable plate 134)has its face inclined to correspond with tbe

engaging face of the trauster-biock, while the proximate faces of the normal wedge 10

r-block are also given the same angle of inclination.

ine is constrnatedto deal with bul one kind of lype, the augle of the

normal-wedge will be caleuiated so that each of its fifteen degrees of motion will

prodnce a one-uuil variution in the position of the abutmont-slide, and in such case

either or both faces of the wedge might be inclined to the direction of its motio

but when, asin the example ilinstrated,the macaine is adapted to form different
kinds of type, the face of the normal-wedge next the abntment-slide 129 is tapered,
in order that any one of a series of normal-wedges with different degrees of taper
suited to the dillerent kinds of Lype, may be inseried between the abutment-slide and

the transfer-block, and be made to work in harmony with the latter hy reason of the 20

uniform angle of the surface contacting with said transfer-block.
The face of the uurmal-wedye next the abulmeni slide thus becomes the variable

clement,andpee
or diminishingits angle the ratio of variation betsvecn

dé y be caleulated and provided for,

sanglesand dimensions, the abutment-

ontivet fir the forcs of a block 135 (Figure49), whose

rear surface is curved to fit de 129, and it is held from displacement
by a pin on said slide riding in a groove in one end of the block,

It will readily be seen that by changing the position of either the normal-

weilge or its trausler-block, (ue slide 129 carrying abulmeul 180 cau be adjusted 30

or set so a8 to intercepé the mold-hlade at any desired point in the line of its backward

travel.

Both means of adjustment are utilized in the present machine, (he one manual

and the other automatic.

The manual adjustment is applied to the transfer-block, and includes the devices 35

for regulating the position of the transfer-block when at one extreme of its movement,
its operabing position.

The automatic adjustments are effected through the normal wedge alone, the

transfer-block being utilized for the purpose of moving the abutment to position
afier the normal-wedge has been set, and to shilt the action of the normal-wedge 40

into connection wilh the abnormal or justifying mechanism, as will presently
aphear,

‘Yo accomplish this, it is required that the trausfer-block 133 should when retracted

or inactive occupy the position,indicated by dotted lines in Figure 43, thns leaving
the normal-weiige free for adjustment, so that after the latter operation has bean 45

performed, the transfer-block may be dtawn to the position indicated by full lines in

Figure 55, thereby etfeeting the proper adjustueatof the abubiment-slide, ‘Ube

mechanism Jor bringing the trausfer-block 133 into actionat the proper times will

be explained in connection with the justifying mechanism. At present the descrip-
tion will be directed to the means for acjusting or sctting the normal-wedye. 5O

‘Tae angle of the normal-wedye is udjusted fo the particnlar system adopted. ‘Thus
if the type bodies are arranged in 15 groups or divisions, with a uniform rate of

increase,the taper should se such that 15 equal degrees of movement, will cover the
entize range of variation in body-width, from the widest to the uarrowest. Sueh

being the case, it is only neces iu order to effect an adjustmenr of the mold 55

corresponding Lo Lue wideh of type represented hy the several columrs of matrices

in the die-case, to shift the normal-wedge so that its position shall coincide with that

wece
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of the column in which the selected character to be formed is found. To effect this

adjustment rapidly, accurately and in harmony wilh the motions of the other

mechanisms, the jaws 94,95, of the secondary positioning ox geging mechanism

acting upon the die-case carrier are uitilized, to whichend eachof said jaws is provided
with a horizontal extension or wing 136 and the normal-wed dge 132 is furnished with

a pin or projection 137 lilting the interval between said wings when jaws 94, 95 are

in closed position.
It will be borne in mind that these jaws 94,95 are brought togelher upon (he

secondary controller 84 in locating any column of matrices over the mold, and that
10 the column is determined by the selected primary controller 65, hence the same

devices which operate to position the die-case carrier are utilized to effect a

corresponding movement or adjustment of the normal-wedge, thereby adjusting Lhe

width of mold cavity to the scleeted column of matrices,

Tuasmuch as accuracy of adjustment is neces the normal-wedge is further
15 provided with a series of equally spaced and accurately located transverse grooves 138

for the reception of a locking and centering pin 189 (Figure 88), the latter passing
through a split adjusting eee ve 140 and heing connec! ted at its upper end to the

lever 58 by which the die-ease isdepressed into contact withthe mold. Lever 68 acts

positively agaiust a shoulder on the upper end of the locking-pin, to raise the latter

out, of engagement with the normal-wedge, and ir operates yieldingly, through a

spring, to depress and hold said pin in engagement with the normal-wedge after the

latter has been adjusted and while a cast is being made, While the normal-wedge
is Leing thus held, the sotiing deviees or wings 136 open or separate preparatory to

the next sneceeding adjustment, which latteris effected hy simplymoving the wedge
25 from the last previous point of adjustmentto the next, instead of carrying it back to

zero between suceceding adjustmnents.
We have thns far considered those adjustments of the mold-blade which correspond

to the normal variations in the body widths of the type and to the’ 14columns repre-
sented by matrices in the dic-case, and the same is true as to such space-type as

correspoud lo any of the 15 dimensions mentioned, it b * of course understood.

that for space types the matrix-block is not provided with a die-cavity, But the

more important, or at least eqnally important, element in the machine is the

provision for abnormal adjustments, whereby justified lines of type are produced.

ox

30

Tre Justirying Mrcnanism.

35 ‘Thisembraces, in addition to the no-mal-worge 182, the two juatifying-wedges L1H

ures51 and 52) and a transfer block or wedge 113 operating in conjunc
tion ra the slide earrying the mold-biade stop or abutment 130. Although asingle
justifying-weilgemightunder cectain conditions be employed, two are preferred “as

ng « greater range and finer adjustment. Tha range of motion of the two

ges 141 and 142is the same as bhat of the normal.wedge, and, like the

ie 0 ual periods or degrees. In the example given, one

wedge 141 bas a taper giving an adjustment equal to -QU05 of an inch for each

degree of longitudinal motion, while the other wedge 142 has a taper giving an

adjustment of 0076 of au inci: for eves desyce of motion.

45 The transfer biock located directly above trausfer-block 133, and oeenpies a

position between the justifying-wedgee and the normal-wedge.
To effect justification it is required that the transfer -bloeleor wedge 133 should be

held ont. of action, U:e leansferblock or wedge 143 be brought iulo action, aud either

one or both justifying-wedgs141, 142, he adjusted to position in order thar the

50 variation in the position of the mo! a blade abntment, dne to the action of the

jnstifying-wedyes, may be superadded to the adjustment effected by the normal.

wedge when a space type is to be prodne

First as to the means for nining which set of adjusting devices shall be

operatively conneeted wita abutwnent-slide 129, the normal-wedge alone, or the

55 normal and. justifying-wedges. The selcetion is made through the medium of
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tvansfer-blocks 133 and 148, the former serving to connect the normal-wedge alone,
and the latter the normal and justifying-wedges. actuating wechauisin for these

parts is such thal one cr the other, but nob both, of the transfer-blocks shall) be

operative duying. each tevulution of the driving shafr, thus rendering active the

system of adjusting devices to which it pertains by inlerposing the wider partion’ of

the trausfer-block between the controlling adjusting element or elements and the

movable mold-blade abutment.

What may be regarded as the starting positions of the two trausler-blocks aie those

which they assume after the east. has heen inade aud. preliminary to the next adjust=
ment, at which lime bot transfer-blocks have their wider portions projected b: a

or to one side of slide 129, their smaller or narrower portionslying bencath said’stide,
thereby relieving the latter from the pressure of the wedges aud permittiag it to be

relracted by a spring 144 (Fignre 23), as indicated in Figure 57. It is while this

condition exists thal lhe adjusting wedges are set, in the event a chuuge of adjust-
ment is to be made, but if nol, they retain their positious, although for the time

rendered inactive.

The wilhdcawal of the transfer-blocks from operating position is accompanied by a

movement of abutment slide129 under the influence of spring 144, thus maiulaining
contact between the sliding surfaces, and preventing the admission of dirt or the

formation of a film of oil which might interfere wilh the accnrate adjnstment of the

mold-blade. :

It is important thal the two trausfer-blocks, 133 and 148, should be susceptible of

accurate adjustment, more especially in their forward or.active positions, and that they
should be loosely or flexibly connected to their actuating devices, both to enable ready
removal aud replwement, and to render their action as independent as possible of

that of their connected actuacting devices.

Jtirst as to adjustment. When in operaliug position transfer-blocks 133 and 143

are brought into engagement with a fixed abutment or limiting gage for accurately
determining their position relative to abutment-slide 129 and the adjusting wedges.
Such a limiting abulment, with capacity for accurate adjuslinent, is present in

wedge 145 (Figures 39 and 54) whose vertical face stands at right angles to and

ucross the line of movement of the inner ends of the two transfcr-blocks, This wedge
is mounted in a delachable frame 146, and is adjustable vertically by mcans of
rod 147 and nnts 148, To provide independent adjustment, for the twotransfer-blocks,
ono of them, in the present insta

member, such ag screw 149, for contacting with wedge 145, 7 slight variations

in the positions of the two transler-bloeks with relation ‘to (ue fixed limiting stop or

abutment can he effected.

‘The transfer-blocks are reciprocated horizontally through the medium of two

roils 150,191, lying one above the other aud each provided with a hooked extremity for

engagement. with a corresponding hook on the inner end of its transfer-block. The
connection is one adapted to permit a limited degree of lateral motion ofthe transfer-
block with relation to its connected actuating bar, such as is occasioned by the

adjnatment of the uormal aud justifying wedges. The two rods 160, 151, pass
through an opening formed in the lower end of a transverse or vertical incking-
rod 152 (Figures 36, 36 and 39) and each of said first named rods is furnished with a

uolch 153 so related to the movements of the trauster-blocks that when at the
extreme of their outward movements, thal is, with their wider ends most remote

from the ahntment 145, the notches 163 will stand in line with locking-rod 152, in
sition to be entered and held by the latter. Actuating rod 151 carrying transfer-

block 188 has its notch 158 in its lower face, while [he corresponding noteh in the

actuating rod 150 of transfer-block 143 is in the upper face thereof! so that when

jocking-rod 152 is depressed it will enter the notch in actuating rod 150, thus

holding the latter aad its transfer-wedgo 143 agai longitudinal motion, while

permitting the lower actuating red 161 and its Lrausfer-block to move freely throagh
the opening in locking-rod 1525 bot when said roi 152 is elevated the conditions
will be reversed, actuating rod 151 being held, and 150 permitted to reciprocate,

e the mpper one 143, is farnished with au adjusting
3
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The locking-rod 16:

0 opposite end of the slot, no motion will be commu:

5 in rear of pivoted Lrip 160 is monnted a trip-lever 1
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The interval between the two locking shoulders of rod 152 is slightly less than the

aggregate thickness of rods 150, 151, so that the release of onc rod will not take

place until after the other has been engaged, The movements of locking-rod 152,
whereby one or the other of the two actuating rods 150, 151, is locked in position,
lake place when the transfer-blocks are both at the outer extremes of their move-

ments and both notches 153 are in line with locking-rod 152, aud the motions of the
latter are derived from lever 58 through a controllable system of actuating mechanisin
which will next be described.

The prime factors of this mechanism are a main driver or reciprocating member,
such as the lever 58, and controllable connections belween said main driver and
the locking devices or rod 142, whereby the latter can, at proper intervals, be thrown
into engagement with either of the rods 150, 151, thereby arresting either transfer-
block 133, 143, so as to hold it out of action, leaving the olber free to act. A

competent mechanism for this purpose is illustrated in Fignres 34 to 37, 39 and 40.

, guided aud supported in frame 146, bas its upper end attached
to a block or cross-head 154, the latter riding vertically upon a guide pin secured to
the frame. ‘This cross-head 154 extends laterally over a lever 155, alsa pivoted lo the
frame 146, the said lever and cross-head being united by a yieldiug connection

competent to hold the locking-rod at cither extrewe of ils movement mmder elastic

pressure. Such a connection is formed by guide rod 157 passing loosely through:
cross-head 154, aud haying ils lower headed end seated in lever 155. Rod 157 is

provided immediately ahove its head with a loose washer 158 enguying lever 153,
and between said washer and a loose slecve is interposed spriug 156 through which
the. vertical motion of lever 154 is transmitted to the locking red. Between a fixed

5

portion of frame 146 and washer 158 is interposed another spring 159, which operates
to depress guide rod 157 and lever 155, and thus hold the locking-red 152 toward
the lower position or in engagemenl with the actuating red 150 of thejustifying
transfer-block 143, whieh is its usnal or normal position, as when character types and
normal spaces ara being produced. The outer or free cud of lever 155 carries a

pivoted trip 160 (Figure 34) whose upper end passes through one of a series of
slots 161 formed in a lateral horizontal arm or projection of lever 58 (Figures 22 aud 40).The upper surface of this arm or projection is stepped (see Figure 40), and the upper
end of the pivoted trip 160 is furnished with an adjustable collar or not, which latter,
when moved: to a position above the higher slep or section of lever 58, will he

engaged by the latler us it rises, thereby elevatinglever 155 and raising the locking-
tod [52 into engagement with the actuating rod 151, and'‘out of engagement with

actuating rod 150, This action takes place ouly when the pivoted trip is moved so

.as to bring its shoulder ubove the higher portion of Jever 58, and until such motion
takes place, and as long 2s the pivored trip remains above the lower slep or at the

ated Lo locking-rod 152 by the
elevation of lever 58, which action, il will be remembered, takes place after ihe cast

bas been wade aud preliminary to the readjustment of the die-case for centering the
next sneceeding matrix. A spring 162 operates to hold the pivoted trip 160 normally
retracted or out of engagement with the elevating portion oflever 58. Immediately

,
one arm of which bears against

the pivoted trip 160, while the other arm engages a plunger 164 working in n

cylinder formed in frame 146, When this plunger is elevated it operates through
irip-lever 163,to (ill (he pivoled trip 160 and throw its upper end into engagement
with the elevaling portion of lever 58, hence said plungerservesus a controllable
means for effecting tine transfer of the locking-rod 152 rom one ucluating rod 150, 151
to the other. The descent of lever 58 restures the parts lo normal position with

locking-rod 152 in engagement with actnating rod 143, .

Assuming the norm
ige

alone, or the normal-wedge and justifying-wedges
together, have been properly adjusted, it is obvious that by thus locking out one of
the trausfer-blocks aud releasing ihe other, the one so released can, by appropriate
actuating mechanism, he advanced and thus exused to sct the stop or abutment for
the mold-blade in adjusting the dimensions of (he mold. A simple and efficient form
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of actuating mechanism will be found illnstrated in Figure 114. The rear end of

actuating rod 151 is pivolally attacied to one end of the actuating lever 165 whose

oppesite end is pivotally connected to the frame, ugh a compression link 179

(Figure 7), Phe rear end of actuating rod 150 is in like mater connected to one end

ofalever166, whose opposite end is connected by a link 167 to lever 165 at a point
between its ends, The main driver or acluating lever 168 is in lik anner con=

nected by a link or pitmau 169 to lever 166 between ils ends. With this arrange-

mert of levers, when power is transmitted to lever [66 either end of the latter may

pecome the fnlernm. If actuating rod 150 is locked, the end of lever 166 connected

to said 10d becomes the pivot end, and motion will be transmitted from the opposite
end of said lever to lever 165 and from the latter to actuating bar 151. If, on the other

hand, actuating rod 151 is locked, the lower end oflever 166 becomes the pivot, and

motion will be tranemirted from lhe upper end of suid lever to actuating rod 150.

Thus, without changing the conn the morions of the main driving lever 168

may he utilized Jor ellecting the reciprocation of either transfer-block by the simple 15

expedient of locking oneof the lwo Uransfcr-blocks againstlongitudinal motion ; while,

by means of the tipping devices, it can readily be determined which of the two

transfer-blocks shall be locked and which brought into action. Compression
179 is operative at all times during the advancing movements of (he Lanste

blocks and affords a yielding connection when the trausfer-bloek is seated against its

limiting stop or abutment.

Turning now to the means for effecting the adjustments of the justifying-
wedges 141 and 142. These, it will be remembered, operate in conjunction with

normal-wedge 132 and transfer-block 143. As will be seen by reference to

Figures 44, 51 and 52, the vertical dimensions of these wedges is bul about half

that of the uormal-wedge and each is furnished on its underside with a series of

centering and holding uvlches or transverse grooves, corresponding in number to the

columns of matrices in the die-case and lo the primary controllers or pins 65 for

gaging the movements of the die-case carrier. Kach wedge is also provided with a

head or projection 187 similar to that on the normal-wedge 132. As in the case ofthe 30

normal wedge the jaws 94, 95, of the secondary positioning or controlling mechanism

are utilized for effecting the movements of the justifying-wedges, bul inasmuch as it

is only required to adjust thejustifying-wedges once for each line, whereas the normal-

wedge is brought inlouction Tor the formation of cach type, the justifying-wedges are

maintained normally out of connection with the secondary positioning or gaging 34

mechanism, and are connected therewith or thrown into action only when their

adjustment is desired, for which purpose controllable actnating devices are employed.
‘The two justifying-wedges 141, 142, ab Icast those portions to which the projec-
tions 137 are applied, li¢ normally ina plane below wings 136, hence entirely beyond
the control of the latter; and in order to bring them within the inflnence of said 40

wings it is only necessary {o elevate them or cither of thea, so that their projecting
portions 137 shall stand between and within the range of motion of the two wings or

jaws 136, it being understood, of course, that such elevation is to luke place while the

two wings or jaws arc separated or opened to their fullest. extent, as indicated by
full lines in Figure 58. To provide Jor thus connceting and disconnecting the two 46

justifying-wedges and their adjusting devices, and [or accurately centering and

Jocatingthem im adjusted position, the following arrangement has been devised and

adopted :

Pivoted on frame 146 are iwo levers 170 and 171 (H#igures 40, 41) each provided
with two jaws 172 between which one of the justifying-wedg
jever 170 are shorter than those of 171] and lie in the planeof justifying-wedge141,
while the longerjaws of lever 171 lic in the plancof justifying-wedge 142, as clearly
appears in Figures 58 and 59, The justifying wedges ride between the jaws of their

respective levers and are elevated and depressed therehy so as 0 bring their

heads 13Y juo or out of the path of wings 136. Between levers 170 and 171, and 55

mounted in fixed position upon frame 146 is a centering bar 173 with whieh the

centering notches on the undersides of the lwo justilying-wedges co-operate, when said

or

o
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ls. The jaws of 50
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re moved to adjnsted position, for accurately centering and holding said

s. The lower jaws 172 of levers 170, 171, ure widened or extended somewhat
in the direction of the length of their respective wedges in order to furnish bearing
surfaces over which the wedges may travel during adjustment, and the upper jaws
project towards each other so as to stand above centering bar 173, whereby the

proper centering and locking of the justifying-wedges, after preliminary adjustment,
is insured.

The controllable mechanism for effecting the adjustment of the justifying-wedges is
similar to that employed for operating the pivoted-trip 160. Each lever 170, 171, is

provided with a retracting spring 174 which operates to hold the lever in such position
that the jaws will depress and bold its justifying-wedge down ont of the path of its

adjusting devices, and each lever is also provided with a pivoted trip 175, whose upper
endis shouldered or provided with an adjusting nat and projects through a slot in
lever 58 in position to be engaged by the higher stepped surface, when in one position
of adjustment or at one end of the slot, and tw be unaffected by said lever 58 when at,
the other end of the slot. A spring 176 connected to the pivoted trip 175 serves to

hold the latter at one extremity of the slot in lever 58, that is away from the

higher stepped surface. A trip lever 163 and plunger 164 similar to those employed
for actuating the trip of the locking-pin 152

is

connected to each pivoted trip 175 to

throw the latter into engagement with the elevating portion of lever 58. When it is

desired to bring either of the justifying-wedges 141, 142, within the influence of

wings 186, it is only necessary to actunte the plunger 164 controlling the trip
belonging to that one of the levers 170, 171, which carries the selected justifyiug-
wedge, whereupon the pivoted trip 175 will be thrown into operative engagement
with lever 58 so that, as the latter rises, it will tilt lever 170 or 171,andthejustifying-ige

lying between the jaws of the lever so tilted will be raised out of engagement
with centering bar 173, and its head or lug 137 be brought into position between

wings 136, and, as the latter are brought together upon the secondary controller, the

justifying wedge will be shifted to the desired extent ; after which, and as lever 58

descends, the pivoted trip 175 will be diseugaged from said lever and the readjusted
justifying-wedge again deposited and held upon the centering bar 173.

The trip-levers controlling the actuating devices for the two justilying-wedges are

each provided with a wing or projection 177 (Figures 22 and 56) in rear of and over-

lapping a portion of the trip-lever for lockiug-rod 142, so that whenever one of the

justitymg-wedgetrip-leversis operated, to throw its pivoted trip into engagement
with lifting lever 58, it will also carry the pivoted trip 160 of locking-rod 152 into

engagement with said lever 58, und thus cause said locking-rod to be elevated into

engagement with the actuxting rod of the lower transfer-block 133. ‘The purpose of
this arrangement is to hold the justifying wedges together in close contact while

being set to position, so taat no opportunity will be atforded for a film or layer of oil

to form on their engaging surfaces, as would be the case if they were separated. By
causing transfer-block 143 to be brought into action when the justifying wedges are

being adjusted, the latter are set against the pressure of spring 144 and are bronght
accurately to position where they remain during the formation of the line, being
bronght into action only when a space type is to be made, involving the'use of the
transter-bloek 143.

From the foregoing detailed descriptions of the normal mold adjusting and

justifying mechanisms it will be apparent how the mold-blade may be set or adjusted
to produce any desired width of type body within the range of the normal and

justifying devic ‘The character types and normal spaces being separated into

15 groups or series having a uniform ratio of increasc, and cach group or series of
the same width being represented by oae position of adjustment of the normal-

wedge, it is only necessary that the latter should be set to that one of its 15 positions
of adjustment which corresponds with the selected group or series, in order to form a

mold-cavity of the properdimensious. The sameis true of thejustifying-wedges, with

tlie exception that each of said wedges represents a different ratio of increase, justifying
wedge 141 producing a ratio of increase for each of its 15 positions of adjuscment,
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equal to -0005 of an inch, while justifying-wedge 142 effects a ratio of increase, for

each position of adjustment, equal to 0075 of an inch.

The American system employs fifteen body sizes with a uviform increase of one

unit, but the English system has but thirteen body sizes, twelve of which’ represent
uniformincrements of one unit each, while the thirteenth represents a two unit

increase.

‘To adapt the presentmachine to the Englishor analogoussystemspresenting other

than regular variations in body-sizes, it is only necessary to slightly modify the form

of the uormal-wedgeto correspond with the particular system.
Such a modificationis illustrated in Figures 60, 60°, 61, 61%

Here instead of a uniform taperthe normal wedge132* is stepped to represent
the thirteen different sizes of type matrices arranged in the fifteen columns of the

die-case, Although the ratio of increase is one unit for the first thirteen sizes,

beginning with the smallest, the number of different type belonging to each series,
thal is, type of the same width, is not uniform, there being a larger proportion in

in one series {han in any of the others. In the example illustrated the size of the

type in units is marked upon the normal-wedge at each of its 15 positions of adjnst-
ment, the size being expressed in units. The smallest type of this series, corre-

sponding to the first column in the die-case, is 5 units in width, the next 6 units and
so on np to the sixth column. As there happen to be more than fifteen type in this

2

division, three columns, the sixth, seventh and eighth are assigned to the 10 unit

type. The ninth column contains the 11 unit type, and so on up to the fourteenth

column, containing 16 unit type, the sizes increasing regularly by one unit. At this

point a two unit inerease takes place, from 16 to 18 units, and the latter represented
by the last colamn in the die-case. The figures here given are by way of illustration

only, as different fonts and faces require different normal- wedges;andthe same is

true as applied to the American system.
‘To accommodate the larger group of 10 nnit type and distribute them between the

sixth,scventh and eighth columns, the face of the wedge is stepped at the corresponding
positions of adjustment, so that ut cach of said positions its action upon the mold-

blade will be the same, or equal to ten units. It is also stepped at. the last or fifteenth

position,to effect an 18unit adjustment, or two units in excess of the next adjacent
position. Thus the normal-wedge, insteadof having a regular taper, whereby its

uniform movements from one posilion of adjustment to another will represent uniform

increments in body-sizesthroughout the entire series of 15 adjustments, is interrupted
or broken up into sev each representing either the same or uniformly
varying, or differently varying adjustments, as circumstances shall require.

The stepped normal-wedge, like the uniformly tapered wedge, occupies a position
between the transfer-blocks and abutment-slide 129, with its stepped face next

the latter, and to facilitate its adjustment and prevent the shoulders at the ends of

the steps or sections from catching upon the bearing face of the abutment-slide the

following arrangement has been devised and adopted.

Tothe shoulder on the underside of abutment-slide 129 is fitted a plate or block 400

whose outer face or that uext the stepped surface of the normal-wedge is. furnished
with a transverse rib or bearing 401 for engagement with said normal-wedge.

Supportedwithin a slot in this block 400 is a flanged plate 402, the Hanged edge
resting in a groove formed in the abutment-slide and engagedby springs which

operate to hold said plate 402 and block 400 outward or off its“seat,The outer edge
or end of this plate 402 projects beyond tie face of rib 401 and into a longitudinal
groove or way 403in the face of the normal-wedge.

During the operation of adjusting the normal-wedge the latter is held away from

and out of engagementwith the bearing block 400 by the action of the springs on

the rear side of plate 402, said wedge riding upon the outer edge of the plate and

being held thereby from contactwith rib 401.

The longitudinal adjustment having thus been effected aud ‘the normal-wedge
brought to the desired position, when the transfer-block is advanced or brought into

action it will compress the springs and foree plate 402 back until the surface of the
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wedge becomes seated against tha rib 401, and throngh the latter operates the abut-
ment-slide to fix the position of the mold-blade.

Upon the withdrawal of the transfer-block the springs will again project plale 402

and remove the uormal-wedge from rib or bearing 401 so that it can again be,
adjusted longitndinally withont. interference.

This modification is well adapted for use in connection with the American system
by merely substituting the uniformly tapered wedye [or the stepped or variable wedge.

Tt. may be well, at this point, to remark that. when secting the ju
for the line, through the medium of the primary controllers or pins 65, no casts are

made, the metal injecting mechanism being thrown out of action, ‘his is cffected
through the medium of pivoted trips 175, as will be explained iu connection with the

metal injecting mechanism. Woraover, to produce the finer adjustments of the mold-

blade by means of the two justifying-wedges, two complete rotations of the main

driving shaft are usually required, one for sotting cach justitying-wedge, out if the

positions of adjustment of the two wedges coincide both may be set ab the same time

during a single rotation of the driving shaft.

Having explained how the mold-blade positioning stop or abatment 130 is sct for

each type body, it on'y remains to be

operated to discharge the type and readjust che mold for the next snaceading cast.

Lel i be assumed that when the parts are as represented in Figure 44, the mold-

blade lever 128 is moving outward or in a direction to cause the approach of the

mold-blade towards its adjustingabutment. Tu doing this il acts Lhrough spring 124,
the latter yielding after the mold-blade takes bearing against. its abutment, thus

holding the mold-blade firmly in adjusted position. ‘The next movement of the lever

is toward the mold-blade sufficiently to (ake pressure off spring 124, bul without

making contact with the head af sleeve 126. This leaves the mold-blade abntment

free for readjustment, and afords opportunity forthe withdrawal ofthe transfer-block

and the shifting of the normul-wedge. After a bricf dwell, the lever is advanced

again, and, operating through sleeve 126 aud spring 123, drives the mold-blade|
forward, to eject the type from the mold, The movement of the lever is now

reversed and if retrasts uncil contact is made with eollar 127, thereby withdrawing
_mold-blade uutil its outer face is slightly within the mold-cavity, so as to remove it

from the track of fhe eross-hlad e lever again advances slighly to free the

mold-blade and permit the transfer block to be bronght forward into operating
position, after which, by a coutinued rearward movement, the mold-blade is again
drawn firmly in contact with the readjusted abutment and the mold is in condition

for the formation of the next succeeding type.

Tus Meran Tysectine MecHaNIsM.

Under this (ile is included not on

metal from the melting pot, and (he uozale through which the molten metal is injected
iulo the mold, but also the mechanisms operating to seal the nozzle or bring it in

proper communication with the nozzle-plate of the mold, to operate the pump

plunger, to throw the pump plunger into asd out of action, and to permit the.

where itsremoval of the metal injecting meenanism from operabiug position inlo oz

parts can be moze readily approached for inspection, adjustment and repa

Sais part of the machine will best 2e understood hy reference to Figures 2 to 6

inclusive, 7, 8 and 92 to [04 inclusive.

The melting pot and its connections are all mouuled upon an independent,
frame 180 which is pivotally supported at one side upon a vertical threajed shaft 181

mounted in bearings in the main frame. Shaft 181 forms a pivotal support for

frame 180 about which the latter can be swang horizontally, bat as suca movement

would be interferred with if the melting pot and its atrachments remained in the

positions they ocenpy in operation, the s#

1

and provided with a handle where2y it cau he rotated to cl

‘A lock is provided for holdiag the frame in working position, such, for exumple,
U

rying-wedges.

2 how the mold-blade actualing devices are.

he melting pot, the pump for forcing the.

i

/
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that formed by an angular tongye or projection 182 (Figure 97) located on the main

frame, in position to enter aud engage a corresponding seat 183 on frame 180, when
in elevated or working position. “Che lowering of frame 180 by ineans of serew 181
withdraws fhe seat from locking tongue 182 and permits the frame to beswung
horizontally.

“The melting pol 184 instead of being mounted directly upon frame 180 is pivotally
attached to a series of arms 185 forming part of a set of parallel motion links, These
arms are secured to parallel shafts 186 mounted in bearings on frame 180 and
connected by a link 187, so that both shafts 186 and arms 185 will move in unison
and thus preserve the horizontal plane of the melting pot during its vertical motions
toward and from the moid. The object of this is not alone to properly seat the
nozzle but-also to prevent tilting the melting pot, thus avoiding agitation or fowage
of the fluid metal, more particularly in the passage leading to the nozzle.

The melting pot is formed or provided with a passage or conduit 188 leading to

the nozzle 189, the whole enclosed within a casing 190 between which and the

melting pot is a chamber for the reception of a non-conducting material such as

asbestos. It is desirable that the mold and connected parts should be protected from
the influence of the heat generated in maintaining the type metal in molten condition,
hence, aside from the question of economy of fuel, it is important to so arrange the

heating apparatus:that it will maintain the type metal in molten condition, both in
the pot and in the passage leading to the nozzle, by a minimum expenditure of

energy in the form of heat. To this end a combustion chamber 192 (Figures 96, 99)
is formed under the bottom of the metal containing chamber 193, beneath which is

arranged the burner 194, preferably of the Bunson type.
The products of combustion are conducted from the combustion chamber

horizontally beneath the supply passage 188 and vertically to a point near the nozzle,
thence over a vertical deflecting plate through a chamber above supply passage 188
aud out through a side passage into the escape pipe, a jet-pipe 196 located in said

escape-pipe facilitating the withdrawal of the products of combustion.
The cover of the melting pot is formed im sections, and the space above the

melting pot is in open communication with a pipe sutrounding escape-pipe 191,
through which the fnmes arising from the molten metal escape.

The metal chamber 193 is provided with a seat for the attachment of the pump
cylinder 198, the latter communicating directly with an opening formed in the seat

at the end of the passage 188 through which the metal is forced into the nozzle, A
solid piston 199 is arranged in cylinder 198, and an induction port, formed in the

body of the cylinder but to one side of the piston and controlled by an inwardly
opening valve 200, admits the molten metal into the eylinder below the piston.

When in working position the melting pot is so arranged that its nozzle 189 will
stand directly beneath and substantially in line with the bell mouth of nozzle-
plate 16, as represented in Figure 7. When the mold has been adjusted and the
matrix seated preparatory to making a cast, the nozzle must be elevated into close
and accurate contact with the nozzle-plate. This movement is effected through the

ageney of an arm 201, secured to a rock shaft 202, and bearinga roller 203 in contact

with the melting pot immediately in line with, but below,the nozzle (Figure 99).
This rock shaft 202 is supported in bearings on frame 180 and is furnished with an
arm 204 whose onter ‘or free end is attached to a vertical rod 205 (Figure 95) the

upper eud of the latter passing through a bearing on frame 180 and eugaging one

end of a lever 206. A spring 207, interposed between frame 180 and an adjustable
collar on rod 205, operates, normally, to tir rock shaft 202 in a direction to cause

the elevation and seating of the nozzle; but, except when a cast is to be made, the
spring is not permitted to clevate the nozzle, but is held in restraint and under

compression by a bar 208 acting on lever 206. This bar 208 forms a part of the

pump actuating mechanism about to be described.
The upper end of pump cylinder-198 is furnished with seats for the reception of

the bifurcated end of lever 209 (Figure 98) whose opposite end stands in line with
the axis of threaded shaft 181 and is pivotally attached to a swivel 210 carried by a
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bracket on sleeve 211. The piston 199 is connected hy a link 214 to the outer end
of lever 215 extending substantially parallel with lever 209 and attached to the
Jatter at or about the middle of its length, by a link 216. ‘Che inner or power end of
lever 2145 is attached to a swivel 217 carried by cross-head 208 in line with shaft 181.
The object in thus bringing, (he supporta for the inner ends of levers 209 and 215 in
axial alignment with shaft 181 is to accommodate the actuating devices to the
swinging motion of the melting pot about said shaft

Sleeve 211 to which lever 209 is connected extends vertically throngh bearings in
the frame, and the bar or cross-head 208 to which lever 215 is connected is secured
to the upper end of a shaft 212 passing longitudinally through sleeve 211. A
shouldered pin 213secured to the frame and extending vertically through brackets
on sleeve 21] and “head 208, serves to limit. the vertical movement of sleeve 211
and topreventrotation of eross-head 208, while a spring 218 surrounding the lower

portion of sleeve 211 and interposed between a shoulder thereon and the frame

operates in a direction to clovate seid sleeve. The lower end of shaft 212 is ongayed
by one arm ofa hell-crank lever 219 whose other arm is connected through a com-

pression link or elastic eonnection 220 wilh controllable actuating devices governing
the operation of the pump and the elevation of the nozzle.

Bearing in miad that the elevation of the melting pot and the seatingof the nozzle
is effected by the action of spring 207, and that the latter is held in check or under
restraint by crosshead 208, the object in counecling the pump actuating devices to

the cylinder as well as the piston will he understood.
The throw of the piston, when operated to drive the metal into the mold, is in a

direction opposite to that of the spring holding the nozzle in contact with the nozzle-

plate, hence would tend to unseat the nozzle. This is avoided by attaching one

the pair of levers 209, 214, to the cylinder and the other to the piston, aud connectingthe levers together as by link 216, in sued manncr that the pressure exerted in

effecting the stroke of the pump will be distributed equally between the piston aud

cylinder and be exerted in opposite directions;that is to say, the power cserted ab

the load end of lever 216,to drive the piston down, will be opposed by au equal force
exerted by the load end of lever 209 tendiag to raisc tae eyiinder. By this means

the pump action is neutralized insofar us iL might otherwise tend to disturb. ihe

position of tae melting pol or withdraw the nozzle from its seat, and it can be
rendered both quick and powerful, desirable conditions in machines for casting

‘Yo accommodate the pump cperating dev. lo the different positions occupied
by tbe melting pob as the uozzle is alternately elevared to casting position and with-
drawn therefrom, the power ends of the levers 209 and 15 are moved vertically
in unison with the me'ting pot, and are separated only when the nozzle has been
sealed in lie nevile-plale and is held thereto by the full power of its clevating
spring.

°

‘Ubis is accomplished by attaching the inner or power end of lever 215 to the
eross-bead 208 which coutrols (he movements of the nozzle, and the inner or power
end of lever 209 to sleeve 211. Motion is communicated to cross-head 208 through
shaft 212, and inasmuch as sieeve 211 is held by fis spring 218 in contact: with eaid

sshead, il follows that tue elevation of cross-head 208 and lever 215 will be

accompanied hy a corresponding mavement of sleeve 211 and lever 909, thereby
maintaining the parallelism of said levers 215 and 209.

This relation is preserved until the nogzle is sealed and cross-lead 208 rises above
ver 206, at whic Gime sleeve 211 contacts with pin 215 and is arrested, while

cross-head 208 continuing to rise effects the stroke of the piston,
Lhe controllable actuating devices for the pamp serve as a means for connecting

and disconnecting the metal injecting mechanism with the driving shaft, and they or

an equivalent thereof,arereqnired in order that the action of the injecting mechauism

may be suspended, at intervals, as, for example, while setting the juslitying-wedges,
or wheu, lor any purpyse, it becomes necessary or desirable to operate the machine

withont making casts.

dn the present form of embodiment the pump actuating lever 221, which derives
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ils motions directly from the driving cams, is connected by a link 222 (Figures 7,
101 and 104) to an arm 223 carried by rock shaft 224, the latter supported in

bearings on the main frame. Arm 223 reciprocates in unison with lever 221, and it
is provided with an angular head or shoulder 225 for engagement with a latch 226,
the latter pivoted in the outer end of an arm 227, his arm is carricd by a

sleeve 228, surrounding rock shaft 224, and is provided with another arm 229, to
which compression link 220 is connected. When latch 226 is in engagement with
the angular head 225 of arm 223, as represented in Figure 104, said head 225 will be
so held between the latch and the end of arm 227 that the movements derived from

driving lever 221 will be communicated through arm 227, sleeve 228, arm 229 and
link 220, to the metal injecting mechanism ; or, in other words, the pump actuatingunechanism will be connected up for operation. To disconnect the actuating devices,
and thus throw the pump out of action, it is only necessary to raise latch 296, and to
effect this automatically the following arrangement has been adopted. Extending in

a plane parallel with latch 226 is a tripping arm 230 whose sleeve 231 is loosely sup-
ported upon a shaft 232, the latter being supported in bearings upon the frame so as

to permit longitudinal motion therein.
:

Sleeve 231 is furnished with a second arm 233 carrying a spring operated plunger 234
in position to engage a lug on the frame, said lug containing a recess for the reception
of the end of the plunger when the sleeve is moved longitudinally of its axis into
operative position.

Arm 233 is also provided with a pin 235 for receiving the hooked end of a rod or

link 236 whose opposite end is attached to the main driver or actuating lever 168 of
the transfer-blocks. During each rotation of the driving shaft tripping arm’ 230will
thus be given a complete reciprocation, its periods of rest and movement coincidingwith those of the transfer-blocks, On the side of latch 226, facing the tripping arm 230,
is arranged a spring projected piv 287, and the upper surface of tripping arm 230
is slightly eurved or so disposed relative to the latch that when the former is in
its lower position it will stand below the plaue of pin 237. When in normal position,tripping arm 230 standsjustbeyoud the plane of motion of pin 237 (Figure 101),hence does not contact with the latter, but if said tripping arm is shifted into the
plane of the pin and is then elevated, it will, by engagement with said pin 237, raise
the latch 226 ont of engagement with arm 223 (as indicated by dotted lines in

Figure 104) thereby disconnecting said arm from the pump-actuating devices, and
holding the latter out of action while the movements of arm 223 are completed.Upon the withdrawal of the tripping arm the connection will be re-established.

‘To effect the disengagement and re-engagement of the pump-actualing devices by
a longiludinal movement of shaft 232, the latter is furnished with a shoulder on one
side of sleeve 231 and a spring 238, on the other, said spring operating to hold the
sleeve over against the shoulder, the latter, in the present instance, being formed by
reducing the diameter of that portion of the shaft on which the sleeve is mounted.
Tiiterposed between a head on the endof shaft 232 and the frameis another spring 239,the latter surrounding the larger diameter of shaft 232 and operating to move
said shaft lougitudinally in a direction to carry tripping arm 230 away from the latch,
and to hold it in contact with the lower ends of levers 170 and 171, which operate
upon the justifying devices to bring them into operative connection with their
adjusting mechanism.

From this arrangement it will be seen that when either of the levers 170, 171, is
operated, to adjust its justifying-wedge, shaft 232 will be moved longitudinally in a
direction to bring tripping arm 230 beneath and in the path of pin 287 on latch 226,
thereby arresting the pump by disconnecting its actuating devices.

In the present machine the timing of the mechanisms is such that levers 170, 171
retract before the tripping arm 230 completes its movement, hence means for lockingsaid arm against lateral displacement while in engagement with the latch are provided.This function is performed ‘by plunger 234 carried by arm 233 which, as the sleeve is
rotated to lift latch 226, is brought into engagement with the seat in its lug on the
frame, thereby holding the sleeve against longitudinal motion after lever 170, 171
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have retracted and until said plunger is withdrawn during the reverse motion of the

sleeve, when spring 239 restores the sleeve to normal position with its lifting arm

removed from the lateh.

‘As it is sometimes necessary or desirable to disconnect the pump, independently of

the levers 170, 171,the tripping arm, instead of being secured to shaft 232, as it

might otherwise be, is permitted longitudinal movement thereon against the tension

of spring 238, and a rod 240, extending through to the front of the machine and

ovided with a head or lateral extension 241 in rear of a wing or shoulder 242 on

sleeve 231, furnishes a medium whereby said sleeve 231 can ke moved, against the

10 tension of spring 238, to bring its tripping arm 280 in position to engage latch 226.

To avoid accidents and permit rod 240 to be pulled out at any time, the lifting

pin 237 instead of being rigid with latch 226 is movable longitudinally and held

projected by a spring, so that if sleeve 231 is drawn out when its tripping arm is in

line with the pin, the latter will be retracted until the tripping arm is earried below

16 it, when it will again be projected above the tripping arm in position to be elevated

by the latter.

Ii is, of course, understood that the pump operating devices are brought into

action to project a stream of molten metal into the mold only after the latter

has been completed by the adjustment of the mold-blade and the seating of a

20 selected matrix, and, further, that the action is a very rapid and powerful one,

in order to fill the mold and produce good type, both as tv bodies and heads or

faces, hence the necessity for throwing the pump out of action when no casts

are to be made, as when setting the justifying-wedges. his suspension of the

pump action is insured by placing the actuating devices uuder the direct control

5 of the mechanism through whose movements the adjustment of the justifying
devices are effected.

ox

wa

THE GaLLEY MECHANISM.

“The office of this mechanism is to take the individual type, as they are delivered

complete from the mold, assemble them in line, in the order of production, and

30 transfer the justified lines of type to the galley.
e

‘The mechanism for effecting these operations (best seen in Figures 56, 57 and 66

to 91 inclusive) may, for convenience of description, be divided, according to the

order in which they operate upon the type, into five groups as follows: The type-
carrier; the line assembling devices ; the line carrying devices; the line transferring

35 devices ; and the trip mechanism for stopping the machine in the event an unjustified
line should be presented to the galley.

The type carrier. It will be remembered that after the cast is made cross-blade 3

is moved to uncover the side of the mold and cut off the jet, after which the mold-

blade 4 is advanced slightly to drive the type out of the mold. The type so ejected
40 is delivered to the type-carrier 245 and by it transferred into position to enter the

line-channel.
This type-carrier (shown detached in Fignres 66 and 67) is arranged in the line of

communication between the cross-blade and its actuating lever 246, the latter being
connected through link 247 to one end of type-carrier. The opposite end of the

45 type-carrier is provided with a vertical hooked portion 248, engaging a corresponding
but reversed hook on the cross-blade (see Figures 21, 56 aud 67), a form of connection

which permits the ready removal of the eross-blade, and, at the same time, insures

the desired correspondence in movement between the cross-blade and type-carrier.
It is desirable, in order to shorten the strike of the type-carrier and prevent

50 interference between it and the die-case centering mechanism that the type-carrier
should be given a limited degree of vertical motion, so that its type-receiving and

holding devices may be brought up opposite the mold, and, after receiving the type,
be carried downwards again out of the way of the die-centering mechanism and into

the plane of the type-channel. To effect this the type-carrier is provided with a

55 diagonal rib or projection 249 (Fig. 66) which rides in an inclined groove or way
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formed in the front vertical wall of the recess in the frame for the reception of said

carrier, as indicated in Figure 3.

In the end of the type-carrier nearest the cross-blade is located the type-holder,
which latter includes the slotted head 250, provided with a type opening or channel

extending transversely through the end of said carrier, and a clamping member 251

(Higure 69) movable across the channel in head 250 and co-operating with one wall
thereof in meceani Dg:and clainping the type as it is ejected from the mold. The

clamping member 261 is supported in guideswithin the Lype- earrier, and is held

normally forward ortoward the opposing clamping surface hy a spring 252. A Ing
or projection263 on the clamping member 251 rides in an inclined groove 254 in the
frame, the angle of inclination corresponding with that of rib 249 on the type-
carrier, Said groove 254 terminates al such point in the movement of the

type-cartier towards the mold that it will, by its engagement with lug 253 arrest

the wovement of clamping member 254 j before the channel in head 280s

brought opposite the mold-cavily, thereby opening the passage for the admission of

the type.
Upon the return motion of the type-carrier, after the type has been inserted

between the clamping member 251 and the opposite face of Lue opening or channel

in the carrier, the clamp 251 will remain stationary mntil engaged by the type, when

it too will be moved, thereby clampingand holding the type securely in position 21

while being transportedfrom the mold to the type-channel.
As this actiou would leave the type unsupported at. the time of its deliveryby the

mold-blade, the carrier is furnished wita a type support 255. This consists of a

spring tongue whose outer or free end rests and is guided in the clamping member 251,
while the opposite or rear end is secured to a slide 251* supported in ways and

movable longitudinally of the carrier. Slide 251* furnished with two shoulders
between which is received a block 256 carrying a headed pin, the latter extending
through the shoulder on slide 251* and provided with a spring 257 interposed
between the head of the pin aud Lhe slide. ‘This spring tends at all times to hold

block 256 against the shoulder on slide 251* through which the pin passes, A

lever 268 (I'igures 57 avd 67) mounted on the type-earrier and provided with a roller
on its outer eud, has ils inner end in engagement with block 256.

‘Fhe outer end of lever 258 extends between two fixed abutments on the frame

(Figure 56) so located and arranged that as the type-carrier approaches the mold the

lever will engage one of said abutments and be turned in a direction to advance 35

the type support 255 so that its end will be projected across the channel in the type-
carrier. While it oceupies this position the type is delivered to the type-carrier, the
mold-blade foreing the flexible type-supporting blade 265 back unlil the type is

fully entered between the clamping surfaces.

While the type is thns held between support 255 and the mold-blade, the type
carrier is retracted or moved towards the line-channel, and as the type passes beyond
the mold-blade it is firmly grasped and held byclampingmember 251, the movement

of the type-carrier withdrawing the lug 253 from its engagement with the end wall

of the slot and permitting spring 252 to advance clamping member 251 towards the

opposite clampingsurface and thus grip the type lying between. As (he type-carrier
nears the end of its movements towards the line-chaznel,lever 258 contacts with the

opposite abutment and is turned in a direction to withdrawthe type-support255ont

of the way so that the type may be pushed out of the type-carrier into the line-

channel.
The line assembling mechanism. This includes the devices for removing the

4

type from the type-carrier and holding them in position until all the types which
are to compose a line have been assembled.

When at the outer extreme of its movement, that farthest from the mold, the

type-carrier stands with its slot or channel opposite the entrance to the line-

chaunel and in line with the ejector blade 259 (shown detached in Figure 65),
which latter reciprocates through the Lype-carrier and delivers the type held therein

to the line-channel. The rear end of this blade is attached to one arm of a

5
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bell-crank lever 331 (Figure 22) the other arm beiag connected through a com-

pression link 832 with the actuating lever 333.

Bevel shoulders on ejecior engage bevels on type-carrier to insure entrance”
without requiring exact register to meet line channel.

The present machine being designed to deal with different sizes of type, the
delivery of the type from the type-carrier to the line-chaunel hy means of an ejector-
blade working through the type-carrier is a matter of some difficulty, owing lo the
fact that provision must be made for supporting the type at all times, aud for dealing
with small as well as large type bodies.

The support for the type is furnished by the spring actuated clamp of the type-
carrier, which is competent. to deal with all sizes of type. But the ejector-blade 259
whose end is req between the clamping surfaces must be us narrow as the

narrowest kind of ty
h it has to deal, heuce it becomes necessary to make

special provision for ensuring its proper entrance between the clamping surfaces, and

15 this, too, without requiring exact register hetween the channel in the type-carrier and
the line-channel. ‘'o this end a spring pressed guide 260 (Fi 7 and 70) is

arrariged Lo press aud hold the eject
i

ntact with the face of its guiding
way nearest the mod, so that it enter on the side of the type-channel
formed by the movable clamping jaw or member 251.

20 The ejeclor-blade is flanged along ils upper aud lower edges, said flanged portions
riding in grooves farmed in opposite walls of the type-channel, extending beyond the

engaging face or end of the blade, where they are notched to admit the iypa and are

beveled on their outer suriaces so that by their engagement wilh bevels on the type-
carrier they will ach as guides for directing the ejector-blade into the type chaunel

25 formed between the ciamping surfaces. If no type is contained in the type-carrier,
these bevels will serve to. open the type channel by forcing back the movable

clamping surface 261, so Uhat the blade cau puss it.

What is herein designated as the line-channel comprises a horizontal table or

supportingplate 261,and two verticalsustainingwalls such as are formed iu part by
$0 blocks 262 and 26: The block 262 (lig. 82) forming part of the wall nearest the

mold is preferabl, ough not necessarily provided with a spring 264 extending
longitudinally of said block and having ‘its outer end curved backwardly aud over-

lupping the beveled end of said block (see Wigs. 76, 77, 82 and $3). Tne opposite
wall or block 263 (Figs. 75 aud 83) is peovided with two yighiing surfaces, the one

formed by a spring 265 snstained in position hy a plate 266, and having its ouler or

free end bent around said plate and terminating within the line-channel, while the

other one 267, is bifureated at onc end and extends on opposite sides of spring 265

lengthwise of Lhe line-chaunel, the iuuer eud being guided by « pin 268 playing in a

slot formed in the tail of sprng 265, as clearly seen in Figures 75, 76 and 77. Upon

40 reference to Figure 66 it will be seen that the walls of the slot or passage in the type-
carrier are cut away horizontally aud that Lhe face or cagaging end of the clamping
member 241 is likewise slotted. This is done to permit the onter. ends or faces of

springs 264, 264, to enter within the type passage in the type-carricr, as the latter is

retracted to deliver the type therein. Springs 264 and 265 at tue entrance to the

45 line channel constitute flexible jaws between which the type are delivered,saidjaws
opening or yielding readily to the entrance of the typs between them, but offering
resistance to their withdrawal, thereby insuring the retention of the type when

advanced hy the ejeclor blade 259.

‘As type accummlate in the line-channel they are forced hack and sustained by the
the forward enc of the latter overlapping spring 265 so that

yy) aincd in proper position, for as the line is pushed towards

and beyond the rear end of ¢ is engaged hy the line snpporting-blade 269

(Fig. 88) which latter, as it forms a connecting link between the lime-assemblingand

line-carrying devices, will be explained in connection with the iatter,

55 immediately in rear of the block 262 is arranged the galley 270, the entrance to

which is closed by a verticallymovable blade 271, whose onter surface is in line with

and forms a continuation of that wall of the line-channel of which block 262 formes a
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portion, Pivoted in bearings on the frame (it may here be remarked that the galley
mechanism is mounted upon a frame detachably secured to the main frame), beneath

and parallel with blade 271, lever 272 (F g. 74) the upper portion of which is

providedwith*a groovedbar 273 lying oppositeand parallelwith blade 271. When

in normal position the face of this bar 973 is in line with the inner ends of spring 267,
so that it may be said that bar 273, and blade 271 constitute, in effect, parts of the

line-channel, the bottom of which is formed by a plate 261 extending horizontally
beneath both of these members, as indicated in Figure 86. The line-supporting
blade 269 is guided to reciprocateupon the face of bar ;

to which end it is

provided with a dovetail fitting the groove in said bar, and is furnished with one or

more springs 274, bearing against telaallec fate groove and serving to create

frictional resistance to the movementof the blade. Tie end of the line-:-supporting:
blade 269 nearest the type is notched, as shown, for a purpose to be explained. It

will suffice, for the present, to state that the line-supporting blade is engaged by the

type as they emerge from between spring 267 and the opposite wall, and is pushed
back as type accumulate and by the action of the line-carrier in shifting the line to a

position in front of the galley, which is the operation performed after all the type
composing a line have been delivered into the line-channel.

The line carrier. This includes, in addition to the line-channel and the line-

supporting blade, a pair of arms 275, (Fig. 81) provided at their outer ends with type
engaging shoulders or hooks, which latter are advanced beyond the last type of the

completed line, then drawn outward to bring the completed line opposite the entrance

to the galley, and, after the line has been transferred to the galley, the arms of the

line carrier are withdrawn from the line-channel in which the next line is being set

up, and carried to a position beyond that to which the type is advanced by the

ejector blade 259, preparatory to engaging the next line when completed.
The means for effecting these movements of the line-carrier or arms 275, and for

returning the line-supporting blade 269, after the transfer of the line to the galley,
will now be deseribed.

In the frame of the galley mechanism, beneath and parallel with bar 273, of

lever 272, are formed two parallel guides or ways 276 and 277 (Figs. 89,90). In the

lower of these two guides is mounted a slide 278 (Fig. 84) provided with a vertical

socket or bearing 279 into which is fastened the axis or fulerum-pin 280 of

head 281 carrying the line-carrier blades 2 This head is also provided with a

lateral projection or arm 282 extending between shoulders 285 and anaesits end

resting in a seat formed in a slide 283, the latter riding in the ‘upper guide 277. A

frictionspring 284 (shown in dotted linesFig. 83) operates to retard the movements

of slide 278, so that when slide 283 is moved in either direction, it will first act on

arm 282 aud move the latter into engagement with one of the shoulders 285, thus

oscillating head 281 to bring arms 27 of the line-carrier into or out of the plane of

the line-channel, and then, by the continuation of the movement of said

slide 283, motion will be communicated to slide 278, the arms of the line-carrier

remaining in the position to which they were brought by the initial movement of

arm 282. Thus, daring the outward stroke of slide 283, the hooked ends of

arms 275 will be advanced across the line-channel so as to engage the last type of the

completed line, and the line will be drawn forward to a position in front of the galley,
when, by a reversal of the direction of its movement, slide 283 will cause the with-

drawal of arms 275, and the return of said arms, together with their supporting-slide 278,
to first position. ready to engage the next succeeding line when completed. These

motions of slide 283 are transmitted from the actuating lever 286 (Figs. 72

and 73) through aslide 287 riding in guides or ways 276 and provided with a pin 288, the

latter working in a slot in slide 283 (Figs. 85, 89 and 90) so as to alternately engage

opposite ends thereof, when at the extremes of the movements ofslide287. A screw 289

or equivalent adjustabledevice operates to engage slide 283, at the limit of its

outward movement, and thus ensure the arrest of the line-carrierwith the inner faces
of its hooks in line with the wall of the galley, in order that the end of the linc shall

be accurately adjusted to position. Slide 287 is connected to its actuating
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- lever 286 through a double acting compression link 290, the latter including, in the
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present instance, a rod 291 pivotally atiached to the outer end of the lever and

extending through a sleeve 292 pivotally attached to slide 287.

Rod 291 is shouldered and between said shoulder and a sleave on the end of the rod

are arranged two loose collars with an interposed spring 293. The collars engage

opposite ends of the sleeve 292 so that the spring is rendered active when the rod is

reciprocated in either direction.

The outward and inward motions of lever 286 are slightly in excess of the

permissible movement of slide 283, so thal the latter will be held firmly in_ position
against a fixed abutment at each extreme ofits movement. This slide 287 is also

furnished with a post or vertical projection 294 (Fig. 91) carrying a pivoted
latch 295, whose inner or. free end, held down by the spring 296, rests between

shoulders ona slide 297 (Figs. 87 and 89) the latter riding in the groove or way
formed in the face of bar 273 in line with line-supporting blade 269. Slide 297 en-

5

gaging line supporting blade 269, as the line-carrier moves inward, serves to retract

said live-supporting blade after the completed line has been delivered to the gall
‘The line transferring devices—Thecolumn forming mechauisin includes Une devices

by which successive lines of type brought forward by the line-carrier are transferred

or delivered from the line-channel into the galley.
As hereinbefore explained the entrance to the galley is closed by blade 271. This

blade, which forms a portion of the right or front wall of the live-channel, fits loosely
the shouldered upper end of a rod 298 yassing vertically through a bearing in the

galley frame and supported upon its actuating lever 299. The blade is held fr

horizontal movement by a steady pin . and is elevated, to admit the line of
ty

to the galley, after which it descends behind the line and sustains the latter until the
next succeeding line is brought forward.

The completed line is pushed or advanced into the galley by the movement of the

transfer bar 237. It will be remembered that this bar is carried by a lever 272

and forms a portion of the left-hand or onter wall of the line-chanuel. Said lever

is held normally retracted by a spring 3801 (Fig. 86) and is advanced toward the

galley by pressure transmitted from its actuating lever 302 through a compression
link 303. Lever 302 engages an adjustable abutmeut 304 for positioning
bar 273, and the spring in compression link 303 is brought into action during
the forward movement of lever 302, said spring yielding if the forward motion

of lever 272, when operated to deliver the line to the galléy,-is arrested.

The trip mechanism.—The last of the elemental parts of the galley mechanism is

the tripping device, Its primary function is that of stopping the machine should

an unjustified line be presented to the galley.
Mounted in guides on the galley frame is an adjustable block 305 carrying an

arm 306 overlying plate 261, and forming the front wall of the galley entrance,

The adjustment referred to isone by which the width of the galley entranee. is

varied to correspond with the length of the linescast, whatever thismay be. Arm 306

is provided with guides for the reception of a tripping block 307, the latter having
its surface flush with the wall of the galley entrance, and its end nearest the line-

ting heyond arm 306 and of proper sbape and dimensions to fit within

the notch formed in the end of line-supporting blade 269. If the line delivered by
the line-carrier and advanced by the line-transferrer, is of standard length, it will just

pass between tripping-block 367 and the opposite wall of the galley entrance; but.

if the line is either too longor too shorl, tripping-block 307 will be engaged, either

hy the type, if the line is too long, or by the line-snpporting blade 209,if the liue is

too short, and will be forced back by the bar 273 when the latter is advanced te push
the line into the galley.

A lever 308, pivoted upon block 305, is connected at ove end to this tripping-
block 307 and its opposite end rests in contact with a wide vertical lever 309,
mounted in hearings on the frame, and provided with a retracting spring 310 (see

Fig. The other arm of lever 309 co-operales with the shouldered arm 312
:

x
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of the belt-shiftiug lever $13 (Fig. 85) and operates, when in engagement we said

shoulder, to hold the helt- shifting lever in operating position, that is with the belt on

the fast pulley. When, however, tripping block 307 is foreed back it will operate
through lever 308 {o disengage lever 309 from the shoulder ou arm 312, thus per-

mitting the belt shifting lever to be thrown so as to shift the belt onto the loose pulley
and stop the machine.

The conuectious belween the belt-shifling ee
313 and the helt shifter 314,

can best be seen in Figures 2, 6, 72 and7 One arm of said lever engages a

rod whose opposite end is in contact ihe an arm on rod 315 extending from
front. to rear of the machine, said rod 3145 being provided with a spring 316, the

latter operating in a direction to throw the belt from the fast to the loose pulley except
when restrained by the engagement of lever 309 with the belt-shifting lever 312.

Galley driving mechanism.—The motions of the gulley mechanism, stonesderived primarily,from the main driving shaft, are communicated through a supple-
mental shaft 317 mounted in bearings on the galley frame and rotated through the

medium of a worm wheel 318. This shaft carries a cam wheel 319 provided with three

operating surfaces or cams, one, a peripheral cam 320, for engaging actuating
1 302 of the line transferrer or pusher; a second, face cam 321, engaging

322,actuating lever 299 for blade 271; anda third, a grooved or face cani

engaging actuating lever 286 of the linc-carrier, The cam wheel 319 is lonse on 2

ils shaft and is connected therewith, for operation, by means of a ratchet wheel 323

keyed to the shaft, and a spring actuated pawl 324, carried by cam wheel 319,
thus forming a clutch or detachable connection between the shaft and cam wheel.

The pawl 324 is provided with an angular shoulder or arm 325 and a beveled

pin 326,andis held, normally, from engagement with ratchet wheel 323 by an inter-

cepting and arresting lever 327,the latter pivotally supported on a vertiéal post on the

galley frame and having its opposite end standing in line with shaft 232-of the pump
actuating mechanism, so that when said shaft 233 is maved longitudinally by shifting
levers 170, 171, to throw the pump out of action, the same movement will throw
lever 327 outof engagement. with pawl 524 and thus start the galley mechanism in

motion. ‘he angular shoulder 325 of pawl 324 is received and held hetween a fixed
shoulder 328 on lever 327 and a vertically movable shoulder formed by a latch 329

pivotally connected to said lever 327. The instant pawl 324 is released, by the with-
drawal of lever 327, it flies into engagement with its ratchet wheel aud, in so doing,
its angular shoulder 325 passes beyond the eugagingface of fixed shoulder 328 on

lever 329, so that it cannot ba re-engaged thereby should lever 327 be released before
the pawl is carried beyond its path. ‘Phe withdrawal of lever 327 is followed by its

return to normal position, under the action of spring 330, which position is one lying
in the path of movement of the angular shoulder 325, so that when the cam 319

carrying said pawl shall have made a complete revolation»the pawl will be engaged by
the fixed shoulder 328 on lever 327, thereby withdrawingthe pawl from its ratehet
wheel and arresting the motion of cam wheel 319. In doing this the beveled

pin 326 on pawl 324 by its engagement, with latch 329 will lift the latter and p:

beyond it, whereupon said latch will resume its position behind shoulder 325 and
retain the latter in position.

It may here be mentioned that the

eulerackuating devices are protected byadetachable cover plate 311 seen only in Fig. 1, itbeing
«

omitted in the other views in
order to disclose the mechanism. beneat!From the foregoing description it will appear that the controllable members of the

galley mechanisin,or those through which its movements are inaugurated, are

ear en to set the mechanism in motion,by the same devices that are employed for

settingthejustifying mechanism for the next succeeding line, thus dispensing with
one useless rotation of the driving shaft, and obviating ‘the neces ity for a separate
galley perforation in the record strip.

Yue Pargr Feep.

The office of the paper feeding mechanism is to advance the record strip, inter-
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mittingly, at regular iutervals, so as to bring the perforations opposite the porks
of the pneuinalic system for controlling the various operations of the machine. Tn
its general features it resembles thal heretofore employed for tha sane pnrpose and
differs therefrom mainly wilh respect to the actuating devices. The details of this
mechanism are besl seen in Figures 105 to 110 inclusive.

The devices comprising this part of tho machine are mounted upon a frame,
separable from, but secured to, tue urtin frame, and inelnde snpports for the winding
and supply spools 335, 384; a rounded or semi-vylindrical ero:

wheels 338, oue at each end of the evoss-bar; a shalt 339 «

a pulley 340 on shaft 839; a pulley ou the winding spool; stic belt 341

through which motiou is transmitted from pulley 340 to the winding spool,
The cross-bar 827 is provided with a longitudinal series of po aud above the

latter operates the air-bar 342 containing an ait-chacuber, said air-lar being supported
upon arms 343 pivoted loosely ou shaft 344. This shaft is furnished with two arms 346,
each of which is connected to one end of the air-bar by a rod 350, pivoted upon
the air-bar and passing through a lag on arm 346. A nut or shouldar on the rod
above the lag formsa posifive connection for raisingthe air-bir, while a spring 351
interposed between said Ing and the air-bar furnishes a yielding eonnection for

depressia‘tand seating the latter, ‘Tbe air-bar is normally upheld og elevated by a

spring 345 engaging one of the arms 846, while the other arm carries an adjustable
contact for engaging the inlet valve 347,to open the latter when the air-bar is

depressed and seated upon the record-strip.
The operation of these parts, briefly stated, is as follows: The air bar being elevated

aud inlet valve closed, shaft 389 is tured snfficiently to advance the record strip
from one line of perforations to the next, im doing which the pin wheels

cngage perforations in opposite edges of the record sirip, aud, ab the same time,
turn} the winding spool by means of the belt and pulleys, thus drawing the record

strip from tue supply spool and winding it up on the winding spool. When a feed
motion has been thus produced the air-bar is

brought dewn into close coutact with
the surface of the record strip, aud at the same time, or immediately thereafter, the
inlet valve is opened and air, under pressure, admitted within the air-bar, from
whence il ¢ s through such of the ports in the eross-bar as are uncovered by
perforations in the reeord strip, aud passes tv the various actuating or controllable
members of the machine.

j

‘The movements of the paper-feed and air-hiy, are derived from the main actuating
lever $49, and are transmitted through couneeting rod 352 to lever 853 pivoted on the
side of the paper feed frame aud providedwith two connections, the one extending to

the air-bar ueluating devices and the otherto the paper-feed actuating devices

connection hetwaen lever and the air-par actuating devices is through a link 354

provided with a slotted head open on one side, for the entrance and engagement. of

pin 848 on arm 346, 2 spring 355 serving to hold the link in engaging position, ab
the sume time permitting it to be withdrawn when desired.

Upon one end of shaft 339 is secured a ratchet wheel 356, aud surrounding the
latter and concentric therewith is nulus $57 provided with a Ing 358 located

3

between adjustable limitingstor . This annulus is permitted a limited move-

ment around the ratchet wheel 356 (the extent of such movement being governed by
the position of the stops 359) and upon it is pivoted a (hree-armed puwl 360, one

branch being furuished with an angular engaging portion adapted to enter between
the teeth of the ratchet wheel, the second branch, on the opposite side of the pivol,
riding in a curved recessor slot ia the outer ond of a locking pawl 861, Luelatter

pivotally supported on the frame, while the third or intermediate branch is connected
to lever 853 through a compression link 362, the latter yieldiug on the downward
stroke of lever When the load end of lever 353 is elevated it will operate first.

npon pawl 340, tilting the latter in a directioa lo withdraw its engagiug point from
the ratchet wheel, al Ue same time throwing the locking pawl 461 into engagement
therewith through the medium of the arm riding in the slot in said locking-pawl,
thus locking shaft 339 against rotation, aiter waich the motion is transmitted to the
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annulus or support 357, and the pawl is retracted until arrested by the engagement
of lug 358 with stop 359. Upon the reversul of the movement of lever 353 locking
pawl 361 will be withdrawn from the ratchet wheel, and simultaneously therewith the

engaging end-of pawl 360, will be brought into engagement with said wheel 356,
after which the motion will be communicated to the supporting annulus, and shaft 339 5

will be turned until the movement is arrested by the contact of lng 358 with

the opposite stop 359. A reversal of the movements will cause the re-engagement
of locking pawl 361 and the disengagement of pawl 360, as before explained.

A cam lever 363 pivoted upon the frame above locking pawl 361, in position to

engage the latter, may, when desired, be employed to hold the locking pawl in

engagement with the ratchet wheel 356 and thus prevent the movement of the pin
wheel shaft 339, connection 362 yielding in such case during the throw of lever 353.

As it is sometimes desirable to start up the machine with the paper-feed-
mechanism inactive, or to arrest the action of the latter while the machine is in

Motion, an uncoupling device has been interposed between actuating-lever 349 15

and lever 353, as indicated in Figure 106. The lower end of connecting rod 352

is provided with a bifurcated head 364, the arms of which are slotted for the

reception of pin 365 carried by actnating lever 349. Pivoted upon this pin 363,
between the arms of head 364, is a block 366 adapted, when swung into position,
to oceupy the space between pin 365 and head 364, so that said head and its 20

connecting rod will move in unison with actuating lever 349. A spring actuated

latch 867 serves to hold block 366 in position. To ngage actuating lever 349

from connecting rod 352 it is only necessary to press block 366 down or swing
it out from between the arms of head 364, as indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 106,
thus permitting pin 365 to ride freely in the slots formed in the arms of head 364. 25

Each spool is mounted upon a removable pin supported in bearings in the frame,
so that it ean be withdrawn for the removal and insertion of the spools, the pin for

the winding spool passing through the pulley and carrying a feather or equivalent
device for locking the pulley and spool so that they will be rotated together.

The supply spool is usually furnished with permanent flanges or heads, but the 30

winding spool is provided with one head only (in order that the strip, after use, may
be readily slipped off without unwinding it), the other head being mounted in

bearings in the frame as shown in Fig. 110.

0

Tue Driving MECHANISM.

Thus far in describing the various mechanisms the several movable parts have 35

been, in most instances, traced back only to their actuating levers, it being presumed
that suitable and properly timed and connected driving mechanism for giving to the

several actuating levers their proper motions, was supplied. The special and

preferred arrangement, and the approximate forms of the cams are illustrated in

Figures 32, and 113 to 122 inclusive. 40

Although grooved or other known forms of cams migkt be employed for giving
motion to the several actuating levers the preferred arrangement is one in which a

pair of cams acting in opposition are employed for each actuating lever, one of said

cams effecting the motions in one direction, and the other in the opposite direction,
and both acting upon aroller carried by the lever between the opposing surfaces of 45

the cams. By this means the wearing surfaces are preserved, as the motion of the

roller, instead of being alternately in opposite directions, is continuously in the same

direction, although varying in speed. The two sets of cams are mounted upon

parallel shafts 870, 371, supported in bearings on the side of the main frame and

connected through a train of gears 372, to operate in the same direction and at 59

the same rate of speed (Figs. 1 to 6 inclusive). The fast and loose pulleys 373

are mounted upon one of these shafts 370 and the intermediate gear in the train

of gears 372 carrics a worm 374 (Fig. 6) in engagement with worm wheel 318

of the galley driving mechanism. As matter of convenience and adaptation the

several actuating levers are arranged in two series each provided with its own shaft 55
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or fulerum (Fig. 6). By

reference lo Figures ] and 113 it will be seen that

the lower om power end of the actuating levers extend down between driving
shafts 370, 371, in line with their respective pairs of cams, ani beginning ab the

left, these are the pair of cams 377 (Fig. 11) operating upon the acinating
5 lever 338 for ejector blade 259; cams 378 (Fig, 2) and actuating lever 178 for

advancing and retracting the mold-blade 4; cams 379 (Fig. 122) aud actuating
lever 349 of the paper feed; cams 380 (Fig. 121) for actuating lever 78 of die-

centering mechanism, connected (rough main actuating lever 390 and compression
link 391 (Figs. 2, 6 and 22); cams 381 (Fig. 120) and actuating lever 68 for

10 die-centering plunger; cams 382 (Mig. 119) and actuating lever 168 for transfer

wedges; cams 388 (Fig. 118) and actuating lever 221 for pump mechanism ;
and cams 384 (Fig. 117) and actuating lever 246 for type carricr. The relative

positions of adjustment of these several cams upon the two driving shafts are

indicated by the grooves for receiving the keys.
15 The bell-crank 88 (Fig. 38) operating the locking bolls 86 of the secondary

controller for the die-case centering mechanism, is caused to operate in unison with

the acluating lever 58 of the centering pluuger, to unlock ‘said controllers as the

centering plunger enters its seat in the matrix block, by having the power arm of its

actuating lever 392 connected to the power arm of lever 58, the load end of said

20 lever being connected to bell-crank 88 through rod 393.

Tue Preumattc System.

From the foregoing description of the several mechanisms, separately considered,
it must be plain that all that is required to complete the machine and render its

several parls co-operative and responsive to the will of the operative who prepares the

record strip, isa compeleut system of communication hetween the perforated record-

strip and the geveral controllable members of the die-case centering mechanism,
the juslifying-wedges and the transfer-blocks,

This function is performed by what is herein termed Lhe pueumatic system or

series of air-tubes or passages 385 through which communication is established

30 belween the parts in the cross-bar and the pistons 66 of the primary controllers 63

and those of plungers 164 operating upon the trip levers of the justifying-wedges
and the locking rod for the Urausfer-blocks.

By reference to the diagram (Fig. 112) it will be scen that each port in the cross-

har 337 isin open communication with one of the several cylinders referred to, so

that any one or more of Lhe pistons can be operated hy forming a perforation in the

record-strip in line with the desired pin or plunger. re being bul 14 movable

stop pink in each series of primary controllers {he omission of a perforation in the

record-strip corresponding to one of them effects the interposilion of the fifteenta

stop or fixed pin 65", whieh is the eqnivaleut of a movable pin directly controlled
40 by a perforation in the record-strip, so that it may rightly be said that the record-

strip directly controls the die-case centering mechanism as to each of its series

of adjustments in traneverse planes—lines and columns—through the pneumatic
system.

nsSe

oooe

SUMMARY oF OPRRATION.

45  aving described in detail the several constituent elemenis of the organized
machine, a brief summary of its operation will suffi

‘At the commencement of each line the justifying-wedges arc’to be eet to produce

space type that willjustify or fill oul the line, assuming the ¢ acter type are of

normal dimensions according to the partienlar syslem of measurement adopted. It

50 is the office of the operative who prepares the record-suip to determine nol only
what characters and spaces shall be produccd and their order, but also to ascertain

and impress the ratio of increase to be given each normal space type, in the
performance of which he is aided by a special machine, adapted to form the required

type-perlorutions in the record strip and indicate the justificalion ratio for the sp
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Eachjustifying-wedge represents fifteen degrees of adjustment ou a regular scale

whose increments ate uniform and proportional to the taper of the wedge, heuce to

produce a mold-cavity of the desired width for the space type, it is only necessary
that the justifying-wedgeshould be set at that one of its positions of adjustment
whose value, plus that of the normal wedge, represents the required position of the

mold-blade.
The settiag of each justifying-wedge involves two operations, first, for position,

and, second, for connection with the posilioning mechanism. Position is determined

through the medium of the primary controllers or stop-pins 65 of the die-case carrier

system, consequently a perforation is made in the record-strip to designate which of

the fourteen positions of adjustment represented by the movable stop-pins 65, the

wedge is to occupy; or the perforation for position is omitted, in which case the

maximum adjustment, produced by fixed stop-pin 65* will be attained.

Another perforation is required to designate the particular wedge and to place it in

connection with the actuating devices for adjustment, and this is done by forming a

perforation in line with the port leading to one or the other of the pistons controlling
the justifying-wedge trip-lever. Thus either or both justifying-wedges are sel to

position and locked, and, incidentally, the galley mechanism is started in action to

take care of the preceding line.
:

But, although adjusted for the line, the justifying wedges are imoperative to affect

the position of the mold-blade and the size of the type, until through the action of the

trausfer-blocks, the control of the mold-blade is shifted from the normal-wedge alone,
to the normal plus the justifying wedges.

‘Vo effect this two things are required, first, thal the normal-wedge should be

properly adjusted to harmonize with the justifying-wedge or wedges in delermining 2.

the position of adjustment of the mold-blade; and, second, that the normal-wedge
transfer-block should be thrown out of action and the justifying-wedge transfer-block

thrown into action,
‘Two or at the most three perforations in the record-strip are sufficient to accomplish

these results. If, as is preferred, the space matrix-blocks, are located in the last line

in the die-case, the adjustment, of the normal-wedge will be produced by a perforation
couumunicating with the port leading to the primary controller or stop-pin representing

he columu whose width-value corresponds with the desired position of adjustment of

rmal-wedge. Should the space matrix blocks be located in any other than the

last line, another perforation corresponding to line adjustment would be required.
Having thus provided for setting the normal-wedge, another perforation serves to

bring the justifying-wedges into action, and that is one opposite the port leading to

the trip-lever which controls the locking-bolt of the transfer-blocks, whereby the

normal-wedge transfer-block is locked out of action, and thejustifying-wedge transfer-

block brought into operation so as to act in conjunction with the normal and

justifying-wedges in setting the mold-blade for a space type.
One or two perforations, according to the position of the matrix in the die-case,

suflice for locating each character-matrix, and adjusting the normal-wedge to correspond
therewith, through the medium of the twe series of primary controllers pertaining to

the line and column movements of the die-case.
The readjustment of the die-case, the normal and justifyingwedgesand the mold-

blade are eachaffected by a movement direct from the position of prior adjustment
to the position of next subsequent adjustment, thus the normal or zero position is

climinated and the motions incident to the retura to a zero point before advancing to

the next succeeding position are entirely avoided.

The adjustments effected by the normal and justifying wedges while accurate,
dclicate and positive, are not dependent upon rigid or inflexible connections, the wedges,

15

80

40

50

themselves being loosely and flexibly connected to their positioning devices so as to
©

avoid binding and distortion, aud the interference due to variations in temperature.
So, too, the connection between the mold-blade and its actuating and adjusting

devices, is of a character well adapted to prevent interference by variations in

temperature,
:

on
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The satting of the justifying-wedges for the linc laking place as it does after one

line is completed, and before another is begun, affords an opportunity for the starting
of the galley mechanism to take care of the completed line, and by utilizing the
devices which bring the justifying-wedges into position for readjustment, to

5 automatically start the galley mechanism, nob only ix there a saving of time effected,

“I“¥

but the necessity of a special galley perforation is avoided.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said inven-

tion, as communicated to me by my forcign correspondents, and in what manner

the same is to be performed, I declare that what T claim is :—

10-1. In an organized typ2-casting machine such as described, the combination with
an adjustable mold, and a movable secies of dies or matrices, of a controllable

centering mechanism operating upon the dies or matrices to carry them

directly feom one position of adjustment to another without returning lo a zero

or normal print of depwtuce ; sabstantially as described.

15 2. In an organized type-castiug machine such as described, the combination with

an adjustable mold, a movable series of dies or matrices,and mold-adjusting devices,
ofa controllable centering mechanism engaging the scrics of dies or matrices aud

the mold-adjusting devices to transport buem from one position of adjustment to

another directly without reburning to a normal or zero point of departure; subd-

stantially as described.
3. In a die or matrix centering mechanism the combination wilh a movable series

of dies or matrices, of a posilioning or adjusting mechanism for shifting the

series of dies or matrices from any one position of adjustment to another directly
without returning to 9 normal or initial point of departure; substantially as

described.

4, In a type-casting machine such as described employing an adjustahle mold

and a series of dies or matrices adjustable with respect thereto to form different

type, the combination with the mold-blade of an adjusting mechanism containing a

variable faclor, such as Lue normal-wedge, auLouatically shifled from oue position of

30 adjustment to any other withont returning to a normal or zero position; substantially
as described.

5. In a type-casting machine such as des

elements, to wit; a die or matrix a:

blade

was

wwot

ibed, the combination of the following
; a mold provided with a mo

a normal-wedge for positioning the mold-blade; and an a

85 centering mechanism for shifting the die-case and the normal-wedge directly from

one position of adjustment io another without first returning to a zero or normal

starting point; substantially as deseribed.

6. In atype-casting machine provided with an automatically adjustable mold the

combination wity Lue adjustable member or mold-blade, of abnormal adjusting devices

4 containing a variable factor—such as the justifying-wedge—and controllable

adjusting devices shifting said variable factor diractly from one position of adjns
meult to another without returning to a normal or zero position: substantially
described.

7, In atype-casting machine the combination with the mold-blade through which

45 the size of the mold-cavity is varied, of a normal and an anormal adjusting
mechanism, operating sepacutely or together, and each containing a variable factor,

with controlling or adjusting devices for moving said variable factors direetly fromone
position of adjustment to another without returning to a normalor zero position ;
substantially as described.

:

508, Ina type-casting machine proviled wilh an automatically adjustable mold,
the combination with the adjustable member—such as the mold-blade—of an

abnormal adjusting oc justifying mechanism containing a plarality of variable

factors—snchthe justifying-wedgcs—-and coutrollahle adjnsting devices for

shifting or adjusting each of s variable factors; substantially as described.

55 9. Ina type-casting machine such as described, the combination with the movable

die-case, the mould provided with an adjustable section or moli-blade, the uormal-

L
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wedge for determining by its position of adjustment the size of the mold-cavity, and

the centering plunger, of the following elements, to wit ; an adjusting or centering
mechanism connected with the die-case to move the latter directly from one position
of adjustment. to another, said mechinism also operating upon the normal-wedge- to

shift it directly from one position of adjustment to another,and a lock for the normal-

wedge operated hy the actuating lever forthe centering plunger; substantially as

described.

10. In a type-casting machine the combination of the following elements, to wit ;

a movable die-case; a miold provided with an adjustable mold-blade ; a normal-wedge
for adjusting the positioton of the mold-bladé; and a die-case centering or adjusting
mechanism including a pair of oppositely movable jaws with intercepting devices
for arresting them in closed position at any point within the limits of their: motion
towards each other, saidjawsengaging both the normal-wedge andtranslating devices

connected to the die-case ; substantially as described. F

ll. In a type-casting machine provided with a movable die-case, a centering
plunger and an adjustable mold, the combination therewita of the following elements,
to. wit; a die-case centering mechanism whose positioning, devices are a pair of
oppositely movable jaws with a controllable gage determining the closed position of

said jaws; a normal-wedge normally controlled as to position by said jaws ; a lock for

said normal-wedge; a justifying-wedge normally disconnected from said jaws; a lock 2

or detent for holding the justifying}wedgein adjusted position ; controllable shifting
devices for temporarily connecting the justifying-wedge with the jaws of the

positioning mechanism ; and a mold-blade abutment controlled, as to position, by the

normal and juscifying-wedges; substantially as described.
:

12, In a type-casting machine provided with a movable die-case, a centering
plunger and an adjustable mold; the combination therewith of the following
elements, to wit ; a die-case centering mechanism whose positioning devices are a

pair of oppositely movable jaws with a controllable gage determining the closed

position of said jaws; a normal-wedge controlled as to position by said jaws; a lock
for said normal-wedge; a jnstifying-wedge normally disconnected from said jaws;
a lock or detent for holding the justifying-wedge in adjusted position; controllable

shifting devices for temporarily connecting tue justifyiug-wedge with the jaws of the

positioniug mechanism ; transfer-blocks; actualing devices for said transfer blocks;
controllable locking mechanism for suspending the action of either transfer block,
thereby selecting either the normal-wedge or the normal and justifying-wedges for

determining the size of the mold cavily; and a mold-blade abutment controlled, as

to position, by the normal and justifying wedges ; substantially as described.
13. In a type-casting machine provided with a movable dic-case, a centering

plunger, and an adjustable mold, the combination therewith of the following elements,
to wit; a die-case centering mechanism provided with a positioning mechanism con-

taining oppositely movable jaws and a controllable gage fur determining the closed

position of said jaws; a normal-wedge provided with a shoulder extending between
and in the path of movement of said jaws; a justifying-wedge normally disconnected
from the jaws of the positioning mechanism ; controllable devices, such as a shifting
lever, trip, trip-lever and actuating lever, for connecting and disconnecting the

justifying-wedge and the positioning mechanism; transfer-blocks; controllable
mechanism for locking either transfer-vlock out of action ; and a mold-blade abutment
whose position is determined by the normal or normal and justifying-wedges and a

transfer-block ; substantially as described.
14. In a type-casting machine such as described the combination with the abut-

ment slide for the mold-blade, of the following elements, to wit; a positioning
mechanism provided with oppositely movable jaws and a controllable gage for

determining their closed position at different points in the line of their motion when

approaching ; a uormal-wedge extending parallel with the direction of motion of said

Jaws and provided with a shoulder projecting between and in the path of the two

Jaws, a plurality of dissimilarly taperedjastifying-wedgesexteadiug parallel with the

uormal-wedge, eachprovidedwith a projection or shoulder adapted to ba engaged by

40
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the positioningjawsbut held normally outside of the paths of said ja controllable
devices for bringing the justifying-wedges successively and temporarily into the path
of the jaws and between the latter, to adjust said wedges longitudinally to any of the

series of positions indicated by the controllable gage; a pair of transfer-blocks or

wedges, extending longitudinally of the normal-wedge, the ore lying between the

normal-wedge and a tixed abutment, and the other between the normal and justifying-
wedges; acluating devices for reciprocating the transfer-blocks; and controllable

locking devices for arresting eilher Lransfer-block in inoperative position while the

other is moved to operative position ; substantially as described.

15. Ina type-casting machine such as ceseribed the combination with the mold

and the series of movable matrices or dies, of a mold adjusting mechanism including
a stepped or irregular wedge with controllable mechauisw for adjusting or positioning
said wedge; substantially as described.

:

16, Tra type-casting machine the combination of the following elements, to wit:

a movable die-case ; a mold provided with a movable wall or mold-blade; a die-case

centering mechanism provided with a controllable positioning mechanism; a stepped
or irregular uormal-wedge connected to said positioning mechanism for adjustment
through uniformly spaced intervals; and an abutment slide through which the

uormal-wedge is caused to ack upon Lhe mold-blade in positioning the latter;
substantially as described.

17. The combination in a type-casting machine such as described of the following
clements, to wit; a fixed mold provided with mold-blade and eross-blade; a die-case

iy for bringing different matrices or dies in aliguiment with the

ly. lo seat the centered matrix on the mold; and a type-carrier
the type from the mold

tially

movable horizont

mold, and verti

guided to rise and fall in an oblique direction, to rece

and carry it laterally and downwardly out of the path of the dic-ease; su

as described.

18. The combination iu a type-easting machine snch as described of the following
elements, to wit; a fixed mold provided with a type ejecting mold-blade and a

movable front wall or eross-blade ; a die-case movable in a plane transverse to the axis

ofthe mold, for centering the matrices or dies, and parallel with the axisof the mald,to
seat the ceniered die or matrix on the mold; and a type-carrier teeiprocating in

a plane inclined to the axis of the mold, whereby as it recedes from the latter i: will

be carried downward or away from the path of the die-case; subslantially as

deseribed.

19, Ina type-casting machine the combination of the following elements, to wit;
afixed mold with horizontally reciprocating cross blade and mo-d-blade ejector; a

horizonlally and vertically movable die-case ; and a (ype-carricr cunnected to the

crose-blade,bul guided to reciprocate jn a path inclined to that of the cross-blade,

whereby the type-carrier is alternately elevated and depressed as it travels towards

aud from the mold; substantially as deserihed.

20. Tn a type-custing machine the combination of the following elements, fo wit 5
a fixed mold with cros blade and ejecting mold-blade; a horizontally and vertically
movable die-case ; and a type-carrier monnted to reciprocate in a plane inclined to

the horizon, said type-carrier be. furnished with. a clampingmeraber and ayielding

gate or type supporting blade, snusluatially as deseribed. :

21, Inan organized Lype-casting and composing machine suchas deseribed the

combination of the following elements, to wit; a mold with movable mold-blade; a

dic-case with coutrollable centering mechanism therelore; a controllablenormal
adjusting mechanism for the mold-! ade5 a plerality of abnorrtial orjustification
adjusting deviecs for the mold-blade, with controllablemechanism for adjusting cach
ef suid dew a galley mechanism provided with a controllablestarting mechanism
couneeted with the cont ollable abnormal or justi jonadjustingiiechanism; a

coutrolling strip; and a Urunsmittin ystem governed by the controllingstrip and

operating npou the controllable memoers of the die-case centeringmechanism,the
normal mold adjusting mecaanism, aud cach of the abnormal mold-blade:adjusting
devices ; whereby the abnormal adjusting devices may be indepeudentily adjusted

ari
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predetermined positions, and the adjustment of either will operate to start the yalley
mechanism ; substantially as described.

22. Inan organized type-casting and composing machine such as described,the
combination-of the following elements, to wit; a mold with movable mold-blade; a

die-case with controllable centering mechanism; a controllable normal adjusting 5
mechanism for the mold-blade; a controllable abnormal or justification adjusting
mechanism for the mold-blade ; a galley mechanism provided with a controllable
starting and stopping mechanism connected with a controllable abnormal or justifica-
tion mechanism ; and a controlling system governed by a controller or record strip
and operating upon the controllable members of the die-case centering mechanism 10
and the normal and abnormal mold-blade adjusting mechanisms, to center the dies or

matrices and adjust the mold to correspond therewith, and to set the abnormal

adjusting mechanism and start the galley mechanism ; substantially as described.
23. The combination in a type-casting machine such as described, of the following

elements, to wit; a mold provided with an adjustable mold-blade ; a movable die- 15
case; a controllable centering mechanism for the die-case; a controllable normal

adjusting mechanism for the mold-blade ; a controllable abnormal mold-blade adjusc-
ing mechanism comprising a plurality of independent adjustable elements, such as

justifying-wedges ; a controlling member, such asa perforated strip; anda controlling
system, such as a pneumatic system, between said controlling member and the 26
controllable mechanisms mentioned, for governing the centering of the die-case, the

position of the normal adjusting mechanism, and the positions of each abnormal

adjusting mechanism ; substantially as described.
24. In a type-casting and composing machine such as described the combination

with the abnormal orjustifying mechanism for the mold, and the controllable devices 25
for setting or adjusting said mechanism, of a galley mechanism provided with a
controllable driving mechanism, aud connections between the abnormal or justifying
mechanism and the controllabie member of the galley driving mechanism forstartingthe latter when the abnormal or justifying mechanism is set or adjasted,substantially
as described.

25. In a type-easting machine such as described provided with a movable die-case
containing a plurality of dies or matrices ; a fixed mold with an adjustable member,
such as a mold-blade, for varying the dimensions of the mold-cavity; normal and
abnormal or justifying mold-adjusting mechanisms ; and a galley mechanism providedwith a controllable driving mechanism; the combination with the controllable 35
mechanism for setting the abnormal or justifying mold-adjusting members and the
controllable member of the galley driving mechanism, of connecting mechanism for

actuating the controllable member of the galley driving mechanism to set the latter
in motion when the adjustment of the abnormal or justifying mechanism is effected;
whereby the setting of the justifying mechanism for a line starts the galley 40
mechanism in action, to dispose of the previously completed line ; substantially as

described.
26. In a type-casting and composing machine such as described the combination

with the controllable member of the galley driving mechanism, of actuating devices

engaging said controllable member connected with and operated by the controllable 45
adjusting mechanism of the mold-justifying devices, substantially as described,
whereby the setting of the justifying mechanism connects the galley mechanism with
its driving mechanism.

27. In a type-casting and composing machine such as described, the combination
with the adjusting or setting mechanism of the abnormal or justifying devices, a 50
controllable pump actuating mechanism, and a controllable galley actuating
mechanism, of actuating devices controlled by the setting mechanism of. the
justifying devices and engaging the controllable members of the pump and galleyactuating mechanisms, whereby the setting of the justifying mechanism will effect

pcnepensionof the pump action and start the galley mechanism ; substantially as 55
leseribed.

28. In a type-casting and composing machine the combination with the starting

30
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lever of the galley mechanism and the shifting lever of the just g-wedge, of a

shaft interpesed between said shilting lever and starting lever fortransmittingmotion

from the former lo the latter ; enbstantiallyas described.

29. In a type-casting machine the combination with the mold, of a vertically
reciprocating injecting mechanism including melting-pot, pump and nozzle, and a

supporting frame pivotally alteched to the main frame cn avertical axis; substan-

tially as described.

80. In a type-casting machine such as described and in combination with the

vertically movable injecting deviecs, including melling-pot, pump avd nozzle. of a

vertically adjustable and laterally movable supporting frame therefor,and a lock for

holding said frame from lateral motion when in elevated position, whereby the

injecting mechanism can be lowered and swang from beneath the mold;substantially
as deseribed,

31. Tua Lype-casting machine the combination with the pump and the actuating
5

mechanism therefor, af a controllable disengaging or arresting device including a

reciprocating driving member, a driven member carrying a Jaleh for engagement
with the driving member, aud reciprocating member, moving in a direction to release
the latch from engagement, with the driving member and shiftable into and ont of the

path of said lateh; substantially as deseribed.

32. In an adjusting or centering mechanism for shilling a member from one to

another of a series of indicated positions the combination of the following elements,
to wit; a positioning or gaging mechanism provided with oppositely movable jaws;
a fixed gage composed of a plurality of stops or pin ally arranged and each

adapted to be projected into the path of oue of said jaws to arrest, the latter as it

approaches the opposite jaw; a shiftable member or gage located between the two

jaws in position to he engaged by the latter as they approach; and actuating devices

engaging and connecting the two jaws, to cause them to advance s ively in

closing upon the shiflable member, saiddevices including a pair of levers, the one

pivotally connected to the frame and the other to the actnating lever at points
between their ends respectively, each of said levers being pivotally connceted al one

end to one of the jaws while their opposite ends arc connected together, and a

spring operating through the connected levers to hold one jaw against a stop at
the onter extreme of its motion. while the opposite jaw is advancing and until il
eontacts with its stop, when, by the continued motion of the actualiug* lever, the
second jaw will be advanced thus positioning the shiftable member projectingbetween
the jaws; subslautially as described.

33. In a type-casting machine the combination with the adjustable mold-blade for

varying the size of the mold-cavity, its actuating deviees and limiling abulment, of a

normal-wedge, a justilying-wedge aud a reciprocating (ruusler-block, substantially as

described,
34. In a type-casting machine, as a means for effecting the adjustments of the mold

for both normal and justifying Lype, the combination with the adjustable memher or

mold-blade, of a normal adjusting device, an abnormal adjusting device, and two

interponents or transfer-blocks operating alternatively, the one to throw the normal

adjusting devices into operative relation with the mold-blade and the other to throw

both the abnormul and normal adjusting devices into operative relation with the

mold-blade ; substantially as deseribed.

35. In a type-casting machine the combination with a stationary mold and a

movable metal injecting mechanism including a pump and nozzle, of wo opposing
connecbed levers, one connected ro the eylinder and the other to the piston of the

pump, an aetuatingdevice for e le and mechanism operating upon said

actuating devices to move them in unison with the injecting mechanistaas the latter

advances Lowards and recedes from the mold, and to separate them and thns project
the metal into the mold after the nozzle has heen seated; substantially as

deserihed
36. Ina

cie

or matrix adjusting mechanism .the combiualion with the movable

die or matrix case, and a gage or controller presenting a graduated series of stops or

8
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contacts corresponding to the various positions of adjustment of the die-case, of

actuating and controlling mechanism between the die-case and gage and controlled,
as to position, by the latter, said actuating aud controlling mechanism being moved

alternately into and ont of engagement with the die-case, so that in moving or

setting the latter it wiil be carried directly from one position of adjustment to

another; substantially as described.

37. In a type-casting machine the combination, to form an adjusting mechanism
for a shiftable member, such as a die-case, of the following elements, to wit; a

primary controller or fixed gage comprising a plurality of controllable contacts or

stops serially arranged and constituting an index for the various positions of adjust-
ment ; a primary positioning mechanism controlled as to position by th> primary
gage; asecondary or shiftable gage controlled, as to position, by the primary posi-
tioning mechanisin ; a secondary positioning mechanism, controlled, as to position,
by the shiftable gage; a skiftable member such asa die-case; and translating
devices between the secondary positioning mechanism and the shiftable member for

movingthe latter from one position of adjustment directly to another position of

adjustment ; substantially as described.

38. In a die or matrix adjusting or centering mechanism, the combination with the
die-case and the controlling gage by which the position of the die-case is determined,
of a centering or adjusting mechanism independent of the die-case, and co-operating
alternately with the controlling gage and the die-case, to first set or determine the

adjusting motion and then transmit or communicate the adjusting motion to the

je-case, substantially as described.
:

39. In an adjusting mechanism for a shiftable member, such as the secondary
gage of the die-case centering mechanism, the combination of the followingelements,
to wit; a fixed gage comprising a series of controllable stops or contacts indicating
relative positions of adjostment; a positioning mechanism including a pair of

oppositely movable jaws, oue of which is adapted to engage and be arrested by the

fixed gage and form a stop or abutment for limiting the movement of the opposite
jaw; and a shiftable member occupying a pésition between the jaws of the position-
ing mechanism ; whereby the position of said shiftable member is varied to accord
with that one of the stops or contacts of the fixed gage at the time operating upon
the positioning mechanism ; substantially as described.

40. In a die-case centering mechanism the combination of the following elements;
to wit; a shiftable gage ; a positioning mechanism provided with oppositely moving
jaws adapted to close upon the shiftable gage in any position of adjustment; a shift-
able dic-case; and translating devices connected to the die-case and projecting
between the jaws of the positioning mechanism so that in closing upon the gage the

jaws will bring the die-case into a position corresponding with that of the gage ; sub-

stantially as described.
S

41. In an adjusting or centering mechanism the combination of the following
elements, to wit; a shiftable gage with means for locking it in adjusted position; a

primary positioning mechanism provided with oppositely movingjaws between which
the shiftable gage is located and by which the latter is carried to position ; a secondary
positioning mechanism provided with oppositely movable jaws for eugagement with
the shiftable gage; a translating device located between the jaws of the secondary
positioning mechanism ; and a pritnary gage acting upon the primary positioning
mechanism to determine the position of its jaws when closed; substantially as

described.
42. The combination in a die or matrix centering or adjusting mechanism of the

following elements, to wit ; a die-case movable in guides to bring successive sections

in line with a fixed point or center ; a translating device connected to said die-case;
a positioning mechanism comprising oppositely movable jaws between which said

translating device extends and by which the die-case is carried in either direction to

adjusted position ; and a shiftable gage interposed between and movable in the plane
of motion of the said jaws, to determine by its position the point at which the. two

jaws shall be brought together; whereby, during the separation of the two jaws,

20
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preliminary to the resetting of the gage, the die-case is released from its actuating
devices, and as.the jaws ave again brought together to the position indicated by the

gage the die-case will be shifted ; substautially as described.

43. In a matrix centering mechanism the combination with a mold,a die-case,
actuating devices for the die-case and a centering plunger of a friction device
or brake for alternately retarding and releasing the die-case, substantially as

described.

44. In a matrix centering mechanism tue combination with a die-case, its carrier

and the mold, of centering devices for the die-case and its carrier operating on inter-

secting lines, to center individnal dies or matrices above the mold; a centering
plunger; and brakes or frietion devices for the die-case and its carrier, engaging the

latter during their motions of translation and being withdrawn or relieved during the

action of the centering plunger; substantially as described.

45. In a die-case centering mechanism, the combination of the following
elements, to wit: a die-case; a die-case carrier; a ‘lie-case centering or

shifting mechanism; a die-case carrier centering or shifting mechanism; a

mold; a centering pluuger in line with the mold; a brake or friction device for

the die-case applied to the consection between the die-case and its centering
mechanism ; and a brake or friction device applied to the die-case carrier ; said brake

or friction devices operating during the motions of translation of the die-case and

its earrier, and being suspended daring the action of the centering plunger ; substan-

tially as described,
46. In a die or matrix centering mechanism the combination of the following

elements, to wit; a die-case; a die-case carrier ; a supporting frame for the die-case

and its carrier; independent actuating devices for the die-case and for its carrier; a

centering plunger ; frictional braking devices between the die-case and its carrier ;
and actuating devices for reciprocating the centering plunger and simultaneously
therewith withdrawing the braking devices, substantially as described.

47. Ina die or matrix centering mechanism the combination with the vertically
movable supporting frame, the die-case carrier, the die-case and the centering
plunger, of the following elements, to wit; a friction bl mounted upon the

supporting frame in position to engage the die-case carrier ; an’ actuating device, such

as a lever, for operating the friction block; anda spring with limiting stops inter-

posed between the frame and the friction-block aciuating device ; whereby, as the
5

die-case supporting frame is lowered, after the preliminary centering ofthedie-case, the

friction-block actuating device will be withdrawn from its actuating spring, leaving
the die-case free to respond to the action of the centering plunger, substantially
as described.

48. In a die or matrix centering mechanism, the combination with the horizontally
reciprocating die-case carrier and its vertically movable supporting frame, of the

centering-plunger ; the friction blocks mounted upsn the supporting frame in line

with the guides for the carrier and engaging the latter ; the enrved levers pivoted in

the supporting frame engaging the frietion-blocks and partiallyencirclingthe centering
plunger; and the vertically movable pins each contacting with one of the levers

and provided with an actuating spring and 2 limiting’stop or gage; substantially as

described. :

49, In a dic or matrix centering mechanism, the combination with the supporting
frame for the die-case and its carrier, and the centering-plunger, of the actuating
lever engaging the centering plunger, and the link and lever for transmitting motion

from the actuating lever to the supporting frame, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

50. In a die or matrix centering mechanism the combination with the centering-
plunger and the spring sustained supporting frame upon which the die-case is

adjusted to bring any matrix block into aligament with the centering-plunger, of

the actuating lever engaging the centering-plunger, the lever counected to the

supporting frame, and a connection between said last named lever and the actuating
lever, whereby motion in the same direction but at relatively different speeds
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sting-pluuger and supporting-frame ; substantiallywill be communicated to the cen!

as described.

51. In an adjusting or centering mechan

controller or tixed gage, a primary

m suchas described containing a primary
ioning or gaging mechanism provided with

oppositely movable jaws, aud a secondary controller or shuiftablegage, the combination, 5

to form an actuating mechanism for the jaws of the said positioning or gaging
mechanism, of the following elements, to wit; a lever mounted on afixed fulcrum and

having oue end attached to one of the jaws; a second lever haying one end aliuched

to the other jaw aud its opposite end connected through a link to tbe first named

lever ; a spring operating to hold one of said levers retracted; andan actnatinglaver 10

couneeted to said second lever between its ends; whereby, as the actuating lever is

moved in one dircetion, it and the spring will sepwate the jaws, and when moved in

the oppositedirection,will advance oue Jaw uulil arrested by a stop piu of the fixed

gaye and then advance the opposite jaw against the resistance of the spring, thus

earrying the saiftasle member to a positionof adjustmentcorrespondingwith the 15

positionin the series of (he slop pin in engagement. with the firstarrestedjaw,
substantially as d bed.

52, The combination with the two pairs of connected levers 73, 74, onc lever of

each puir being attached to a fixed pivot and the other to a reciprocating aclualing
device, of a spring retractor connected lo one lever of each pair, whereby the 20

corresponding levers of each pair are advanced and eontinned in motion until arrested

before the opposite levers are affected by the actuating device; substantially as

described.
53, The combination with two positioning mechanisms each provided with a pair

of oppositely movable jaws and a fixed gage for determining the closing position of

each puir of jaws, of the two sets of connected levers pivotully allached to the jaws,
one lever of each. set altached Lo a fixed pivot aud the other ro a reciprocating driver,
and a spring retractor engagingone lever of each set or pair, so that in the act of

closing the jaws of each positioning mechanism, the jaw which is to come in contact

with the fised gage will be first advanced and when arrested motion will be 30

communicated lo the upper jaw; substantially as described.

54, In a centering or adjusting mechanism and as a means for operating the pairs
of oppositelymovable jaws of the pos dontagor gaging|mechanisms,the combination

with said jaws of a lever sysiem for each pair of jaws comprising two levers or

members pivotally connected together at one end and each attached to one ofthe jaws, 35

a fixed bearing or pivot to whieh one of said levers or members is connected by a link
attached ab a point between its points of attachment Lo the jaw aud the opposilelever
or member, aud au actualing device or mechanism connected to the other lever or

member at a point between its points of attachment to the jaw and first named lever

or member ; substantially as described. 40

58, Ina centering or positioning mechanism, as a meaus for actualing the jaws of

the primary and secondary positioning ar gaging mechanisms, thecombination of the

following clements, to wid; a pair ofleverspivotally connected together at one end

and having their opposite ends connected respectively to Lhe opposing jaws, one of

said levers being furnished with a fixed fnlerum and the other connected at a point 45

between its ends to’the actuating lever; and a seceond pair of connected levers

engaging the other pair of jaws, the fixed fulerum and tue connection with the

actuating lever of this second pair being reversed in position as compared with those

of te first named pair; whereby the two pairs of jaws will be eaused to move in

relatively opposite directions, one pair closing as the other separates or opens; 50

substantially as deseribed

56. In a centering or adjusting mechanism such as deseribed for locating the

lion of a movable member, such as a die-case, at any ofa series of indicated positions
by a two-way movement on intersceting lines, the combination wilh such movable

member or die-case of the following elements, to wit ; two fixed gages or controllers

two positioning mechanisms each provided with oppositely movable jaws whose closed

position is determined by a member of the fixed gage; a sccondary or shiftable gage

icyoy
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between the jaws of each positioning mechanism; two secondary positioning
mechanisms each provided with oppositely movable jaws whose closed position is

determined by the sbiftable gage; and translating devices between the jaws of one

secondary positioning mechanism and the movable member or die-case, and between

the jaws of the other secondary positioning mechanism and the carrier or supportfor

said movable member or die-case ; substantially as described.

57. In a centering or adjusting mechanism such as described, for locating the posi-
tion of a movable member, such as a die-case, by movements in transverse lines, the

combination of the following clements, to wit ; two primary controllers or fixed gages ;
a primary positioning mechanism with oppositely movable jaws co-acting with each

primary controller, the lntter determining the closed position of said jaws; a secondary

controller or shiftable gage between the jaws of each primary positioning mechanism

and set thereby; a Jock for each secondary controller; a secondary positioning
qmechanism for each secondary controlier provided with oppositely movable jaws

5

whose closed position is determined by the secondary controller; translating devices

hetween the secondary positioning mechanisms and the movable member or die-case ;
and actuating devices operating upon the jaws of the primary and secondary position-

ing mechanisms to open onc set of jaws while closing the other set ; substantially as

described.

58. Ina centering or adjusting mechanism, such as described, forlocating the posi-

tion of a two-way movable member, euch as a die-case, the combination of the following

elements, to wit; two primary controllers or fixed gages; two primary positioning or

gaging mechanisins each provided with oppositely movable jaws, whose closed

positions are determined by the members of the fixed gages: a secondary controller

the jaws of each primary

positioning mechanism 3a secondary positioning or gaging mechanism with opposite!
movable jaws for each secondary controller, the latter determining the elosed position
of said jaws; translaling devices between (he jews of the two secondary positioning
mechanisms and the movable member or die-cuse; and a single actuating lever

mediately. counceted to the jaws of the primary and secondary positioning
mechanism for opening and closing ther in alternation; substantially as described.

59. The combination with a fixed controller or gage and a positioning mechanism

containing two oppositely movable members or jaws whose‘closedposition is deter-

miried by engagement with the fixed controller, ofa shiftablememberlying between

d jaws when approaching or closing, and a centering

and locking device engaging said shiftable member when brought to position by the

jaws, for effecting final adjustment andlockingthe shiflable member while the jaws
are receding therefrom, substantially as described.

80. A type mold for use in a easting machine comprising side blocks ; a movable

cross-blade ; an adjustable mold-blade, the latter serving as an ejector ; and an

adjustable limiting stop for the mold-blade, the whole mounted upon a detachable

mold-frame.
2

G1. In a type-easting mold for use in connection witha reciprocating nozzle,

the combination therewith of a nozzle-plate provided with a thin walled and bell-

shaped seat for the nozzle, to prevent chilling the metal in the nozzle when the

latter is seated in position to inject the molten metal into the mold; substantially

as described.

62. In combination with the mold and nozzle, the nozzle-plate mounted upon the

mold and provided with concave face and projecting bell nozzle-seat; substantially as

described.
<

63. In a type-casting machine the combination with the detachable mold and its

movable mold-blade for varying the dimensions of the mold-eavity and ejecting the

type therefrom of the adjustable limiting stop carried by (he mold-frame and engaging
the mold-blade ; substantially as described.

64. Ina mold adjusting mechanism such as described, the combination with the

mold-blade, its abutment slide, the normal-wedge- and the justifying-wedge, of

xu
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oppositely reciprocating jaws engagingsaid wedges to, set or adjust the latter;
substantially as described. ie

65. The combination with the mold-blade. abutment and_an adjustable normal-
wedgefor,positioning the former, of amovable transfer-block interposed in the line of
connection between the fixed bearing or abutment and the movable mold-blide
abutment ; substantially as described. i

66. In a.mold adjusting mechanism the combination with the mold-blade
abutment slide, a main adjusting element, such as Lhe normal-wedge an adjust-
ment selling member, such as a transfer-block, and a plurality of supplemel
adjusting elemenis, such us justifying-wedges, of controllable positioning mechanisin 10

for separately positioning each supplemental adjusting elementand the main adjusting
element; substantially as described. :

_

67. The combination with.a movable abutment-slide furnished with an adjustable
contact for engagement with the mold-blade, of a normal-wedge for determining
the position of adjustment of the mold-blade, and # reciprocating wedge-shaped 15
transfer-block co-operating with the normal-wedge in setting the abutment-slide
to the position indicated hy the normal-wedge; substantially as described.

68. In a mold adjusting mechanism for type-castiug machines, the combina-

tion with the mold-blade, actuatingdevices therefor and an adjustable intercepting
abutment, of a transfer-block, a normal-wedge, and actuating devices for reeipro-
cating the transfer block and adjusting the normal-wedge; substantially as

deseribed.
69. In a mold adjusting mechanism for type machines, the combination with

adjusting devices operating upon the mold-blade to determine its position in the
mold when a cast is to be made, of a setting or adjusting mechanism ineluding a 25
transfer-block having a uniform range of motion, and a normal-wedge having a variable
motion of adjustment ; substantially as described.

70. In a mold-blade adjusting mechanism the combination with devices directly
controlling the position of the mold-blade, such as an abutment slide, of an adjusting
or normal-wedge, variable adjusting devices for moving said wedge to different 30

positions of adjustment, a second-wedge or transfer-block, and actuating devices for
*

communicating uniform reciprocating movewents to said second wedge; substantially
as described.

71. Ina mold-blade adjusting mechanism the combination with the mold-blade
abutment and the variably adjustable norwal-wedge, of the transfer-block having35
a uniformreciprocatingmovement, aud an adjustable abutment fixed to the frame
for defining one extreme of said reciprocating movement; substantially as

described,
72. ‘The combivation with the abutment slide for the mold-blade, a variably

adjustable normal-wedge aud a reciprocating transfer-block having a uniform degree 40
of motion, of actuating devices for said transfer-block including yielding or elastic

connections, and an adjusting wedge agaiust which the transfer-block contacts at
the limit of its operative stroke in setting the abutment slide to the position of

adjustment determined by the normal-wedge ; substantially as described.
73. In a type-casting machine the combination with the movable mold-blade and 45

its adjustable stop or abutment, of mold-blade actuating mechanism, substantially as

described, the latter comprising the head or slide carrying a cross-pin for engagement
with the mold-blade, a rod connected to said head and provided with two springs, a

headed sleeve engaging one of said springs and a loose collar the other, a sleeve

interposed between the said loose collar and the headed sleeve, and an actuating 50
lever narrower than the interval between said collar and sleeve; substantially as

described.

74. The combination with the transfer-blocks and a lock for holding either of the
said blocks at one extreme of its motion, or in inoperative position, of an actuating
lever and intermediate connections for transmitting the motion of said lever to either 55
block ; substantially as described.

75, ‘The combination with the reciprocatory transfer-blocks of the actnating rods,

oO
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the locking rod and the yielding actuating devices between said acbuating rods and
the actuating lever ; substantially as described.

76. In combination with the transfer-blocks, their limiting abutment and a lock
for holding either block ont of action, of an

*

actuatingmechanism comprising a
spring-seated lever connected to one transfer-block, a second.lever pivoted upon the
first-mamed iever and connected to the obner transfer-block aud the driving
mechanism or main acbuating lever connected to said se2ond lever ; substantially as

deseribed.
77. In atype casting machine such as described, the combination with the mold

and its movable mold-blade, of the abutment slide locate! immediate, ly in rear of the

mold-blade, and the normal and jastifying wedges located directly. beneath said
abutment slide; substantially as deseribed.

78. Ina mold adjusting mechauism such as describai the combination with ihe

normal and justifying wedges of tha teansfer-blocks loosely conaevted to their

actuating rods, to permit lateral displacement ; substantially ay deseribed.
79, Inn type-castingmaeaine the combination with the mold, the horizontally

and vertically movable die-case, and the actuating lever coatrollingthe varcieal
moyements of the die-case, of the mold-blade adjusting devices inalading the

adjustable normal-wedge, the reeiprocalury transfer-block and the lockingbolt. for
said transfer-blovk eounected Wo tae die-ease-actuating lever; sudstautially as

described.
80. In a mold adjusting mecaanism the combination with the mold-blade, its

abutment. and actuating devices therefor, and the normal-wadge, of the normal-wedge
settingoradjasting mechanism includinga primary coniroller or fixed gage ; a primary

positioningmechanism ; a secon tary controller or shiflable gage; and. a secoadary
positioning mechanism, the latter operating npon the normal-weigeto shift il to

the position indicated by the pritmiry controller; substantiaily as deseribed.
8l.in a mold adjuscing mecaanism the combination with the mold-blade

abutment and its movable support, of a longitudinally adjustable normal-wedge
resting inosely terval between (he mold-blade abutment support and a fixed
abutmentor [ ing, 4 reciprocating transfer-block between said normal- wedge and
the fixed bearing,aud actuatingdevices for retracting the transier-block, during tae

adjustment of the normal-wedge and bringing it into operating position after the

normal-wedge is adjusted, to set or position the mold-blade‘abutment; substantially
5

as described,

82. Ina type-casting machine the combination with oppositely movable jaws for

pon ee oy cogagement with Lrauslating devicesconnected tharewith,
of the normal-wedge coutroliiug the position af the mold-blada in the mold, said

normal-wedge or a part connected thereto projecting between said jaws, so that.

the position of adjustment of :he normal-wedze will correspond with that of the

die-case; substantially as desevibed.

83, Ina mold adjusting mechanism the combination with the mold-blade aud its

abutment slide, of a longitudinally adjustable normal-wadge, an abotment. and a

device engaging the normal-wedge to withdraw it from the abutment during the
5

adjustueut of said wedge ; substantially as described.

ch as deseribed, the combination with the

ofa steppal or irregular normal-wedge ;
ze acta, a spring seated holding plate, for

disangaging the“wedgeandholdingit sepir From itsabatment daria aljustueal,
and a reciprocating trausfer-block or wedze; substantially as describe

85.§The combination to form a mold-bladeadjastingmechanism,of a normal-

wedge, a justifying-wedge and two transfer-blocks, one acting in conjunction with

the normal-wedge and the other with both the normal and justifying wedges;
substantially as described.

86. ‘The eonibination with a normal-wedgs movable to vary the position of the

mold-blade in the mold, and a justifying-wedge whose adjustments, added to those

of the normal-weilye, determine the pusilion of the mold-blade when type of abnormal,

‘84. In a mold adjusting mechanism

mold-blade and its positioning mecuani:

ati abutment against which said wed
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width are to be produced, of two transfer-blocks, one for the normal-wedge alone,
aud the other for the normal and justifying wedges together, actnating mechanism

for reciprocating both transfer-blocks, and locking devices for locking or throwing
out of action either of the transfer-blocks ; substantially as described.

87. In a mold-blade and adjusting mechanism for varying the size of the mold

cavity, the combination of the following elements, to wit; a normal-wedge for
effecting normal adjustments of the mold-blade; a justifying-wedge for effecting
abnormal adjustments of the mold-blade; a transfer-block or wedge co-operating
with the normal wedge; a second transfer-block or wedge co-operating
with the normal and justifying wedges; actuating devices connected to both

transfer-blocks ; and a lock adapted to arrest onc or the other of the trausfer-blocks

in retracted position leaving the other free to advance to operative position ;
substantially as deseribed.

88. The combination with a laterally and longitudinally movable wedge, such as

the justifying-wedge, of a positioning mechanism for effecting the longitudinal
adjustments of the wedge, a lever or support engaging the wedge to shift it laterally
into and out of engagement with the positioning mechanism, and controllable

actuating devices for said shifting lever or support, substantially as described.

89. In a wedge adjusting mechanism such as described, the combination with a

wedge supported:to move laterally as well as longitudinally, and a positioning
mechanism for engaging and setting the wedge longitudinally, of shifting devices

to move the wedge laterally into aud out of engagement with the positioning
mechanism ; substuntially as described.

90. In « mold adjusting mechanism the combination with a controllable positioning
mechanism provided with oppositely movable jaws, of an adjusting device or

mechanism comprising a wedge movable longitudinally for adjustment and

laterally for engagement with the jaws of the positioning mechanism ; substantially
as described.

91. The combination with the oppositely movable jaws of a controllable positioning
mechanism, of an adjusting member, such as a justifying-wedge, uormally
disconnected from the positioning mechanism and provided with means for

temporarily placing it under the control of the jaws of said positioning mechanism ;

substantially as described.
92. In an adjusting mechanism such as described the combination with a

controllable positioning mechanism provided with oppositely movable jaws, of a

justifying-wedge lying normally to one side of the plane of motion of said jaws but

capable of being brought into engagement therewith, a shifting lever engaging the

wedge to carry it laterally into or out of the path of the jaws, a trip pivoted apon
the shifting lever, and a stepped actuating lever adapted to engage said trip to shift

the wedge; substantially as described.

93. In an adjusting mechanism the combination with a controllable positioning
mechanism provided with oppositely movable jaws, of an adjusting member, such as

tbe justifying-wedge, controllable mechanism for temporarily establishing an operative
relation between said adjusting member and the jaws of tke positioning mechanism,
and a lock for holding said adjusting member in position when disengaged from its

positioning mechanism ; substantially as described.

94. In a mold adjusting mechanism, the combination with the oppositely movable

jaws of the positioning mechanism, of a justifying-wedge, a locking bar engaging
detents on said wedge,a shiftable support or lever engaging the wedge, to temporarily
disengage it from the locking bar and carry it into the path of the positioning
mechanism for effecting adjustment ; substantiaily as described.

95. The combination to form a wedge setting or adjusting mechanism of the

following elements, to wit; a reciprocating positioning mechanism provided with

oppositely movable jaws; a lacerally and longitudinally movable wedge provided
with a shoulder adapted to enter between and be eugaged by the jaws of the

positioning mechanism ; a locking projection or bar engaging detents on the wedge
when the latter is withdrawn from between the jaws; and a controllable mechanism
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for shifting the wedge laterally from the plane of the locking bar into that of the

jaws and vice versa; substantially as described.

96. The combination with a laterally and longitudinally movabie adjusting wedge,
such as thejustifying-wedge, and a controllable positioning mechanism tor determining
the position of adjustment of the wedge, of a detent engaging the wedge to hold it

in adjusted position, a lever provided with jaws embracing the wedge and adapted to

shift. the latter from the deLent into engagement with the positioning mechanism, an

actuating lever, and a trip intermediate said actuating lever and shifting lever;
substantially as described.

97. The combination with a laterally and longitudinally movable wedge, such as

the justifying-wedge, and a controllable positioning mechanism for effecting the

longitudinal adjustments of the same, of a shiftiug lever movable laterally of the

wedge and engaging thelatter to carry it into or out of counectiou with the positioning
mechanism, an acluating lever, a trip between said actnating lever and the shifting
lever, and a controllable trip-lever eugaging the trip; substantially as deseribed.

98. In a mold adjusting mechanism such as described, the combination with the

justifying-wedge and the positioning mechanism therefor, of the wedge shifting lever

provided with jaws between which said wedge is received and guided, a trip pivoted
to said shifting lever, a reciprocating actuating lever for engaging the trip, a trip-
lever operating upon said trip to shift it into engagement with the actuating lever at

predetermined intervals, and a piston operating said trip-lever; substantially as

described.

99. The combination with oppositely movable jaws and a gage or stop for

determining their closed position, of a normal-wedge provided with an engaging
portion lying hetween and in the plane of movement of said jaws, a justifying-
wedge provided with an engaging portion normally to one side of the plane of

movement of the jaws but capable of being brought into said plaue between the jaws,
and two transfer-blocks brought into action dissimultaneonsly for rendering the

adjustments of the normal-wedge or of the uormal and justifying wedges operative to

affect the position of the mold-dlade ; substantially as deseribed.

100, In a machine for automatically effecting the adjustments of a mold, to

produce normal and justifying type, the combination of the following elements,
to wit; a normal-wedge and transfer-block for effecting normal adjustments or those

corresponding with different widths of normal type; a justifying-wedge and transfer-

block for effecting, in conjunction with the normal-wedge, abnormal adjustments
such as are required for justification ; adjusting mechanism intermittingly engaging
the wedges to set and then release them; controllable devices for bringing the

justifying-wedge temporarily under the influence of its adjusting mechanism ;
actuating devices for the Lransfer-blocks ; and a lock for suspending the action of one

or the other transfer-blovk ; substantially as described.

101. In a mold adjusting mechanism the combination with the mold aud its mold-

blade, and a movable abutment controlling the mold-blade when in casting position,
of a wedge for adjusting the position of the mold-blade abutment, adjusting
mechanism intermittingly engaging said wedge to carry it to any position of adjust-
ment and there leave it, a lock for holding the wedge in adjusted position, and a

second wedge or transfer-block operating in conjunction with the first named wedge
to.set the mold-blade abutment ; substantially as described.

102. In a mold adjusting mechanism, the combmation with the mold and its

mold-hlade, of a normal-wedge, a justifying-wedge, an adjusting mechanism normally
in operative relation with the’ normal-wedge and in inoperative relation with the

justifying-wedge, controllable devices for placing the justifying-wedge temporarily
within the control of said adjusting mechanism, and transfer-blocks for determining
which of the adjusting factors—normal-wedge alone or normal and justifying-wedges
together —shall operate upon the mold-blade ; substantially as described.

103. In a mold adjusting mechanism for type-casting machines the combination

of the following elements, to wit; a main adjusting element, sach as the

normal-wedge; a supplemental adjusting element, such as a justilication-wedge ;
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controllable positioning mechanism for the main and supplemental adjusting
elements ; independent controllable devices for counecting the supplemental adjusting
element with the controilable positioning mechanism ; and two setting devices, such

as the transfer-bloeks, with controllable devices for bringing them alternately into

action, to catise either the main or the main and supplemental adjusting elements to 5

operate in conjunction with the movable member of the mold in fixing the width of
the mold cavity ; substantially as described.

104. In a mold adjusting mechanism for type casting machines the combination

with the normal-wedge and the controllable positioning mechanism therefor, of a

plurality of differently tapered justifying wedges, and controllable mechanism

governing the connections between said positioning mechanism and the justifying-
wedges to set the latter, whereby the adjastment effected is compounded of the

separate adjustments of the several wedges as determined by their relative positions
and tapers; substantially as described.

105. In a mold adjusting mechanism for type casting machines the comMination
with the normal and justifying-wedges, the transfer-blocks, the mold-blade abutment

slide, and the controllable positionng mechanism withitsoppositely movable jaws
for setting the wedges, of the locking bolt for the normal-wedge, the detent for the

justifying-wedge, the shifting lever for the justifying-wedge provided with a trip,
and the actuating lever operating both the normal-wedge lock and the shifting- 20
lever for the justifying-wedge ; substantially as described.

106. Ina mold adjusting mechanism such as described, the combination with a

slide or movable member connected lo the mold-blade, to determine the position of

the latter in the mold, of the follo wing elements, to wit ; a bearing or shoulder upon
said slide or movable member ; two fixed abutments; a longitudinally adjustable 95

normal-wedge engaging the bearing on the slide; au adjustable member, such as a

justifying-wedge engaging one of the fixed abutments; two reciprocatory.transfer-
blocks or setting wedges, the one interposed between the normal-wedge ‘and a

fixed abutment, and the other between the normal-wedge and the adjustable member

or fjustilying-wedge ; and controllable mechanisms for setting the normal and 30

justifying wedges and reciprocating the transfer-blocks; substantially as described,
107. In a type-easting and composing machine the combination of the following

elements, to wit; a fixed mold; a horizontally and vertically movable die-case; a

Tine channel located to one side of and below the level of the mold; an ejector
opposite the line-channel ; and an angularly reciprocating type-carrier provided with 35
a type reeciving channel, a clamping member, and # type sustaining gate or blade ;

whereby the type received from the mold are transported opposite the line-channel
in position to he entered therein by the ejector; substantially as described,

108. In a type casting machine the combination with the mold and its eross-blade,
the laiter guided to reciprocate in a plane, of a type-carrier guided to reciprocate in a 40

plane inclined to that of the cross-blade, and connected to the latter by « joint or

coupling adapted to permit of a sliding action between the two in a vertical direction,
substantially as deseribed.

109. Thé combination to form a type-carrier adapted to transport and deliver
individual type, of a slide provided with a type-channel or passage, a clamping jaw 45
movable transversely of said channel or passage, anda reciprocating and laterally
yielding type sustaining blade projecting into ‘said channel, substantially as

described.

110. In a type-carrier such as described, the combination with the reciprocating
slide provided with a transverse type passage or channel, of a spring actuated clamping 50

jaw movable across said channel, a stop engaging said jaw to restrain the latter as the

slide approaches the receiving station, a laterally yielding type supporting blade
movable across the type-channel, and a lever mounted upon the slide and contacting
with fixed abutments near opposite ends of its path to alternately project said type-
supporting blade across the type-channel and withdraw if therefrom ; substantially as 55
described.

111. In a type casting machine the edmbination with the mold, its movable wall

0
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or cross-blade and the ejector or mold-blade, of a type-carrier provided with a type
receiving channel or passage, a clamping jaw movable transversely of said passage, a

flexible type-sustaining blade extending across said passage, and actuating devices

for retracting the clamping jaw and advancing the type sustaining blade as the carrier

approaches the mold, for advancing the clamping jaw to grasp the type as the carrier

is retracted, and for retracting the type sustaining blade as the carrier arrives in front

of the ejector ; substantially as described.

112. Ina type-casting machine the combination with the moll, its cross-blade and

mold-blade, the latter serving as an ejector, of the type-carrier, the latter comprising
10 a reciprocating slide with transverse type channel; a spring actuated clamping deg

with limiting stop; a flexible type sustaining blade extending through the clamping
dog and attached toa slide and a lever mounted upon the carrier-slide im position
to engage fixed abutments and acting through a block and spring to advance and

retract the type supporting blade ; substantially as described.

15 113. The combination with the type-carrier provided with a movable clamping jaw,
of an ejector flanged along its upper and lower edges and provided with bevelled
shoulders in advance of its type engaging facc, to insure the passage of the latter

between the clamping walls or members ; substantially as described.

114. Ina type-earrier for casting machines the combination with the slide provided
20 with a transverse type vbanvel anda spring actuated clamping member, of a type

sustaining blade or gate, including a spring blade 255 guided at its front or operating
portion in the clamping member and carried. by a slide 251%, the latter operated
through block 256, lever 258 and spring 257 toalternately advance said blade or gate
into the type channel and to withdraw it therefrom as the type-carrier slide is

25 reciprocated between the receiving and delivering stations; substantially as de-

scribed.
115. The combination to form a type-carrier such as described, of the following

elements, to wit; a slide provided with a (ransverse type channel; a clamping
member or type holder 251 guided to reciprocate laterally of the type channel and

30 projecied therein by a spring; a gate or type support 255 mounted upon a support-
ing slide 251*, the latter furnished with shoulders or stops between which is received

a block 256; and a lever 258 mounted upon the type-carrier in position to engage
fixed stops on the frame, said lever operating through elastic connections to recipro-
eate the type supporting vate; substantially as described.

116. The combination with the reciprocating type-carrier provided with clamping
jaw and a reciprocating and laterally yielding type sustaining blade, of the ejector
for discharging tbe type from the carrier, said ejector being held under spring tension

against one of its guiding surfaces aud provided with inclines at its eutering end

engaging the carrier to facilitate the entrance of the ejector; substantially as

40 described.

117. Ina galley mechanism such as described the combination of thefollowing
elements, to wit; an oscillatory reciprocating line-carrier pivotally attached to a

reciprocating slide and provided with an arm movable between stops or shoulders on

said slide, a slide mounted in ways parallel with the first named ‘slide and engaging
5

the arm of the line-carrier, and a reciprocating driving member movable between

stops or bearings on said second slide and engaging the latter; substantially as

described.

118, Tn a galley mechauism such as described, and as a means for actuating the

line-carrier, the combination with the latter, of a slide or support mounted to

50 reciprocate parallel with the line-channel, a line carrier pivotally attached to said

slide and provided with a laterally projecting arm extending between limiting stops on

the slide, a second slide, such as 283, engaging the arm on the line-carrier, a third

slide, such as 287, provided with a pin riding in a longitudinal slot or opening in

slide 283, and actuating devices including w double compression link or connection

55 for reciprocating slide 287; substantially as described.

119. In a galley mechanism such as described the combination of the following
elemeuts, to wit ; a line-carrier pivotally supported on a slide and provided with an

te
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arm extendingbetween limiting stops on said slide; a reciprocatingcee such as2

engaging the line-carrier arm to oscillate the ine-carrier and reciprocate it and its
supporting slide; a third slide or reciprocating member, such as 287, engaging
slide 283 ; aslaterally movable bar; or line-trausferrer ; a line snpportiug blade and

resetting slide carried by said movable bar; and a. latch carried by slide 287
for engagement with the resetting slide of the line supporting blade; substantially as

described.

120. Tn a galley mechanism such as described and as a means for reciprocating the

line-transferrer, the combination with the latter and its pivoted support or lever, of

the cam, the actuating lever and the compression link between suid actualing lever

and the line-transferrer ; substantially as deseribed.

121. Ina galley mechanism such as described, the combination with the driving
shaft, of a controllable connection between said shaft and the actuating devices of the

galley mechanism, the same including a ratchet wheel,a spring actuated pawl
provided with an engaging shoulder and a pin, and an arresting and releasing lever

provided with a shoulder extending normally in the path of the pawl and engaging
the Jatter to withdraw it from the ratchet wheel and arrest themotion of the actnating
devices, and a latch carried by said lever and engaging the pawl in rear of the fixed

shoulder on the lever, said latch heing elevated by the pin to permit the passage of

the pawl; substantially as described.

122. In a galley mechanism such as described and in combination with the

actuating mechanisms for the line-carrier, the line-transferrer and the vertically
movable blade, of the vertical driving shaft, the cam loosely mounted thereon, the
ratchet wheel fast on the shaft, the pawl pivoted upon the cam, and the locking and

releasinglever provided with a fixed and a movable jaw or abutment, said lever

operating both as a starting and stopping device; substantially as described.

123. In a type composing mechanism such as described, the combiuation with a

reciprocating type-carrier provided with a transverse type receiving channel having
fixed and movable clamping walls or membersrecessedor slotted horizontally at the

delivery end in the plane of motion of said type-carrier, of a line-channel provided at

ils entering end with type-sustaining devices, such as springs, the latter projecting
partially within the line of motion of the type-carrier and entering the recessed or

slotted portions of the clamping members, and an ejector reciprocating through the

type-carrier to force the type held between the clamping members thereof into

the line channel ; substantially as deseribed.

124. In combination with the reciprocating type-carrier and the ejector blade, the

line channel furnished at its entering end with the type holding and sustaining
springs 265 and 267 ; substantially as described.

125. In a controllable pump actuating mechanism for type casting machines such

as described, the combination with the reciprocating driving member, the driven

member and the interposed latch or detachable connection, of a power actuated

arm for operating said latch or detachable connection, a longitudinally movable

shaft upon which said arm is supported and moved into or out of engagement with

the latch or detachable connection, said shaft being interposed between the con-

trollable mechanism for setting the justifying devices and the controllable starting
devices of the galley mechanism aud actuated by the former to suspend the pump
action and start the galley mechanism when the jnstifying adjustments are effected ;
substantially as described.

126. In a type casting machine the combination to form a controllable pump

actuating mechanism, of a reciprocating driving member, such as arm 223; a driven

member, such as arm 227, connected to the pump actuating devices and provided
witha latch, such as 226, for engagement with the driving member; a member,
such as tripping arm 230, reciprocating in a plane parallel with the latch; and

actuating devices for shifting said last named member into and out of the path of

the Jutch or a part connected therewith ; substantially as described.

127. Tn a controllable pump actuating mechanism for type casting machines such

as described,the combination with the driving and driyen members and interposed
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connecting and disconnecting device, of a power driven reciprocating disconnecting
member, such as arm 230, a longitudinally movable shaft to which said arm is

connected, a connection with the justifying adjusting mechanism for shitting said

shaft, and a deteul, such as the spring actuated plunger, conuected to and movingin

unison with the arm and engaging # seat on the frame, for mainlalning the arm in

adjusted position ; substantially as described.

28. Tn a pump coztrolling meehavism such as described the combination with a

dviving member or arm 228 connected to the pump actuating lever or prime mover

and provided with an angular head, ofa driven momber or arm 227 connected lo the

pump actuating devices; a latch carried by said driven member in position to engage

the angular head of the driving member 5-a reciprocating member, such as tripping
arm 280, movable longitudinally of its pivob to carry it into or ont of the path of

the latch; and a spring-scated pin or shoulder on the latch with which said tripping
arm engages when moved laterally ; substantially as deseribed.

129. In a controllable pump actuating mechanism for a type-casting machine suck

as described, the combination with driving arm
.

driven arm 227 with its lateh 226

and tripping arm 230, of the sliftiug lever for the jnstifying-wedge operating to

shift the tripping arm into engagement with {he lateh, and a detent for holding
caid tripping arin in engagement with the latch after the withdrawal of the justify-
ing-wedge shiftinglever: substantially a3 described.

180. Ina controllable actuating mechanism such as described, the combination

witha driving member, a driven member, and a lalch or interlocking member, of a

reciprocating arm 230, movable into and out of connection with seid latch or inter~

Jocking member, a longitudinally movable shall upon which said arm is pivoted, and.

actuating devices for reciprocating the shaft to camy (he latch engaging arm into

and out of operative connection with said lateb ; substantially as described.

131. In a pump actuating mechanism such as described the combination of the

following elements, lo wit; a pivotally supported power actuated driving arm 223;
a driven arm 227 sleeved wpon the pivot of arm 293 and provided with an arm con-

nected to the pump operating devices: a lalch 226 pivoled to one of said arms and

detachably engaging (he other arm; a shaft parallel with the axis of the driving aud

driven arms; a latch operating arm 230 attached to a sleeve turning loosély upon

said shaft aud held in position thereon helween a shoulder avid spring, so that the

sleeve can be moved longiladinally of the shaft together with ov independently of

the latter, to bring ite arm into the path of the latch ; and controllable devices for

moving either the shaft and sleeve or the sieve alone longitndinally of the shaft for

eansing the vibraling arm to engage the latch and thereby arrest the pump action5

substantially as described.

132, Ina pump actuating mechanism such as described, as a means for transmitting
motion from the acluating lever to the connected piston and cylinder levers, the

combination of sleeve 211 and its spring, shaft 212 passing through said sleeve and

connected to the actuating lever thronzh a compression link aud coxtrollable power

trenemitting devices, a cross-bar 208 secured to said shaft, and a pin passing through
said cross-bar and a projection on slceye 211 and provided with a stop or shoulder

5

engaging said sleeve to mit its movement ; substantially us described.

133, Tn a type-custing machine snch as described, the combinalion with the metal

injecting devices and the mechanism controlling their motions towards and from the

mold, of a vertical threaded shaft unounted in bearings on the main-frame, anda

supporting frame or base forthe injecting devices voted upon said shaft and

movable both longitudinally and laterally thereon ; substantially as described.

134. Tn a metal injecting apparatus such as described, the combination of the

following elements, lo wit; a supporting base or frame attached to the main frame

by a vertical pivot abont which it can swing horizontally; the melting pot, pump,

nozzle and their elevating devices mounted upor said pivoted base or frame; aud a

pump lever pivotally connected to the acluating devices in line with the axis of the

supporting frame ; subslantiaily as described.
Ss

135. ‘Che combination with a reciprocating pump and nozzle, the spring actuated

N
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mechanism for advancing and sealing the nozzle and the connected opposing pump

actuating levers, of a reciprocating power-driven shaft carrying a bar or eross-head
engaging both the pision lever and the spring-actuated mechanism, a sleeve sur-

rounding the shaft and connected to the eylinder lever, a spring for advancing said

sleeve, and a slop for arresting the sleeve; substantially as described.

136. To atype casting machine the combination with the mold, of a metal injecting
mechanism movable towards and from the mold and including a melting-pot, nozzle

and pump, » parallel link support or guide therefor, and actuating devices for

elevating and depressing the counected receptacle, nozzle and pnmp, whereby regurg
tation of the molten metal is prevented ; substantially as described.

137. Iu a type casting machine the combination with the mold and its nozzle

plate, of the vozzle, pump and melling-pot connected ta move in nnison, a

parallel link support or guide, and a lifting lever applied in linc with the nozzle

for elevating the metal injecting devices and seating the nozzle thereof ; snbstantially
as deseribed.

188. Iu a metal ejecting apparatus for type casting machines the combination with

the melting pot, pump and nozzle, connected together and movable towards

and from the mold, of a spring actuated elevating and seating mechanism, aud a

pump operating mechanism engaging the sai

contro! the action of its spring ; substantially as deseribed.

159. In a metal ejecting apparatus for type casting machines the combination

with the pump, melting-pot and nozzle connected to move in unison and

provided with a parallel link guiding mechanism, of spring actuated elevating
es and pump actuating dev

the action of the spring in seating the nozzle; enbstantially as described.

140. Tn a pump operating mechanism such as described, and in combination with

the cylinder and piston thereof, two opposing levers connected together and to

the piston and cylinder respectively, and actuating devices eugaging said levers

to move them in relatively opposite directions, wheveby the power for actuating the

pump will operate equally upon the eylinder and piston but in opposite directions ;
substantially as described.

141. Tn a type casting machine the combination with the vertically veeiprocating
injecting devices mounted npon avertically and horizontally movable support or

frame, of the pump actuating levers connected together and to the piston and

sylinder respectively, aud vertically reciprocating actuating devices attached to the

pump actuating levers by swivel connections in aliyument with the axis of the pivot
by which the support of the injecting devices is attached to the main frame; substan-

tially as described.

142, The combination with a reciprocating pump and its connected actuating
s, the one operating upon the piston and the other upon the cylinder, of an

actnating mechanism comprising a baz or cross-head 208, secured to a longitudinally
reciprocating power shaft and connected to the piston lever, sleeve 211 sur-

rounding said shaft and connected to the cylinder lever, a spring engaging
the sleeve and a stop for limiting the movement of the sleeve, substantially as

deseribed. i

148. The combination with the movable melting-pot, nozzle and pump and the

lever for acluating the same, of the spring actuated rod engaging said lever, a

lever 206 operating upon the rod in opposition to the spring, and the reciprocating
shaft provided with a pump actuating bar or cross-head, the latter engaginglever206,
substantially as described.

144. The combination with the injecting devices, including melting-pot, pump
and nozzle, and the support therefor, of the two pavallel shafts mounted upon the

support aud provided with arms to which the injecting devices are pivoted,
connections hetween said shafts to cause them ta turn in unison, aud a lifting
lever engaging the injecting devices, to reciprocate the latter; substantially as

described.

145, Toa paper feeding mechanism the combination with the ratchet wheel, of a

elevating mechanism to limit and
_

< engaging sald elevating doviees to- control
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locking pawl guided to move radially of the ratchet wheel and provided with a slot or

recess substantially concentric with said wheel, and a feeding pawl mounted upon

a support movable concentrically with the wheel and provided with two operating
arms extending on opposite sides of its pivotal connection with its support, one of

5 said arms engaging the ratchet wheel and the other riding in the slot or recess of the

locking pawl; substantially as described.

146. In a paper feeding mechanism the combination with the ratchet wheel, of the

slotted locking pawl, a pivoted actuating pawl extending on opposite sides of its

pivot for engagement with the ratchet wheel and the locking pawl respectively, a

moyable support for said actuating pawl provided with limiting stops, and driving
mechanism connected to the actuating pawl to oscillate and reciprocate the latter ;
substantially as described.

:

147. In a paper feeding mechanism the combination of the ratchet wheel, pivoted

_ locking pawl, annular supporting plate, and a feeding pawl pivoted upon the sup-

15 porting plate and provided with three arms one engaging the ratchet wheel,

another the locking pawl and the third the actuating devices, the said actuating
devices including a compression link or equivalent. yielding connection 5 substantially
as described.

148. In a paper feeding mechanism the combination with the ratehet wheel, and

locking pawl,of an oscillatory reciprocating actuating pawl engaging the locking
pawl and the ratchet wheel, acluating mechanism engaging the actuating pawl and

ineluding a compression link, and a controllable stop or lever for holding the locking

pawl in fixed relation to the ratehet wheel, thereby suspending the feed motion ;
substantially as described.

149. In a paper feeding mechanism such as described the combination with

mechanisin for intermittingly advancing the strip, of a stationary cross-bar con-

taining air ports, an air-bar supported upon pivoted arms, a lever connected to the

driving mechanism, a rod connected to the air-bar and passing through the lever

and a spring interposed between said air-bar and lever ; substantially as described.

150. The combination in a paper feed operating mechanism and with the actuating
lever thereof, of the link provided with a slotted head engaging a pin on the actuating

lever, and a swinging block interposed between said pin and slotted head and

provided with a detent; substantially as described,

Dated this 24th day of January 1900.

85 BOULT, WADE & KILBURN,
Agents for the Applicant.
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